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Abstract 
Deci ion ar central to our daily existence. Every activity require u to n1ake 
cleci ion . 111any subconsciou ly. Knowledge, defined as an acquaintance with 
fact , truth , or principle (Delbridge , 1982), is the key to correct decision n1ak-
111g. Its r pre entation and use by 1nachine has been a n1ajor goal throughout 
th history of con1puting machinery. Research in the discipline of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) explicitly investigates ways in which knowledge can be effec-
tively repre ~ented and en1ployed by con1puters in order to make intelligent and 
hun1an-appreciable decisions. Knowledge-based expert systems (KBESs) are 
a family of uccessful, practical sy ten1s arising from AI research. These sys-
t 111s structure knowledge ( as decision structures) in such a way that it can 
b efficiently en1ployed to make decisions, and yet is easily understandable by 
hu1nans. 
Significant research problen1s relating to KBESs re1nain. One such prob-
1 111 area falb under the general categories of machine learning and knowledge 
acquisition. It is generally agreed that learning is one of the most i1nportant 
con1ponents of intelligence. The research reported here focuses upon the acqui-
ition of decision structures for use by KBESs. 
This thesis takes a well-established, practical tool for knowledge acquisition 
a its ba is. Experiments are described, pinpointing son1e of the limitations 
of the tool. A new approach is then developed which builds upon this tool. 
introducing the idea of con1bining decision structures. 
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Introduction 
Thi the i is about learning. To learn is to acquire knowledge. or to gain 
kill . by tudy. in truction. or experience ( Delbridge. 1982). Knowledge can 
be defined a an acquaintance with fact . truths. or principles. and thus to 
learn i to beco1ne ever 1nore fan1iliar with these facts. truths, or principles. 
In addition to this, the skill of applying knowledge appropriately must also 
in1prove. A sy ten1 which can i1nprove its perforn1ance at a given task over tin1e 
is a sy ten1 that can learn (Forsyth and Rada, 1986). In1proven1ent is generally 
effected. at least in the context of computing machinery. by 1nodifying (by. for 
exa1nple, adding to) son1e tore of knowledge. Whilst there exists philosophical 
debate over the necessity for there to be performance improve1nent ( Gaines 
and Boose. 1988b, Section 3.2). such a definition captures the intent of 1nost 
con1puter-based learning systen1s and will suffice here. Perforn1ance, in the 
context of knowledge-based expert systems, is usually defined as the 1naking of 
accurate decisions in an efficient n1anner (Langley, 1989). 
In this thesis learning is considered in the context of knowledge-based ex-
pert systems. This chapter begins with a discussion of what .. knowledge'' 1neans 
in the context of the work presented here. With this foundation, the chapter 
introduces knowledge-based expert syste1ns, discussing their deficiencies. fo-
cusing upon those deficiencies addressed in this thesis. A general overview of 
knowledge acquisition and n1achine learning follows. 
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1.1 KNOWLEDGE 
Knowledge. unquestionably. i a difficult concept to define. or even describe. 
Knowl dge can be .. a collection of specialized fact , procedure , and judg1nent 
rules·' (Turban, 1990) or the ··infonnation available to the individual fron1 in-
ternal or ext rnal sources about relationships and rules that describe organised 
lnunan activitie ·· (Hertz, 1990). For the purposes of this thesis four typ 
of knowledge are identified: Tenninological Knowledge. Inferential Knowledge. 
Situational Knowledge. and Meta-Knowledge. 
Terminological knowledge is basic definitional knowledge. It includes 
the noun , or as is popular today. the objects. of the language. It include the 
verbs of the language , describing how actions are performed upon or by objects. 
It includes all the words of the language, and their meanings. and is the type 
of knowledge found in a dictionary. Such knowledge provides the blocks upon 
which to build the other types of knowledge. 
Inferential knowledge describes relationships between objects. A rela-
tionship 1nay be causal, or it 111ight be one of si1nilarity, or it n1ight describe 
ome set ( as in super set or subset) relationship. Such knowledge is often of a 
general nature, expressed in tenns of classes of objects rather than in terms of 
particular objects. Inferential knowledge also covers the rules of behaviour ( of-
ten called heuristics), as well as the knowledge which encon1passes a description 
of processes. 
The knowledge which experts en1ploy to solve problen1s is usually regarded 
as inferential in nature. Such knowledge is classified further by Klein and Meth-
lie (1990, page 30) into theoretical knowledge (the known facts of the don1ain) 
and experi1nental knowledge ( the ill-defined domain knowledge, usually referred 
to as heuristic knowledge or rules-of-thumb). Heuristic knowledge is that knowl-
dge gained by an apprentice working closely with a Master. 
Situational knowledge records information about particular instances of 
objects. This is the type of knowledge that is found in database systen1s. It 
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i donnant, rather than active knowledge. (Inferential knowledge. on the other 
hand, can be thought of as being active knowledge.) 
Meta-knowledge is that which guide the deployn1ent of other fonns of 
knowledge. John McDern1ott describes this as the knowledge of "how to bring 
relevant knowledge to bear at the right ti1ne .. ( Most ow. 1985). Meta-knowledge 
1 the knowledge which allows us to reason. 
The endeavour of Artificial Intelligence research is the study of knowledge-
in particular, its representation and use. Artificial Intelligence is often charac-
terised as auto1nated problem solving. Problem solving is the task of bring-
ing the appropriate inferential knowledge, under the guidance of son1e n1eta-
knowledge, to bear upon the appropriate situational knowledge. 
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1.2 KNOWLEDGE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEMS 
A y ten1 i an interrelated collection of parts. In an expert y t 111. these part 
interrelate in such a way so as to bring knowledge to bear on a proble111 to 
provide a solution. There are 1nany parts to expertise: learning; reasoning at 
different levels of abstraction: having different perspectives of the san1e proble111: 
knowing when to break the rules: explaining the reasoning. No con1puter-basecl 
systen1 has yet achieved such an integration of all parts. There are no truly 
expert con1 pu ter-based systen1s. However, there is a class of practical, and 
indeed com111ercially successfuL systen1s known as expert systems. 
Such expert systems can be characterised as syste1ns which contain a tore 
of 111ainly inferential-type knowledge (the knowledge base or decision struc-
tures), using son1e inferencing 111echanisn1 ( the performance element) in the 
context of son1e situational knowledge to make decisions. In other words. an ex-
pert system 1nakes decisions based upon its store of knowledge operating upon 
a set of facts. Of central i1nportance is the store of knowledge. A prin1ary 
characteristic of expert systems is that this store of knowledge is separate fron1 
the 1nechanis1ns which are en1ployed to use it. 
An expert system, in the broadest sense, is any syste111 which atte1npts 
to perforn1 on1e task at the level of a human expert. While con1puters have 
traditionally excelled in perfonning ntunerically-oriented tasks, syn1bolically-
oriented tasks, as perfonned by hun1an experts, are now a pri1nary area of 
attention. Such tasks involve the n1anipulation of symbols (rather than nu1n-
bers) to obtain results. Sy1nbols represent objects and concepts, and a result 
i a syn1bolic expression of the state of the objects. Expert systen1s 1nanipu-
late syn1bols under the guidance of a syn1bolic knowledge-base which stores the 
truth and principles of 01ne don1ain. 
A knowledge-based expert system is a computer progran1 in which a 
perfonnance elen1ent operates upon a knowledge-base to 1nake intelligent de-
cisions within the confines of a given situation. A situation can be supplied 
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interactively by the users of uch a syste1n. whilst the systen1 itself identifies 
the information it need . The users n1ay ask the system to justify requests n1ade 
upon then1. or even to de1nonstrate how the conclusions were reached . 
A performance element is that part of a systen1 involved in detennin-
ing new facts or beliefs fro1n previous knowledge. ··Perfonnance elen1ent ·· and 
.. inference engine·' are synony1ns. 
A knowledge-based expert systen1 can be characterised by its knowledge-
base structure. the n1echanisn1 it e1nploys to 1nake deductions , and its user 
feedback capabilities. The knowledge-base contains inferential knowledge en-
capsulating the ··principles'' of the don1ain. It is often represented in the forn1 
of rules and n1ay be structured to model the domain. A sin1ple, uniform repre-
sentation of the knowledge is considered advantageous. Many syste1ns provide 
a n1echanism for representing uncertain or fuzzy information. The perforn1ance 
ele1nents e1nploy a variety of techniques for using the knowledge , with the so-
called backward and forward chaining approaches being com1non. 
There are ntunerous deficiencies with such systen1s. and the last decade 
has been witness to an explosion in research directed towards these proble1ns. 
Deficiencies include the narrow don1ain of expertise of the systems, leading to 
the potential for incorrect behaviour in slightly different don1ains: the difficulty 
in representing certain types of knowledge; the slow and laborious task of con-
structing such systems: and their often inadequate explanation capabilities. 
1.2.1 A Characterisation 
Many different types of systems have been developed, and even post facto la-
belled, as expert syste1ns. The use of the term ··expert system·· in this thesis is 
restricted to those systems characterised by the classic expert systems and their 
descendants. Systems such as DENDRAL (Lindsay et al. , 1980) , CASNET (Weiss 
et al., 1978) , MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1976) , and PROSPECTOR (Duda, Gaschnig. 
and Hart, 1979) are widely recognised as exe1nplar of the first generation of 
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Pxp rt y ~t 111 . The con1n1on characteristics of these systen1s are su1nn1arisecl 
b low. 
Type of Knowledge: Expert systems atte1npt to capture heuristic knowl-
clge. Such knowledge is usually represented by expert systen1s in a declarative. 
rather than procedural, rnanner. Newell and Sin1on (1972) have observed that 
when the expert is forced to put his/her knowledge into words. it is often ex-
pressed in tern1s of a situation in1plying a particular action to be taken. Thus. 
rnany expert yste1ns encapsulate this heuristic knowledge as if-then rules. 
Uniform Encoding of Knowledge: Whichever representation is chosen. 
it is often the case that the knowledge in the systen1 is unifonnly encoded 
as n1any separate units. This has allowed sin1ple, yet powerful tools to be 
developed for n1anaging all aspects of the knowledge. 
Uncertainty in the Knowledge: Don1ain knowledge is often expressed 
in tenns of uncertainties. This n1ay be expressed by the don1ain expert as ··If 
we are confident that x , y and z are true, then there is sorne evidence for belief 
in w"'. Various 1nethods for handling such information have been developed 
( 0 'Neill ( 1986) provides an excellent review). 
Structure of an Expert System: Moving away fron1 the knowledge itself. 
expert systerns are structured so that the performance elen1ent is generally 
a separate entity to the knowledge base. This, in theory, allows a don1ain-
independent perfonnance elernent to be developed, and then applied to any 
suitable knowledge base, adding to the flexibility of the system. 
Explanation: A very in1portant feature of expert systerns is their explana-
tory ability. It is important to be able to justify why a particular answer is given. 
The lines of reasoning that lead to the answer, when made available, can give 
the user confidence in the answer. 
1.2.2 Deficiencies 
A large nun1ber of expert systems exist today, many of which are in daily 
co1nn1ercial use (Michie, 1987). Whilst expert systen1s have been successful, 
~1.2 Introduction 
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there i till roo1n for i1nprove111ent. The deficiencies of expert yste1n di -
cu eel below repre ents an a1nalgan1 of 1ny own and other researcher · analyses 
(Willia1n . 1986). 
Declarative Representation: S0111e tin1e ago Clancey pointed to one 
of the weakne se of rule-based ystems when he said that rules .. can only be 
read and understood by knowing the specific procedure that will be interpret-
ing therr1" ( Clancey. 1985 ). Much progress has been 111ade toward the goal of 
eparating the knowledge base fron1 the perforn1ance elen1ent. but difficulties 
re1na1n. 
Domain of Expertise: A general and long tandiug criticisn1 of expert 
,ysten1s i that they have too narrow a do1nain of expertise (Buchanan, 1982 ). 
What makes this worse though is that they are unable to recognise pro blen1s 
for which their own knowledge is inapplicable or insufficient (Hart, 1980). 
The forn1er is a proble1n of expectations. Expert systen1s typically have 
expertise in only one specific ( often very narrow) don1ain. By developing s1nall. 
specific systems, we can build a base from which a foundation can be laid , upon 
which the 1nachinery required to build more general systen1s can be developed. 
Enlarging the don1ain of expertise often requires extending the knowledge base 
in use , introducing other problems. The CYC project (Lenat and Guha, 1989 ) 
i an example of a very ambitious development which atte1npts to encode large 
an1ounts of knowledge addressing such problems. 
The problen1 of inappropriate application is a lin1itation that 111ay be over-
come with the focus on 1neta-knowledge. Already systen1s have been developed 
which are able to reason about their own knowledge bases, providing then1 with 
the ability to ·1know what they know" . However , there is still much to be done. 
Researchers recognised early the importance of this (Buchanan, 1982). 
Knowledge Representation: A most important aspect of expert sys-
tems which has had much attention is knowledge representation . The knowl-
edge representation schen1e e1nployed by a system will influence such things as 
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the technique en1ployed for acquiring knowledge. the type of reasoning to be 
c1nployed. and the type and con1plexity of explanations that the yste1n can 
provide. A large nun1ber of proble1n can be clas ed a knowledge representa-
tion problen1S. These often derive fron1 restrictions enforced by the language 
for expre ·ing facts and relations and from the degree to which different types 
of knowl dge are hidden. 
U nifon11ity of representation allows relatively sin1ple 111echanis1ns to be en1-
ployed to 1naintain large knowledge bases. If-then rules have the further advan-
tage that they can be executed as procedural code and yet viewed as declar-
ative expressions (Davis and King. 1984). However, any uniform scheme. it 
een1s, inherently excludes 01ne forn1s of knowledge fron1 being naturally rep-
resented. Developers have often complained of their inability to represent such 
things as spatial relationships. time relationships. causality, and physical prin-
ciples within a restricted representation scheme (Mackenzie. 1984; Weiss and 
Kulikowski, 1984). Within the rule-based paradign1, for example. sin1ple algo-
rithn1s have often been 111assaged into the if-then structure. 
Aside fro1n not being able to represent many things, it is often the case 
that too 1nuch is represented only i1nplicitly. This has been a very con1111on 
observation. and has significance to 111any other areas, including explanation 
and knowledge acquisition. Aikins (1983) provides exan1ples of this hidden 
knowledge for production syste1ns. Both Clancey ( 1983) and Mackenzie ( 1984) 
have made sin1ilar observations. 
Several types of knowledge are often represented only i1nplicitly. The con-
text in which a rule is applicable can be implicit-often, some of the condi-
tions of a rule test for applicability in the current context while the ren1aining 
conditions represent the expertise. The former often represent a type of n1eta-
knowledge ( or control knowledge). Control knowledge is also often en1bedded 
in1plicitly in the ordering of the conditions and the importance of the particular 
ordering is not explicit. The purpose of a rule is also often i1nplicit. Some rule 
are .. control rules'·. others are ·· ununary rules'' 1 etc. 
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Knowledge Acquisition: Related to the knowledge repre entation prob-
1 111 i th knowledge acqui ition problen1. Knowledge acquisition is the proce 
whereby a knowledge engineer extracts inforn1ation from an expert in a par-
ticular don1ain ( the domain expert). The knowledge engineer converts this 
information into a forn1 suitable for use by the expert systen1. Test cases can 
then be u d to exercise the acquired knowledge, and deficiencies (errors) can 
be referred back to the don1ain expert. 
This fonn of knowledge acquisition requires considerable work on the part of 
those involved- the knowledge engineer and the do1nain expert. It was an early 
observation that '·knowledge acquisition is ... the 1nost li1niting ·bottleneck· in 
the develop1nent of modern knowledge-intensive artificial intelligence systen1s1• 
(Michalski, Carbonell, and Mitchell, 1983). There is a need to auto1nate this 
task, and n1uch research has focused on this area ( Gaines and Boose. 1988a: 
Gaines and Boose, 1988b). 
Weiss and Kulikowski (1984) refer to the closely related problem of adding 
new types of knowledge to the systen1s. This requires the ability to clyna111-
ically enhance the representation sche1ne, since full require1nents n1ay not be 
known beforehand, and different types of knowledge may be needed in solving 
a proble1n. 
Explanation: An in1portant reason for having an explanation facility is 
that the user n1ust feel able to ask the systen1 why any conclusion was reached. 
with adequate reasons being given. An explanation will not be required for each 
conclusion but provides in1portant feedback during the knowledge acquisition 
phase. 
The first generation systems have very basic. and often inadequate, expla-
nation facilities. Buchanan (1982) noted the stylized explanations of a line of 
reasoning of n1any systems, whilst Hart ( 1980) noted that the explication of the 
reasoning processes are frequently silent on fundamental issues. 
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The proble1ns with explanation often derive fron1 proble1n with knowledge 
repre entation, 1nany of which have been n1entioned above. like the i1nplicit 
e1nbedding of control knowledge in rules. Mackenzie ( 1984) identified the need 
to be able to use contexts and typical ituations to explain why certain rules 
are applicable. which has often been hidden in the rule . 
Bramer (1982) also con1n1ented upon the problen1 with explanations when 
the knowledge base becon1es very large. Although each iten1 in the knowledge 
base n1ay be con1prehensible in itselt the overall operation of the systen1 be-
con1es inco1nprehensible. Expert systen1S n1ust be able to group iten1s of knowl-
edge together at a suitable level of abstraction to be able to give con1prehensible 
explanations. 
Summary 
Knowledge ( and its representation, acquisition. and use) , as the heart of 
intelligent behaviour, is of utinost in1portance to the development of intelligent 
systems. This thesis explores the process of automatically acquiring knowledge. 
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1.3 LEARNING 
Hi torically. ,oftware y ten1 have dealt with a fixed ta k. or at lea t with a 
fixed ta k nviron1nent (Lenat. Haye -Roth , and Klahr. 1983). Many proble111s 
a ociated with expert sy ten1 . but certainly not confined to such syste111s. 
ten1 from thi fact. Intere t in y te1ns which dynan1ically adapt the111 elves to 
chang in their environn1ent- sy te1ns that learn- has teadily grown over the 
pa t few y ar . 
Con1puter-based learning algorithn1s address two of the mo t in1portant 
aspects of knowledge-based expert systems-the acquisition of knowledge and 
the i111proven1ent in perforn1ance over tin1e. Two corresponding and overlapping 
fields of research have en1erged within the computer-based learning area. 
Knowledge Acquisition is a generic nan1e given to the task of building 
the various knowledge structures to be used in expert syste1ns. Such an activity 
typically involves a don1ain expert. Classically, a knowledge engineer interviews 
the don1ain expert and translates the expert's knowledge into a forn1 suitable 
for representation and use by co1nputer. Knowledge acquisition syste111s assist 
this knowledge elicitation process, and the tern1 covers the general develop1nent 
of tools and practices which can be employed by knowledge engineers. 
Machine Learning covers research into techniques for automatically gen-
rating and improving knowledge bases. There are four broad categories of 
1nachine learning: inductive learning, analytic learning, genetic algorithn1s. and 
connectionist learning algorithn1s. This thesis deals with inductive learning 
where the ystem learns fron1 a collection of examples presented to it. 
Knowledge Acquisition and Machine Learning systen1s can be characterised 
by the type of knowledge they acquire. Many knowledge acquisition syste1ns 
target the acquisition of tern1inological knowledge. Other systems fo cus on 
inferential knowledge. whil t on1e acquire control knowledge. The n1ajority of 
1nachine learning systen1 atte1npt to learn inferential knowledge. 
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The u efuln s of automating the task of acquiring knowledge was den1on-
trated by Michal ki and Chilausky ( 1980) in an experi1nental con1parison of 
n1anual and auton1ated knowledge elicitation. They found that deci ion 1nade 
by deci ion tructures generated by a learning systen1 were 1nore accurate than 
tho ~e n1ad by the 1nanually elicited decision structures. It was noted that the 
auto1natically derived decision structures .. were viewed generally quite favorably 
by experts- with a few exceptions ... 
1.3.1 Knowledge Acquisition 
Knowledge acquisition. knowledge extraction. and knowledge elicitation, are 
tern1s that have been used to denote the process of obtaining and formulating 
knowledge derived fron1 experts. The activity of acquiring knowledge is often 
r ferred to as knowledge engineering (Klein and Methlie, 1990) , or at least as a 
key con1ponent of the knowledge engineering process (Turban, 1990). 
The classical paper on knowledge acquisition (Buchanan et al. 1 1983 ) iden-
tifies the five stages: identification, conceptualisation, forn1alisation. i1nplen1en-
tation1 and testing. Identification involves understanding and characterising 
the proble1n domain. Conceptualisation explicitly identifies the concepts of the 
don1ain, pinpointing the objects of relevance, and the relations amongst then1. 
A formali ed structure is then put in place, organising the concepts so as to 
bridge the gap between the structure of the particular domain , and structures 
uitable for use in knowledge-based expert systems. A prototype systen1 can 
then be in1plemented and refined by testing. 
There is a literature dealing with n1anual methods of knowledge acqu1s1-
tion. Turban (1990, chapter 13) provides a review of such techniques. Many 
techniques borrow heavily from psychology and include structured interview. 
protocol analysis, observation of experts, questionnaires , and analy is of doc-
umented knowledge. 
Tools have also been developed to assist the knowledge engineer 1n the 
rather labourious task of knowledge acquisition ( Gaines and Boo e, 1988a). 
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The rang fron1 ophi ticat cl editors de igned for the 1nanipulation of knowl-
clge ba (Abrett and Bur~tein. 1988: Mu en et al.. 1988) to dialogue n1an-
ager which can th 111 elve conduct interview with the xpert (Kitto and 
Boo e. 1988). 
Anoth r cla s of knowledge acquisition syste1ns covers those which construct 
a prototype knowledge ba e fron1 a databa e of exan1ple cases. Such systen1s 
includ decision tree induction and rule induction syste1ns which take. as their 
input, exan1ples of deci ion 1nade by an expert. Fron1 these specific instances. 
general decision structures are induced which reflect the general pattern of de-
cision 1naking en1bodied in the exan1ples. 
Such inductive syste1n do not eliminate the need for an expert nor for a 
knowledge engineer. An expert is often required to provide exa1nple decisions. 
and to identify a 1naxin1al et of possible attributes that need to be considered 
in arriving at any decision. The induced decision structures are then only the 
first step in developing the knowledge- based expert syste1n, typically requiring 
nn1ch refinen1ent. 
1.3.2 Machine Learning 
The boundary between those systen1s which fall into the Machine Learning cat-
egory and those which fall into the Knowledge Acquisition category is fuzzy. In 
general, n1achine learning takes the process of automating knowledge acquisi-
tion much further. A n1achine learning syste1n is one which requires n1inimaL 
or at best no. direct hu1nan assistance. 
A strong motivation for n1achine learning within the context of building 
knowledge-based systen1s is the existence of large databases containing informa-
tion which is used statically (retrieved and updated). Machine learning systen1s 
may be viewed as tools which are capable of turning this mass of information 
into usable knowledge. Many machine learning ( and knowledge acquisition) 
systems do this by sun11narising the information contained in the database in 
the form of rules or other knowledge structures. 
~1.3 Introduction 1--1 
Inductive learning. of which in1ilarity-based learning i a prin1e exan1ple. 
begin with a o called training et of exan1ple and builds a generalised descrip-
tion of tho e example . Divide and conquer is a con1111on approach. Exan1ples 
in the training et are usually described in tern1s of a uu1nber of attributes. 
Given an initial training set, a partition based upon a particular attribute is 
ought. For each cell of a partition. another attribute is sought to further par-
tition it. This recursive proce s continues until all exan1ples in a partition are. 
111 01ne en e. ho1nogeneous. This process describes a tree-like structure, with 
the internal nodes representing particular attributes, and the links representing 
the various values that the attribute n1ay attain. The leaf nodes of the tree 
correspond to decisions. 
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1.4 MIL: MULTIPLE INDUCTION LEARNING 
Thi thesi deal with the proble1n of inducing decision structure fron1 exa1nple 
of deci .., ions. The inductive 1 arning approach. exe1nplified by the I D3 decision 
tree induction algorithn1 ( Quinlan. 1986a) , provides a basi for this work. De-
ci ion tree incl uction has proved popular as a knowledge acquisition tool. This 
can be attributed to the sin1plicity of the divide and conquer technique it e1n-
ploys. and to the nun1erous successful expert systen1s which en1ploy knowledge 
generated using such decision tree induction algorith1ns (Michie, 1987). Below 
1 umn1arised the genesis of the MIL algorithn1. developing upon the decision 
tree induction approach. 
A study of the application of a decision tree induction algorithm to an 
agricultural do1nain was undertaken. The induction algorithm's task was to 
develop a knowledge base which could be used to predict the viability of grazing 
cattle in the arid regions of Australia. A series of experin1ents then considered 
various aspects of the decision tree induction algorithn1. including the choice of 
attributes and pruning. 
A second do111ain of application was also considered. Experiments were 
carried out in building decision trees for determining the credit-worthiness of 
an applicant for a loan. This domain proved to be an interesting complement to 
the agricultural domain, providing further support for 111any of the observations. 
One of the important observations made fron1 these experiments was that 
the decision tree induction algorithm was often unable to distinguish between 
possible choices of partitions at each stage. Implementations of these algorithms 
have often assun1ed an in1plicit ordering on the attributes, and use this ordering 
when ties occur. Unexpected changes in the resulting decision trees resulted 
from sin1ply reordering the attribute definitions. 
The induction algorithn1' inability to always choose between attributes was 
taken advantage of by allowing multiple decision trees to be induced. These 
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cl ci ion tree 1 an then be n1erged to produce a single decision tructure. in the 
form of a 1 et of rules. 
By building 1nultiple deci ion trees another proble1n of 1nany decision tree 
induction algoritluus is reclre ed. Decision trees require a particular perfor-
n1ance lenient which checks particular attributes and follows the branch as-
ociated with its value. The performance elen1ent n1ust check the attribute 
which appears a the root of the tree for every example presented to it. Thus 
a value 1nu t always be known for the root attribute. (The same is true of sets 
of rules derived directly fron1 a decision tree.) Multiple decision trees, with the 
possibility of different root nodes. 1nay avoid this problen1. 
The MIL algorith1n resolves and removes any conflicts which anse when 
two rule sets are combined. It is a tool to be used by the knowledge engineer 
to provide an initial ( or suggested) in1plementation of the decision structures 
to be used in an expert systen1. The conflicts identified by MIL may provide 
i1nportant inforn1ation to the knowledge engineer, in identifying limitations of 
the decision structures which have been induced. This syste1n can thus be used 
as an aid in the knowledge acquisition process. 
The problem of combining induced decision trees is a sin1pler version of 
the knowledge-base n1aintenance problem. In particular, one of the tasks of 
knowledge-base maintenance is the incorporation of new knowledge into an ex-
isting knowledge base. The n1aintenance task n1ust ensure that the knowledge-
base ren1ains consistent and conflict-free. This thesis introduces an exploration 
into this more general case of con1bining arbitrary sets of rules. 
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1.5 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
Thi chapter has provided the general context of my research, clarifying. for the 
purpo e of thi the i . the concept of knowledge, expert systems. and n1achine 
learning. 
Chapter 2 is an introduction to decision tree induction. A general decision 
tree induction algorithn1 i pre ented. together with particular in1plen1entations 
of this algorithm. 
Chapter 3 de1nonstrates the application of a decision tree induction algo-
rith1n to actual learning tasks. Data from a geographic don1ain and fro1n a 
financial don1ain are used in a series of experiments carried out to confirm a 
nun1ber of properties of the decision tree induction algorithn1. 
Chapter 4 introduces the MIL algorithm, developed as an approach to han-
dling the multiple decision trees produced by a decision tree induction algo-
rithm. The primary task of MIL is to identify conflicting rules, and to resolve 
these conflicts, whilst attempting to maintain the accuracy and coverage of the 
knowledge base. A series of experin1ents in Chapter 4 confirm the effectiveness 
of this approach. 
Chapter 5 discusses alternatives that have either been implemented or con-
sidered during the develop1nent of the MIL algorithm. Suggestions for future 
directions are included there. 
Chapter 6 summarises the primary results and conclusions of the research 
described in this thesis. 
Appendix A lists the reference n1aterial for the thesis, forn1ing an extensive 
bibliography of the decision tree induction literature. 
Appendix B lists n1y publications each of which has played a role in the 
developm nt of the work described in this thesis. 
Decision Tree 
Induction 
Inductive learning syst ins build decision structures fron1 exan1ples, sun1111aris-
ing relation hip between the attributes of the exan1ples. Systen1s which gener-
ate uch structures for use in decision n1aking require that these exan1ples have 
deci ions ( or classifications) a ociated with the1n. The fan1ily of decision-tree 
induction algorithn1s r viewed here accept exa1nples described in tern1s of a fi-
nite. predetennined set of attributes and build decision structures based upon 
sin1ple attribute-value tests. 
Databases uitable for providing the training examples for inductive learn-
ing syste1ns are readily available. Financial institutions. for example, n1aintain 
databases of custo1ner records which docu1nent the history of successful and 
unsuccessful applications for credit. Universities n1aintain records of student 
progress. along with other background inforn1ation, in addition to a final de-
cision about each student ( indicating whether they obtained a degree). And 
databases containing infonnation about land use are regularly utilised by land 
use planners. It is the wide pread existence of such data that n1akes learning 
fro1n exan1ples an attractive proposition: static data can be brought to life. 
Such data can be analysed in a variety of ways, fron1 1nanually scanning for 
patterns, through to the u e of analytical tools such as discrin1inant analysis. 
and on to inductive generalisation. These techniques vary in the an1ount of 
human effort or intervention required. Studies have found though that decision 
n1aking systems using knowledge-bases produced by inductive learning algo-
rithn1s can outperfonn both discrin1inant 1nodels and hun1an decision 1naking 
(Messier Jr. and Hansen, 1988). 
Deci ion tree induction yste1ns share a common divide and conquer ap-
proach entailing the application of a recursive algorithm to ever smaller sets of 
training exan1ple . The goal is to earch for a decision tree which accurately 
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and efficiently reflects the deci ion recorded for the training exa1nples. and is 
g n ral nough to be u ed to 111ake accurate cleci , ions for unseen objects. S0111e 
of th algoritlun po t proce s deci ion trees into collections of rules ( a forn1 
n1ore fa111iliar to the expert systen1s developer). and carry out pruning. 
Thi chapter reviews the decision tree induction fan1ily of sy ten1s. Of 
particular intere t is the I 03 algorithm and its successors, which have been 
found to be useful tools for knowledge engineering. 
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2.1 THE TERMINOLOGY 
Deci ion tree induction fall into the category of n1achine learning variously 
referred to a inductive learning. en1pirical learning. sin1ilarity-based learning. 
concept learning, and learning fron1 exan1ples. The tern1inology of decision tree 
induction is introduced below. 
An object i a description of an entity and. in particular, of an exan1ple. 
The de cription con ists of a list of the features of the exan1ple . represented as 
an attribute-value list. Such a list is effectively a conjunctive description of the 
exan1ple. An illustration of an object is: 
Region 19481: Soil is of type CCI. 
Distance to nearest seaport is 836 km, 
Average weekly winter n1oisture index is 21 %. 
This object can be interpreted as representing a geographical region identified 
a region 19481 and characterised by the specified attribute-value pairs. 
An attribute describes so1ne feature of an object. An attribute may take 
on any nun1ber of values from the don1ain of the attribute. In the systen1s 
described here attributes are single valued. For the object illustrated above, 
the attributes are the soil type. the distance to the nearest seaport. and the 
average weekly winter n1oisture index. A categorical attribute is one which 
has a finite, unordered. set as its don1ain. An integer attribute is one whose 
domain is the set of integers. The soil type in the above exa1nple is a categorical 
attribute, while the distance to the seaport and the moisture index are consid-
ered to be integer attributes. Real attributes. with their domain consisting of 
real nun1bers, will not be considered specifically here-results for integer-valued 
attribute in general also hold for real-valued attributes. 
A decision attribute is a distinguished attribute associated with each 
object which identifies the decision class of that object. A decision class si1nply 
organi ~e all objects with a conunon value for the decision attribute into a 
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... ingle ., t. uch attribut are u ually categorical attribute (in decision tree 
induction ,y t 111 ) . For exa1nple. we can a ociate with the above object a 
cl ci ion at tribut called the grazing viability. The value recorded for thi 
attribute indicate the viability for grazing cattle in the particular region. 
A training set. denoted as Tr, is a collection of exa1nples (objects) with 
known values for the decision attribute. The e decision value 1nay be e1npir-
ically derived or provided by a don1ain expert. A training set is used by the 
deci ion tree induction sy ten1 to build generalised decision structures. 
A decision tree is a tree structure consisting of nodes connected by di-
rectional branches. A decision tree will be denoted by T. The root node of 
a decision tree is the unique node with branches e1nanating fro1n it but with 
no branches pointing to it, and is pictured as the top node of the tree. A leaf 
node of a decision tree is any node with branches pointing to it, but no branches 
e1nanating fron1 it. A trivial decision tree is one in which the root node is 
a leaf node. Each non-leaf node of the decision tree is labelled with the name 
of an attribute. Each branch en1anating fron1 a node is labelled with a value 
for the attribute which labels the node. Each leaf node is labelled with a value 
for the decision attribute. A decision tree can thus be defined recursively as 
either a single node labelled with a value for the decision attribute ( or Null in 
the case where no decision can be 111ade), or a node labelled with a non-decision 
attribute from which a nun1ber of branches en1anate, each branch leading to an-
other decision tree. Figure 2.1 illustrates the simple structure of a decision tree. 
A null decision tree is a trivial decision tree with the label Null, indicating 
that no value for the decision attribute can be determined. When illustrating a 
decision tree, null decision trees are not usually shown. The depth of a decision 
tree is the number of branches between nodes in any path from the root node of 
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At tribute 
A 
Deci. ion Attribute 
D2 B 
Decision Decision 
Dl D2 
FIGURE 2.1: A siinple decision tree. The root node of 
this decision tree is labelled with attribute A. The branches 
e1nanating fro111 this node correspond to each of the valid values 
for the attribute A. Leaf nodes correspond to values for the 
decision attribute. with the possible decision values being D 1 
and D2. 
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the decision tree to a leaf node. The general concept of decision trees is covered 
quite con1prehensively in Moret (1982). 
A performance element uses such a decision tree to detern1ine a value for 
the decision attribute for a given object. In its simplest forn1 1 this value is found 
by traver ing the decision tree, beginning at the attribute-labelled root node, 
and following the branch corresponding to the actual value of that attribute as 
recorded for the object. This traversal continues until a leaf node is reached, 
whereupon the value labelling the leaf node is returned as the decision. 
The coverage of a decision tree refers to the ability of a decision tree to 
give decisions for any object presented to it. Often, a decision tree will not have 
total coverage. This can be the case when attribute B in Figure 2.1 actually 
has three values rather than just the two shown, with no branch corresponding 
to the third value. An object with the value Al for attribute A and B3 for 
attribute B is not covered by this decision tree. 
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A Tr-consistent cleci ion tree i a deci ion tree for which the perfonuance 
1 111 nt, when applied to the exa1nple contained in the training set. returns 
d ci ions which agree with those recorded in the training set. This definition of 
con i tency ay nothing about the ability of the perforn1ance elen1ent to n1ake 
corr ct deci ions for objects outside of the training set. 
A decision tree is often thought of a representing a concept , and the 
decision tree induction yste1n is referred to as a concept learning system-
defined a a device for creating a concept corresponding to some partition of 
a sample of objects which have been classified by a pre-established rule for 
specifying a class (Hunt , Marin, and Stone. 1966). 
= 
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2.2 THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER ALGORITHM 
The ta ,k of the learning algorithn1 de cribecl here is basically on of taking a 
training t and generating a decision structure which can explain the decision 
a , ociatecl with the objects in that training set. The decision structure o 
con truct d can then be u ed by a perforn1ance elen1ent to n1ake decisions about 
previously un een objects. 
Th general algoritlun begins with a training set. Tr. consisting of a set 
of objects, ach being an exan1ple of a don1ain expert's decision. A nun1ber 
of alternative partitions, Si. of the training set are considered- each S.i repre-
sents an alternative branching pattern fron1 the current node in the developing 
deci ion tree. The set of p partitions to be considered will be denoted as 
Each partition. S.i 1 consists of a number of cells. each cell containing objects 
fron1 Tr. The n cells of a given partition are identified as Cj. j == l. 2 ..... n. 
A best partition 1 S*, is chosen from S using so1ne selection criterion. 
Such a crit rion is often represented as a cost function which assigns a cost 
to each partition in S. Such cost functions are typically dependent upon the 
Cj · . The partition corresponding to the n1inimum value of this cost function 
is chosen. 
The third step of the general algorithn1 involves constructing a discrimi-
nating description for each cell of S*. Such a description of a cell categorises 
each object in that celL and no other object in any other cell of S*. The e 
discrin1inating descriptions becon1e the branch labels in the decision tree. 
For the typical decision tree induction algorithm, a partition is based upon 
the value of a particular attribute. The objects in each cell have a co1nmon 
value for the chosen attribute. The discriminating descriptions are then im-
ple tests on this attribute ·s values 1 often described as the split points of the 
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A 
A=Al 
> 
A=A2 D=D2 
B=Bl 
The Training Set B 
FIGURE 2.2: An illustration of the divide and conquer tech-
nique of decision tree induction. The original training set is 
partitioned using attribute A. All objects in the cell of this 
partition corresponding to a value of Al have a decision of D2. 
The other cell of the partition is further partitioned using the 
attribute B. Each of the cells in this second partition is ho-
111ogeneous with respect to the values of the decision attribute. 
The resulting decision tree is that of Figure 2.1 
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attribute. Thus a sin1ple decision tree of the form presented in Figure 2.1 will re-
ult fro1n this induction process, with the chosen attributes labelling the nodes, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
The final step tests a termination criterion which is used to express the 
conditions under which this divide and conquer process should stop. If the 
criterion is not 1net, then the cells of S* are each used as new training sets. and 
the algoritlun is re-applied to each. 
The termination criterion typically identifies a training set whose objects all 
record the san1e value for the decision attribute (i.e., homogeneous with respect 
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to the valu of th deci ion attribute) a one for which no further proce 1ng 
i r quir d. The con1n1on value for the decision attribute will then label the 
corre ponding leaf node. Proce sing also tern1inates whenever no attributes 
rcn1ain upon which to partition the given training set. This n1ay arise when 
only categorical attribut exist. and all attributes have been used. That is. 
each object ha the sa1ne collection of attribute values. except for the decision 
attribute. Thi can result from noise in the training examples. or because of a 
lack of uitable attributes. In such a case the corresponding leaf node is labelled 
with a deci ion of Null. 
A pointed out by various researchers. including Kononenko, Bratko. and 
Roskar ( 1984), for sn1all training sets the selection criteria typically becon1e 
unreliable, because of the sn1all sample sizes involved when the training set is 
partitioned. Thus, a nu1nber of the decision tree induction systen1s tern1inate 
the divide and conquering when the objects in a training set fail to 111eet certain 
other conditions, leading to a form of tree pruning. (Quinlan (1982) and Arbab 
and Michie ( 1985), however. indicate that sn1all training sets are capable of 
generating quite adequate decision trees.) 
Tree pruning is the process of reducing the size of the decision tree. typically 
by removing leaf nodes of the tree and con1bining branches. Pruning is useful 
when the training set contains noisy data ( data containing inaccuracies ). It is 
also useful in noisy domains , where the accuracy of attribute values can not be 
assured. 
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In un1111ary the general algorithn1 i : 
1. Con truct S, the t of candidate partitions of the training et. 
2. U ing a election criterion. select the be t S* in S. 
3. Find a cliscrin1inating de cription for each cell. Ci, in S*. 
4. For each Ci, test the tern1ination criterion: 
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4.1. If it i not 111et, then use Ci as a training set and repeat fron1 step 1. 
4.2. If it is n1et, then a leaf node of the decision tree is forn1ed, with an 
appropriate decision associated with it. 
This decision tree induction algorithm can be viewed as an instance of the 
ubiquitous search paradign1. The search space consists of all sin1ple decision 
tree of the fonn illustrated in Figure 2.1. Such decision trees have si1nple tests 
associated with the nodes (involving a single attribute) with branches corre-
'ponding to the possible outcomes. The search algorithm begins by detennin-
ing which attribute should appear as the label of the root node of the decision 
tree. It then considers each child node recursively. Most decision tree induction 
algorith1ns are a best-first, depth-first search algorithn1 with no backtracking. 
The search space over which these systems operate is very large. All of the 
algorithms search through this space under the guidance of various heuristics. 
Actual in1plementations of decision tree induction algorithn1s differ prin1ar-
ily along five dimensions: the type of attributes allowed; the type of descriptions 
which can label a node and its branches and the consequent branching (binary 
or n-ary) ; the selection criterion; the tennination criterion; and whether tree 
pruning is carried out. The earlier algorith1ns catered for categorical attributes 
to the exclusion of integer attributes. This typically 111anifests itself in the 
context of the selection criterion e1nployed. Decision tree induction syste1ns 
typically use a single attribute, testing for its various values, as the discri111inat-
ing description for the cells of a partition. More elaborate constructs are found 
in conceptual clustering systems (Michalski and Stepp, 1983). Imple1nentations 
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al o differ with r pect to the nun1ber of cell ' allowed in a partition. which con-
qu ntly in1pact upon the tructure of the resulting decision tree- a nu1nb er 
of y te1u , allow only binary partitions, leading to binary decision tree . The 
tennination criterion al o differs between the various in1plementation . with 
0111e u ing this criterion a a n1eans of pruning. Other in1plen1entations begin 
pruning once the decision tree has been fully constructed. A further step in 
several in1ple1nentations is to then convert the decision tree to a rule set. which 
1nay again be pruned. 
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2.3 THE DECISION TREE INDUCTION FAMILY 
The Concept Learning Sy te1n (CLS ). developed by Hunt (Hunt . Marin. and 
tone. 1966). is the ear lie t deci ion tree induction algorithm. I D3 ( Quin-
lan. 1982) and CART (Brei111an et al .. 1984) 1narked the beginning of a renewed 
intere t in deci ion tree induction. with ACLS (Paterson and Niblett. 1982) 
and ASSISTANT (Kononenko. Bratko. and Roskar. 1984) developing upon ID3. 
AOCDL, and in turn RG (Arbab and Michie. 1985). develop upon ideas in-
troduced in ASSISTANT. More recent sy te1ns such as ID4 (Schlinuner and 
Fi her, 1986 ). IDS (Utgoff. 1988 ), and IDSR (Utgoff. 1989) are natural progres-
sions fro1n the original I D3 allowing incren1ental learning. The following table 
li ~ts tho e systen1s described in detail below. A summary box will follow the 
detailed description of each system to identify its main features. including the 
five din1ensions introduced above. Figure 2.3 summarises the fa1nily tree of 
these systen1s. 
CLS Concept Learning System ( Hunt, Marin. and St o n e. 1966) 
Quinlan's CLS ( Quinlan , 1979b) 
ID3 It erative Dichotomiser 3 ( Quinlan, 1982) 
ACLS Analogue Concept Learning System ( Paterson and Niblett , 19 2 ) 
ASSISTANT 
AOCDL 
RG 
C4 
CART 
ID4 
ID5R 
2.3.1 CLS 
Structured Induction 
Rule Generator 
(Kononenko , Bratko, and R o· kar . 19 84 ) 
( Shap iro , 1983) 
( B ratko , 1983 ) 
(Arbab , 1985) 
(Quinlan et al. , 1986) 
Classification And R egression Tree ( B reiman et al. , 1984 ) 
Incremental ID 3 ( Schlimmer and Fisher . 19 6) 
Incremental ID3 ( Utgoff, 1989) 
The forerunner to all of the systems described here is Hunt 's Concept Learning 
Sy te1n which ha its roots in experimental psychology. 1·The original 1noti-
vation for a CLS was to con truct a sin1ulation of human behaviour .. (Hunt. 
Marin. and Stone. 1966). CLS was primarily a subroutine for inducing deci ion 
' tructures capabl of being u ed for a pattern classification task. The pattern 
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CLS ( 1966) 
ID3 ( 1979) 
ACLS ASSISTANT 
( 1982) ( 1984) 
CN2 
(1989) 
RG C4 ID4 
( 1985) ( 1986) ( 1986) 
ID5 
(1988) 
ID5R 
(1989) 
CART (1984) 
FIGURE 2.3: A sin1plistic overview of the genealogy of the 
decision tree induction farnily. The dates are only indicative. 
and often reflect the date of publication of an early paper de-
scribing the systen1 rather than the actual date of develop1nent. 
Refer to tl1e text for clarifi.cation. After Quinlan (1986a). 
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here is the vector of values associated with each object. Hunt , Marin, and Stone 
( 1966) discuss a nun1ber of experi111ents with variations of the basic algorithm. 
The CLS algoritlun conforn1s to the general algorithm, with the exception 
that the first step is implicit , in con1mon with many decision tree induction al-
gorith1ns. CLS allows for categorical attributes only, and only binary partitions 
of the training et are considered- based upon particular attribute values. The 
xan1ples contained in one of the cells of a partition have a common value for 
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the attribute upon which the partition i , ba ed. CLS begin~ by arching for 
the 1110 t di crin1inatory attribute-value con1bination. 
Th 1 ction criterion en1ployed by CLS is based upon co ts associated with 
1nea uring attribute and with 111aking incorrect decision ( Quinlan. 1979a). 
nder a ~cenario where one decision is associated with the training set. the Slllll 
of the resulting 111i ~-cla ification costs associated with the incorrect decisions 
i ~ detern1ined. Repeating this for each po sible value of the decision attribute 
and then taking the 1ninimun1, results in a 111easure of the cost of using a 
ingle decision value as our decision tree. Call this T0 . The training set i 
then partitioned. For each cell of the partition a To is computed, and the sun1 
of the e i added to the co t of actually 111easuring the attribute. Con1puting 
this for each po sible partition and taking the 1ninin1un1 gives a 111easure which 
we will call T1 . The 111inin1un1 of T0 and T1 is then the cost of the resulting 
deci ion tree. If To is the 1ninin1tun, then there is no need to continue with tree 
induction fron1 this training set. Otherwise. the corresponding partition is used 
to generate two new training sets. 
This recursive algorithn1 for detern1ining costs will ensure that the induced 
decision tree will have 1ninimal cost. This calculation is prohibitively expensive. 
but can be approxin1ated satisfactorily with much less calculation, resulting in 
low co t, or at best n1inin1al cost, decision trees. 
Each node of the decision tree induced by CLS, except for tern1inal nodes. 
will have only two branches corre ponding to the two answers to the question 
.. Does attribute A have value Ai?':. Thus, binary decision trees are generated, 
te ting at each node for a specific value of a specific attribute. In general, 
' uch an approach may result in paths through the decision tree in which a 
ingle attribute 111ay recur, testing for different values. The resulting decision 
trees are potentially deep (having 111any levels). Hunt restricts the algorithn1 to 
binary decision trees for the sake of in1plicity. Multi-branching decision trees 
are con idered by Hunt, but primarily in the context of ··future work.·· 
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Th box b low ununari es th CLS algorithn1. CLS deal only with categor-
ical attribute . It build partitions based upon a ingle_ attribute and it value , 
re ulting in deci ion tree nodes lab 11 d with the single attributes. The branche 
n1anating fro111 a node correspond to the te t for the value of the attribute. The 
s lection criterion uses a con1bined 111ea uren1ent and 111is-classification cost. and 
the divide and conquer process tenninates whenever all objects in a training set 
belong to the san1e decision class (i.e .. have the same value for the decision at-
tribute). or when ver no attributes ren1ain. or when further construction would 
re ult in increased cost. 
CLS 
Attributes Categorical. 
Nodes Single attributes (A). 
Branching Binary. 
Branch Labels A = A .i and A # A-i. 
Selection Criterion Minimise the combined measurement and 
mis-classification cost of each attribute . 
The latter is computed using look ahead. 
Termination Criterion Homogeneous training set, or 
2.3.2 Quinlan's CLS 
no attributes upon which to partition remain, or 
training set has the minimum cost. 
The renewed interest in CLS-type systems was sparked by Quinlan ( 1979a) when 
he used a CLS-type yste1n to induce decision trees in the domain of Chess. 
Quinlan ( 1979b) further considered the problen1 of handling large training sets 
in a 1nemory-limited con1puter environ1nent. again in the do1nain of Chess. 
The windowing technique was introduced here as a key component of Quinlan's 
approach. With this technique a subset of the training set, called the window, is 
u ed a the actual input to the induction algorithn1. This window is aug1nented 
with other objects from the full training set whenever exceptions to the induced 
deci ion tree are found in the original training set. 
The learning elen1ent described in these papers is a .. sin1ple and unsophisti-
cated relative of Hunt's CLS'' ( Quinlan, 1979b ). As with CLS , single attributes 
label the nodes. However. branches corresponding to the various values of the 
attribute are u d, ren1oving the restriction of binary trees. Only categorical 
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attribute wer . once again. con idered. The feature of the y te1n of 1110 t 
inter t i the election criterion. The criterion i ba ed upon the de ire to pro-
duce a in1ple. and th refore gen raL decision tree 1 and u es estin1ates of the 
con1plexity of the ub-tree which result from choosing a particular attribute 
(Quinlan, 1979b). 
Con ider a partition of the training set based upon a single attribute. The 
con1plexity of th tree that results can be related to the tun of the con1plexities 
of the tre s that are constructed fro1n each of the cells in the partition. Assu1ning 
a binary-valued deci ion attribute, we can further partition each of the cells 
of the fir t partition into two subcells corresponding to the two values of the 
cl cision attribute. If one of the subcells is empty, then a very si1nple, indeed 
triviaL decision tree will result. consisting of just a leaf node. Si1nilarly. if one 
of the subcells is s1nall. then it would be expected that the resulting decision 
tree will be relatively sin1ple. but not trivial. Sun1ming the square roots of the 
1ninin1un1 of the nun1ber of iten1s in the two subcells of each cell gives a lower 
e tin1ate for the co1nplexity of the resulting tree. The attribute which results 
in a partition which 1ninin1ises this n1easure of con1plexity is chosen. 
The tern1ination criterion en1ployed is the sin1ple one of checking for en1pty 
cells, or for cells containing a single value for the decision attribute. 
In ununary, Quinlan ·s initial i1nplen1entation of a concept learning systen1 
deals with categorical attributes. with branching based upon the values of a 
selected attribute. The election criterion en1ployed atten1pts to 1ninin1ise the 
complexity of the resulting decision trees. 
Quinlan's CLS 
Attributes Categorical. 
Nodes Single attributes (A). 
Branching n-ary. 
Branch Labels Ai. 
Selection Criterion Minimise estimated complexity. 
Termination Criterion Homogeneous training set, or 
No attributes upon which to partition remain. 
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The arly effort by Quinlan to develop practical inductive learning ys-
tern 'ptured other into conducting further r earch. While the don1ain wa 
lirnited to Che . Quinlan· CLS rved to prov th idea of u ing uch a systen1 
with larg coll ctions of exan1ples. The e y terns were capable of generating 
correct deci ion trees which sen ibly sumn1arised the input exarnples. 
2.3.3 An Information-Theory Based Selection Criterion 
Quinlan ( 1979b) n1akes n1ention of an inforn1ation-theoretic rnodel of cornplex-
ity under experi1nentation. A election criterion based upon this infonnation-
theoretic n1odel is first presented in Quinlan (1982), and later in Quinlan 
( 1983b) and Quinlan ( 1983a). The basic idea is to use an estin1ate of the 
a1nount of inforn1ation gain that will result once a partition of the training 
set has been constructed (based upon a single attribute). Then. the attribute 
cho en is the one which best discri1ninates between the values of the decision 
attribute. This election criterion can also be viewed as con1puting the a1nount 
of entropy associated with the attribute, defined in the context of the values 
for the decision attribute, and choosing the attribute associated with the least 
a1nount of entropy. 
The infonnation-theoretic n1odel regards a decision tree as an inforn1a-
tion source. Given an exan1ple, the decision tree generates a n1essage which 
is the value for the decision attribute. Information theory provides the fornn1la 
~;_1 -pj log(pj) as a rneasure of the inforn1ation content of a n1essage. where 
Pj is the probability of 1naking a particular decision, with m po ibl cleci ions 
in all. (This could be equivalently written as ~7=1 Pj log( )1 ) which is of the 
1nore fan1iliar fonn for an entropy function.) This n1easure of infonnation con-
tent is n1axi1nal when all decisions are equally likely ( the Pj are equal) giving 
ri e to the 1110 t uncertainty. It is n1inimal (zero) when one decision only is cer-
tain (Pj == l) and no other decision can ever be n1ade ( all other Pj' are O). A 
u eful analogy due to Mingers ( 1989b) is with horse racing: ··the n1ore runners 
and the rnore evenly they are 1natched1 the greater the value of knowing the 
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w11111 r··. Th probabiliti are of cour e not known. but 1nay be approxin1ated 
by th relative fr quen ie of th occurrences of the deci ion in the training ,et. 
Thi 1nea ure of infonnation content will be denoted by I (Tr ). Thu . J (Tr ) i 
an e tin1at of the inforn1ation content of a decision n1ade by the decision tree 
incluc d fro1n Tr. or equally. the infonnation needed to 1nake a decision. given 
only the d ci ion frequencie , in Tr (Mingers . 1989b). 
Suppose that S i a partition of Tr. containing the n cell C1 . C2 ..... Cn. 
ach cell corre ponding to a ingle value for the attribute A I which ha n pos-
, ible value . In line with the general decision tree induction algorithn1. if we 
were to now consider each of these cells as new training sets fro1n which to 
con truct n new decision tree , then J( C.i) is a n1easure of the infonnation con-
tent of deci ion n1ade by the decision tree constructed from Ci. Thi i the 
inforn1ation content of Ci given that we know that the attribute A has the 
value corre ponding to this cell. Taking the average of these n1easures weighted 
by the nu1nber of examples in the cell leads to an estin1ate of the an1ount of 
infonnation required. in order to 1nake a decision for son1e object, given a value 
for the attribute A: 
n 
E(S) == L ;;1(Ci) 
i =l 
where ni i the nu1nber of examples in Ci, and N is the nun1ber of exan1ples in 
Tr. 
Hence , by choosing a particular partition S of the training set we have a 
gain in infonnation which is given by: 
Gain(Tr. S) == I (Tr ) - E(S) 
The best partition S* then is the S for which Gain(Tr, S) 1s n1axin1aL or 
quivalently, ince J(Tr ) is con tant over S, for which E(S) is minin1al. 
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Let n -ij be the nun1ber of exan1ples in C.i with decision attribute value D j 
(with 1n different decision values in all). Then: 
and, 
Minin1ising E(S) is then equivalent to n1ini1nising 
which is equivalent to n1ini1nising the final cost function: 
n m 
n· 
Cost(P) == - LL nij log ; 1 
i=l j=l 1, 
recalling that n .i == I:; 1 n ·ik· This can be sum1narised as: 
Cost of partition == - L 
cells 
E 1 . ll Examples in cell xa1n p es 1n ce with this decision 
with this decision X log Number of exampl 
decis-ions in this cell 
Consideration of this selection criterion leads to the observation that a cost 
of zero for any particular partition indicates that each cell of the partition 
contains exan1ples having a single common value for the decision attribute. 
This is the most desired situation, as the decision tree constructed from such a 
partition is of depth 1, n1inin1ising the con1plexity. Further it is observed that 
there is a possibility of a nun1ber of candidate partitions being equally good 
with respect to the selection criterion. Intuition suggests that this selection 
criterion is unable to distinguish between attributes primarily in the case where 
a number of attributes have a cost of O since it is less likely for two or more 
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attribute .., to have th a111e non-zero co ... t con1puted for the1n. with r .., pect to 
a particular training set. 
The ... e ob ervation . whil ... t not developed any further in thi chapter, are 
explored in Chapter 3 and taken advantage of by the MIL algorithn1 presented 
in Chapter 4. 
The infonnation-theoretic co t function describe above has been deployed 
as th election criterion in a nu1nber of the decision tree building syste1n 
de crib d b low. 
2.3.4 ID3 
The I D3 algorithn1 is 111otivated by the desire to produce sin1ple and efficient 
decision trees. ID3 presents an approach which reduces the potential con1plexity 
of the binary decision trees induced by CLS. As in CLS, the nodes of the 
I D3 decision trees are single attributes, but, by allowing n-ary branching, any 
attribute will now appear at n1ost once on any single path through the decision 
tree. Given a training et, each attribute defines just a single partition. This 
partition con ists of cells for which each n1e1nber object has a con1111on value 
for the said attribute. Each of these values thus corresponds to a branch from 
the appropriate node. 
The information-theoretic selection criterion is used by I D3 to choose at-
tributes at each stage. The attributes with the 1nost inforn1ation content are 
chosen early on, thus the decision trees tend to have 1nini1nal depth. 
A nun1ber of conditions are checked in order to detern1ine whether the divid-
ing and conquering should tenninate. As with CLS, a single decision cell (i.e. , a 
hon1ogeneous training set) indicates that a single decision can be 1nade, and no 
further work is required of this training set. If no attributes remain upon which 
to partition the training set. then a decision of Null 1nust be made. In addition , 
Quinlan ( 1983b) introduced a chi-square test for stochastic independence for 
deciding when to stop, to account for the possibility of there being noise in the 
training set. The basis of using the chi-square test statistic is that an attribute 
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will b elect d for plitting upon only if the hypothe i, that the attribute i, 
ind p ndent of the deci ion cla ov r the training et can be rejected with a 
high l gree of confidenc . The u of thi extra tern1ination criterion re ult 
in tre pruning leading to dran1atic reductions in the ize of the deci ion tree 
(Quinlan. 1983b). 
In u1nmary. the goal of 103 a an inductive concept learning algorithn1 is 
to produce deci ion tree with high execution efficiency. The pruning n1ethod 
introduced in 103 helps to reduce the complexity of the re ulting trees. 
ID3 
Attributes Categorical. 
Nod es Single attributes (A). 
Branching n-ary. 
Branch Labels A = A.i . i = 1 ... n. 
S elec tion Criterion Information-theoretic. 
Terrnination Criterion Homogeneous training set, or 
2.3.5 ACLS 
No attributes upon which to partition remain, or 
Remaining attributes fail the chi-square test. 
ACLS (Michie, 1983; Paterson and Niblett, 1982; Shepherd, 1983) extends 103 
by allowing the input data to be described in tern1s of integer attributes, as 
well as categorical attributes. The inforn1ation-theoretic selection criterion is 
again u ed to associate a cost with each attribute, whether categorical or in-
teger . In tenns of the general algorith1n, the set of partitions, S, contains one 
partition corresponding to each categorical attribute (as in 103 ), but with 111any 
partitions corresponding to each integer attribute. For an integer attribute A 1 . 
the objects of the training set are considered as ordered with respect to that 
attribute. One partition of Tr then consists of two cells , C1 and C2 . such that 
th 111axin1u1n value for A1 in C1 is less than the n1ini1nun1 value in C2 ( son1e 
nun1ber between the 111axin1un1 and n1inin1un1 is chosen as the split point). The 
election criterion, as applied to the,.,e binary partitions, is thus quite i1nplified. 
although up to n - l ( with n di tinct values for the integer attribute found in 
Tr ) po ible partitions 1nust now be considered for this single attribute. 
j 
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If an integer attribute A 1 i cho en to label a node th n that node will have 
two branche 1 ading fro1n it . One branch will be labelled with ·· < V .. and the 
other with it con1plen1ent ··> V... The plit point V is the n1id-point of the 
two cell of the chosen partition P. That is. 
V = max ual·ue of A1 'iri C1 + niin ual·ue of A1 iri C2 
2 
Th ACLS ..,yste111 i written in PascaL and a nun1ber of co1nn1ercial deriva-
tives of it have been developed, including Expert-Ease and Rule-Master (Michie 
et al.. 1984). 
ACLS 
Attributes Categorical and integer. 
Nodes Single attributes (A). 
Branching One branch for each value of A for categorical A. 
Two branches for integer A. 
Branch Labels A = A.i, i = 1 ... n for categorical A. 
A < V. A 2:: V for integer A. 
Selection Criterion Information-theoretic. 
Termination Criterion Homogeneous training set, or 
No attributes upon which to partition remain. 
2.3.6 ASSISTANT 
ASSISTANT (Kononenko , Bratko. and Roskar, 1984) is a variant of 103. It 
wa developed as an atte1npt to deal with a nun1ber of observed deficiencies of 
103. These deficiencies arose in the context of building diagnostic rules in a 
111edical don1ain. ASSISTANT extends 103 by considering the proble111s relating 
to the existence of n1ultiple-valued attributes. Early descriptions of 103 treated 
only binary-valued attributes. ASSISTANT introduces a new approach to tree 
pruning and is able to automatically select good training examples. 
A key ob ervation 1nade by Kononenko, Bratko, and Roskar (1984) and 
en1pirically den1onstrated again by Williams (1987) ( and presented in Chapter 3 
below) wa that the infonnation-theory based selection criterion was biased 
toward attributes with 111ore values. Quinlan (1985) provides an analysi of this 
.., ituation. leading to the .., an1e conclusion. The solution propo ed in ASSISTANT 
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1 to con ider only binary cleci ion tree . Although thi is ren1ini cent of CLS. 
it i n1ore general. allowing subs t of value of a categorical attribute to be 
a ociated with ach branch of the deci ion tree. rather than just one. For 
integer attribute I the technique introduced in ACLS is followed. 
The partitions con idered are thus always binary. For a categorical at-
tribute Ac , a ub et of it values is identified for the purpose of partitioning 
th training set into two cells. One cell will contain all those object of the 
training set which have a value for Ac contained in the identified subset of 
values. The other cell contains the ren1aining objects. Each distinct subset of 
the values of the attribute Ac describes a candidate partition. An attribute 
with n values leads to at 1nost 2n-l - 1 candidate partitions after trivial and 
ynunetric subsets of the values are ren1oved. Such an approach re1noves the 
bias against binary partitions, since only binary partitions are considered, and 
it is clai1ned to lead to smaller decision trees with an in1proved classification 
perforn1ance (Kononenko, Bratko, and Roskar, 1984). 
The tennination criterion used by ASSISTANT also differs fro1n ID3's ter-
1nination criterion. The induction process tern1inates when a n1easure of the 
an1ount of inforn1ation resulting fron1 the construction of a sub-tree from the 
current training set is less than the expected amount of inforn1ation required to 
1nake a decision for an object. Kononenko, Bratko, and Roskar point out that 
although this criterion is ad hoc it worked well in their experi1nents. 
Two further features of ASSISTANT are that it can auto1natically select 
good training exan1ples, and that it handles hierarchical classes of decisions 
and attribute values. ASSISTANT allows for the automatic selection of good 
training records based on Bayesian probabilities, which can be contrasted to 
the windowing technique introduced by Quinlan (1979b). Hierarchical classes 
allow decision trees to n1ake decisions at different levels. 
Whilst Kononenko, Bratko. and Roskar report that ASSISTANT results in 
better prediction and sn1aller decision trees , Quinlan ( 1985) expresses some 
re ervation. ASSISTANT's method. it is reasoned, 1'could lead to decision trees 
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that are even rnore unint lligible to hun1an experts than is ordinarily the ca e. 
with unrelated attribute values being grouped together and 111ultiple test on 
th arne attribute··. Kononenko. Bratko. and Roskar do point out. a does 
h phercl ( 1983). that binary trees are often poorly structured. 
ASSISTANT 
Attributes Categorical and integer. 
N odes Single attributes (A). 
Branching Binary. 
Branch Labels A E 5. A(/. S , or A< Vi, A 2 Vi. 
S elec tion Crit erion Information-theoretic. 
Termination Crit erion Homogeneous training set. or 
2.3.7 RG 
o attributes upon which to partition remain, or 
Information content < information required. 
The rule generator (RG) of Arbab (1985) is a descendant if 103 which airns to 
produce linear decision trees. (A linear decision tree is one in which each node 
has at n1ost one non-leaf child.) The motivation is the desire to produce deci-
sion trees which facilitate hun1an understanding. This differs fron1 103 which 
prirnarily aims to produce decision trees with high execution efficiency. rather 
than trees which are readily accessible by humans (Arbab and Michie, 1985). 
It is argued that a linear decision tree is more easily understood. 
RG follows on fron1 the linear decision tree induction system AOCOL de-
veloped by Bratko (1983). AOCOL in1plements a backtracking, heuristic search 
algorithn1, aiming to produce an alrnost linear decision tree. A non-linearity 
rneasure is used to guide this search process. Little consideration is given to the 
xecution efficiency of the resulting decision tree. 
RG en1bodies the basic ideas introduced by AOCOL, with the additional goal 
of producing n1ore efficient decision trees than does AOCOL. Although AOCOL 
produce linear trees. they are very inefficient con1pared to the trees produced 
by I 03. Efficiency is rneasured in terms of the average length of paths that are 
traver ed when using the decision tree to classify an object. 
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The non-linearity n1ca ,ure RG u es. a applied to a deci ion tr e T. is: 
l n 
NL ( T ) == - ~ (NL ( Ti) + ( n - i) x IN (T i)). 
n i=l 
Here . n is the nun1ber of branche e1nanating fron1 the root of the deci ion tree 
T, Ti i the tree rooted at the ith branch, and I N(Ti) is the nun1b er of internal 
(non-leaf) node of the tree Ti. The Ti are assumed sorted in increasing order 
of IN(T1. ). NL(T) == 0 if Tis a leaf node. 
In addition to this non-linearity n1easure. a n1easure for the average exe-
cution cost of the decision tree is given by Arbab and Michie (1985). Suppose 
the attributes A 1 ... An appear in the decision tree T , and let N 1 ... Nt be the 
labels of the non-leaf nodes of the decision tree (so t > n, and each Nj is just 
on1e A i ). Further, let c(A.i) be son1e cost associated with attribute A .,. (e.g., the 
co t of obtaining a value for it). Finally, denote by T(Nj) the nun1ber of objects 
in the training set associated with node Nj of T. If N 1 is the root node. then 
T(N1 ) is just the size of the training set. If N 2 is a node appearing i1n1nediately 
below the root node. N 1 . and N 1 is the attribute Ai and the branch from N 1 
to N 2 is labelled with Vj, then T(N2 ) is the nun1ber of objects in the training 
,et with A i == Vj. The average cost of decision tree T is then: 
~;=l T(Nj) x c(Nj) 
T(N1) 
The strategy en1ployed by RG is to use the AO* algorithm (Nilsson. 1980) 
with an over-optin1istic esti1nate for the non-linearity of the decision tree. The 
And/ Or tree used is n1ade up of attribute nodes ( the Or nodes) and attribute 
value nodes (the And nodes) , the root node of the And/Or tree being an And 
node. ( See Figure 2.4.) The attribute nodes represent alternatives for the choice 
of attribute at each node in the final decision tree , and the attribute value nodes 
represent the links of the final decision tree , there being one link (i. e .. attribute 
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FIGURE 2.4: The AND/OR tree structure searched by RG. 
This search tree e111bodies all possible decision trees based upon 
two binary-valued attriblltes. A and B. 
value node) for each value of the attribute. The And nodes can be thought of 
as ubproblen1s. 
RG 
Attributes 
Algorithm 
Nodes 
Branching 
Branch Labels 
Selection Criterion 
Termination Criterion 
Categorical. 
AO* using optimistic estimate for non-linearity. 
Si11gle attributes (A). 
n-ary. 
A= V. 
Non linearity of partially constructed tree. 
Number of expected internal nodes. 
The attributes entropy measure. 
All objects have same decision. 
2.3.8 Quinlan's Gain Ratio Criteria 
Reference was made in Section 2.3.6 to the inherent bias 111 the inforn1ation-
theoretic selection criterion toward 1nulti-valued attributes. A solution to this 
problem was presented in ASSISTANT in the guise of restricting all branching 
to just binary tests. Another solution involves normalising the selection crite-
rion. Kononenko, Bratko, and R.oskar (1984) first considered this with their 
nonnalised infonnativity function. which has as a divisor the logarithm of the 
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11u1nb r of value a ociated with an attribute. Thu . in tead of 1naxin1i ing the 
gain in information, a r pre ented by: 
Gain(Tr, S) == I (Tr ) - E(S) 
where S i a partition of the training set Tr, we now 111axi111ise: 
N orrnalisedGain( Tr , S) __ I(Tr) - E (S) log 2 (N·umber of val·ues of A) 
over all attributes A. 
Kononenko, Bratko, and Roskar point out though that a new kind of bias 
1 introduced. This arises in the case where the values of an attribute are not 
of equal in1portance. Indeed, it was this observation that lead the1n to restrict 
their decision trees to being binary. 
Quinlan (1985) also identified a bias against 1nulti-valued attributes under 
this nonnalised gain. He notes that ·'an attribute with eight values would have 
to achieve three ti111es the inforn1ation gain of a binary-valued attribute if it 
were to be the chosen attribute''. 
The Gain Ratio criterion was first introduced by Quinlan (1985) and further 
di cussed in Quinlan (1986a), in response to this observation. It was again a 
norn1alised inforn1ation-theoretic selection criterion. As with Quinlan ·s previou 
selection criterion this nonnalised function is based upon the idea of infonnation 
content. A measure of the inforn1ation content of just knowing the value of an 
attribute A can be forn1ulated using the relative frequencies of the values of the 
attributes: 
IV(A) == - ~ lSl log l.Sl. 
~N N 
i=l 
In thi formula the partitions are as in I D3 , and I Ci I is the ize of the cell C.i 
of the partition S based upon the attribute A. Ci corresponds to the attribute 
value Ai. with attribute A having n possible values. N is the size of the training 
et Tr. 
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Quinlan u e the original infonnation-theoretic ba ed Gain function to filter 
out th b low av rage attribute before u ing the normali ed function. That 
is. only tho e attribute with a co1nputed Gain at least equal to. or greater 
than. the average gain in inforn1ation, will be co1npared using the norn1alised 
function. The cho en attribute is the one which 1naximises the gain rat io: 
J(Tr ) - E(S) 
IV(A) 
The heuristic of selecting fron1 an1ong the average or greater attributes ( with 
re pect to Gain) helps to avoid favouring poor attributes which have s1nall 
values of IV (A). 
2.3.9 C4 
The C4 induction systen1 (Quinlan et al., 1986) evolved out of 103. It incorpo-
rates n1any of the enhancements to the original I D3 introduced in the systen1s 
de cribed above: C4 allows integer attributes and employs the gain-ratio se-
lection criterion. It further differs from ID3 in the pruning that it carries out 
after constructing a decision tree. Such an approach to pruning was introduced 
by Breiman et al. (1984) in their CART algorithn1. C4 retains the window-
ing approach of ID3 where subsets of the whole training set are en1ployed in 
constructing the decision tree. 
C4 atten1pts to prune a decision tree by replacing sub-trees with a leaf. 
This process is performed under the guidance of the inforn1ation contained in 
the training set. When such a n1odified decision tree is applied to the original 
training et classification errors will result. The goal though is to decrease the 
con1plexity of a decision tree (111easured in terms of path length, where a path 
begin at the root of the tree and ends at a leaf) , whilst maintaining its accuracy 
at classifying objects ( usually fron1 the training set). Thus a sub-tree is replaced 
by a leaf if it has the least ratio of the increased error rate to the complexity 
of the sub-tree over all ub-trees , and this ratio is significantly worse than the 
average over all sub-tree of the decision tree. 
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Lat r developn1ent of C4 have introduced further pruning technique 111 
parallel with the conver ion of deci ion trees to et of rules by way of the 
nun1 ration of all path through the decision tree ( Quinlan, 1986b). 
A with ID3 and ACLS. com111 rcial syste1ns based upon the ideas introduced 
in C4 have becon1e available. including TODAY-ES (Morley et al.. 1988). 
C4 
Attribute 
Nodes 
Branching 
Branch Labels 
Selection Criterion 
Termination, Criterion 
Prunirig 
2.3.10 CART 
Catego rical and integer. 
Single attributes (A) . 
One branch for each value of A for categorical A. 
Two branches for integer A. 
A = A.;, i = 1 ... n for categorical A. 
A < V, A ~ V for integer A. 
G · t· Inf ormat·ion Gain a1n ra 10: . . Informatwn Content 
Homogeneous training set, or 
No attribute upon which to partition remain. 
Replace sub-tree by leaf if ratio of increased 
error rate to complexity of sub-tree is worse 
than average. 
At about the san1e tin1e that Quinlan was developing ID3 , Breiman et al. ( 1984) 
independently developed the CART decision tree induction algoritlun. The ap-
proach adopted by CART is basically the same as that of ID3. Input exa1nples 
consist of attribute-value lists , each example having a decision associated with 
it. Both categorical and continuous attributes are handled. The divide and 
conquer process is followed, but allowing only binary partitions. In this regard 
CART and ASSISTANT are sin1ilar. Primary differences between CART and the 
I D3 descendants are to be found in the selection criterion , and the e1nphasis 
upon pruning. 
The CART algorithn1 uses a selection criterion known as Gini ( although 
other are considered by Brein1an et al. (1984), including the so called twoing 
election criterion). The Gini election criterion involves the use of the Gini 
index of diversity which is applied to a training set and can be sununarised as: 
m ·m 
L LP·iPj, ii= j 
i=l J=l 
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H r rn i the nun1ber of po ible values of the deci ion attribute. and Pi i the 
proportion of exa1nple in the training et with deci ion value i. This Gini ind x 
of diver ity i then calculated for the original training et, and for each of the 
training et that re ults fron1 the binary partition of the original training set. 
The partition which maximally decreases the diversity is chosen. Building upon 
arlier work in tatistics, CART en1ploys a technique which clra1natically reduces 
the a1nount of con1putation required in order to choose the best partition fron1 
an1ongst the 2n-l - 1 possible partitions for each attribute ( Crawford, 1989). 
The pruning e1nployed by CART uses a heuristic based upon cost and com-
plexity. The cost here is calculated as the error ( or n1is-classification) rate of 
a tree. and the con1plexity is 1neasured in tenns of the nu1nber of leaves of 
the tree. The error rate is detern1ined by application of the decision tree to 
xa1nples not drawn fro1n the training set. The CART algorithm earches for 
the smallest decision tree having an acceptable 111is-classification rate. Craw-
ford ( 1989) provides a detailed description of the process, as well as alternative 
techniques within the CART fra1nework. 
CART 
Attribute Categorical and integers. 
Nodes Single attributes (A). 
Branching Binary. 
Branch Labels A E S, A(/. S , or A< Vi, A> Vi. 
Selection Criterion Gini index of diversity. 
Termination Criterion Homogeneous training set, or 
No attributes upon which to partition remain. 
Pruning Cost/ complexity heuristic. 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 
Th coll tion of y ten1 pre ented here con titute the founding core of the 
deci ion tree induction fan1ily of ysten1s. The e yste111s repre ent the starting 
point of th work to be pre entecl in the following chapters. Below is a review 
of other re earch related to decision tree induction. This is followed by a dis-
cu ion of on1e relevant is u ~ concerning the decision tree induction proces 
and algoritlun. 
2.4.1 Other Related Research 
Much interest in decision tree induction has emerged in the research and devel-
op111ent co1n1nunity as a result of the developn1ent of a nun1ber of uccessful ex-
pert systems using decision tree induction algorith111s (see, for exan1ple. Michie 
( 1987)). Variations and enhance1nents to the basic decision tree induction ap-
proach. changing in son1e basic way the usage of the decision tree induction 
algorithn1. have been suggested and i1nplen1ented. The early idea of structured 
induction, and the 1nore recent advances in incren1ental decision tree induction 
are two such developn1ents. 
The method of structured induction was introduced by Shapiro ( 1983) in his 
doctoral the i and later published in book forn1 (Shapiro, 1987). This approach 
to decision tree induction tackles the task in a style ren1iniscent of structured 
progran1ming. Structured induction is 1nore a n1ethodology than an induction 
algorithm per se. This 1nethodology introduces the idea of constructing a nu1n-
ber of decision trees. each corresponding to different levels of detail. Structured 
induction is presented by Shapiro in the context of an I 03-based decision tree 
induction ystem. 
Shapiro's approach begins with a collection of ··super-attributes·· , which di-
rectly detennine the cla of an object. These super-attributes are the top-level 
attributes of the decision tree, and are distinguished from those attributes used 
to describe the objects of the training set. For each of these super-attributes, 
a decision tree is constructed which will detennine a value for this attribute. 
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The e deci ion t rees 1nay po ibly 1nake use of new uper-attributes. This pro-
ce continue until, at the lowe t level, the decision trees are expre sed olely 
in t nn of the actual attribut used to describe the objects in the training set. 
Such a process has the prin1ary advantage of producing sin1ple deci ion 
tree . The training set used to construct any one decision tree is typically s1nall 
and thus the resulting decision trees are also typically sn1all. Consequently. 
the re ulting knowledge, represented as a collection of decision trees rather 
than a single. usually opaque , large decision tree, is more an1enable to hu111an 
understanding. 
A rel vant point to note regarding structured induction is that it is a 
n1ethodology which is largely independent of the actual induction algorithn1 
en1ployed. 
A deficiency of decision tree induction algorithms identified by a nu1nb er 
of re earchers is their inability to effectively handle new training instances that 
beco1ne available after the decision tree has been built. I 03 's approach. for 
exa1nple , would be to reconstruct the decision tree using the original training 
set suitably augmented. ID3 is essentially a non-incre1nental algoritlnn. Con-
ideration of this problem has lead to enhancen1ents to the basic ID3 algoritlun. 
resulting in the incremental decision tree induction systems of ID4, IDS. and 
I D5R. Only categorical attributes are considered in the following descriptions. 
The ID4 algorithm (Schlin11ner and Fisher, 1986) represents an early at-
tempt at building an incremental version of ID3 . ID4 takes advantage of the 
observation that the information-theoretic selection criterion used in I D3 oper-
ates upon a count of the number of objects belonging to each decision class for 
each cell of the various alternative partitions of the training set . For a given 
node in a decision tree , I D4 1naintains a record of this infonnation. Consider. for 
example , an attribute B which can potentially label a particular node. where B 
has the value Bi, i = 1, 2, ... , n . A count is kept of the number of exan1ples at 
this node with a value of B i for B and a decision of D j for the decision attribu te 
for each pos ible Dj. It is these counts for each of the possible attributes that 
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are u ~ d in the I 03 ost function. They thu ernbody all the infonnation need d 
to ~ lect an attribute to label a particular node. without recourse to the original 
training exarnple . 
Frorn thi tore of information I 04 is able to restructure the decision tree 
appropriately as each new exan1ple is presented to it. This is effected by re-
con1puting the co t function once the counts have been updated with the new 
exarnple. If this re-calculation for a particular node does not change the choice 
of attribute. then the example is propagated to the appropriate child node. and 
the process repeated. If on the other hand the re-calculation indicates a differ-
ent choice of attribute to label the current node, then all sub-trees below thi 
current node are rernoved, and re-generated as new instances arrive. Usually. 
I 04 build the same decision trees as I 03 since the information-theoretic-based 
criterion n1akes good choices. 
Utgoff (1989) identifies a condition which can lead to the 104 algorithrn 
thrashing. This arises when the cost function is unable to distinguish between 
attributes or when it can only marginally distinguish between then1. New ex-
an1ples rnay cause the choice of attribute to oscillate between two or rnore. thus 
requiring new sub-trees to continually be built. 
The 105 algorithm (Utgoff, 1988) and its successor 105R (Utgoff. 1989) 
further develop the idea of caching the information contained in the training 
examples , as introduced in 104. However, they go one important step further 
by retaining all the necessary inforn1ation from sub-trees as they are collapsed 
rather than discarding it completely. This allows the I 05 algorithn1s to rebuild 
the sub-trees as if the original training examples were still available. To do 
this I 05 records at the leaves of a decision tree those portions of an exarnple 's 
de cription not in1plicitly recorded in the decision tree. When an attribute at a 
node i annarked for ren1oval , to be replaced by a better attribute, a process 
which restructures the sub-trees below this node is invoked. 
This re tructuring process will , through recursion , ensure that each ub-
tree b low the current node for which a change of attribute (from B to C ay) 
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i ~ required. ha the attribute C at the root. These ub-trees are then ~ever d 
at the original node ( originally labelled with B), forn1ing a nun1ber of disjoint 
tree . corre ponding to each value of the attribute B. For each of these trees. 
the attribute C is n1oved to the root , and the attribute B becon1es the label 
of the root of each ub-tree. These sub-trees can now be merged to generate a 
ingle decision tree with the appropriate root. This is shown diagramn1atically 
in Figure 2. 5. 
This intelligent restructuring process makes implicit use of all the relevant 
training exan1ples presented to the system whenever an attribute labelling a 
node is found to no longer be as in1portant as another. Thus I D5 is able to more 
fully utilise all the training exan1ples, unlike ID4 which 1nust simply ren1ove sub-
trees when attribute changes are required. Further, ID5 with just a little more 
effort can produce exactly the same decision trees as generated by ID3. 
The non-incren1ental nature of decision tree induction is of course not 
unique to I D3. Recent work has also addressed this san1e deficiency in the 
context of the CART algorithm. Crawford (1989) introduces a first atten1pt at 
an incren1ental CART algorithm by identifying those parts of a tree requiring 
regeneration and re-applying the algorithm to just those parts. 
Theoretical considerations of decision tree induction are scarce. Goodman 
and Smyth (1990) provide some initial forays into a consideration of the theoret-
ical aspects of the information-theory basis of decision tree induction algorith1ns 
like ID3. They present a model of decision tree induction very similar to that 
presented as the general algorithm above. This is used as a basis fro1n which to 
analyse conjectures about decision tree induction (such as the utility of noisy 
data). Goodin an and Smyth justify the use of decision tree induction algorithn1s 
and conclude that they are well-founded. Deeper theoretical analyses re1nain 
to be carried out. 
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FIGURE 2.5: ID5 (and ID5R) retains enough information 
about the training exan1ples presented to it to be able to re-
structure a decision tree when a new example causes a change 
of attribute for the root node. In this example, the attribute 
associated with the root node is changed from B to C. For the 
leaf node of the tree, the values of those attributes not actu-
ally in1plicitly represented in the decision tree (by way of the 
attributes on the path to the leaf node) as they appear in past 
training exan1ples must be recorded. These are not shown in 
this figure. Fashioned after Utgoff (1988). 
2.4.2 Issues 
52 
Deci ion tree induction algorithn1s. and algoritluns for learning from examples 
in general, have certainly demonstrated their practicality. There are however a 
nu1nber of unresolved problem areas, and some are discussed below. Many of 
the e problems relate to either shortcomings in the actual algorithn1 or in the 
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r pr ntation. orne have already b n di cu ed above. and 1110 t have al ~o 
been identifi d and con idered by others. 
Missing information. In practical applications exan1ples often can not 
be con1pletely pecified. in the sense that son1e attributes rnay have rnissing 
valu . Such exa111ples 111ay be found an1ongst those that are 111ade available to 
a learning algorithrn, or an1ongst those which are presented to a perforn1ance 
elen1 nt for decision making. This is particularly the case case where the don1ain 
of the application is described in tenns of a large number of attributes. 
Missing attribute values can be handled in a nun1ber of ways by the learning 
ele111ent. For exan1ple, the distribution of values for an attribute, as found in a 
training set, can be used to fill in a value for an attribute with an unknown value. 
Si111ilarly, the particular exa111ple can be broken up into fractional exan1ples, 
each having one of the possible attribute values, and weighted according to the 
known distribution of values. This approach of using the known distribution of 
values was suggested by Kononenko, Bratko, and Roskar (1984) in the context 
of the ASSISTANT systen1. Quinlan (1986a) reports upon another approach 
sugge ted by Shapiro, in which a decision tree is built fro111 those exan1ples 
having values for the attribute in question, where the decision attribute of the 
decision tree is this san1e attribute. The original decision attribute is now 
regarded as just another attribute. Such a decision tree could then be used to 
determine a value for the attribute of the example having a missing value. 
Quinlan ( 1986a) clain1s that these methods for determining unknown at-
tribute values "give unconvincing results'', and are particularly problen1atic 
when several attributes have 111issing values. Quinlan goes on to further con-
ider the introduction of a new attribute value called "unknown:' to handle such 
n1is ing values, but observed ano1nalies. Quinlan then introduced the idea of 
··distributing'' the exan1ple in proportion to the known distribution of value for 
that attribute. This approach requires only a simple modification to the co t 
function. Once an example with an unknown value for a chosen attribute ha 
b en u din this 1nanner, it is di regarded and not passed down to any children 
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nod . nch an approach ha be n found to provide quite ati factory re , ults. 
and ha, been in1plen1ented in. for example. TODAY-ES (Morley et al.. 1988). 
In t nu · of the perforn1ance el n1ent. 1nissing attribute values can be han-
dl cl by con ~iclering all path en1anating from the corresponding node in the 
cleci ion tree. All decision can be collected and some forn1 of conflict resolu-
tion u ·eel to r hoo e one. Quinlan ( 1986a) considers a si1nilar approach and find 
it quite appropriate. Alternatively. all deci ions could be returned . with an in-
dication that without knowledge of the missing attribute value. these decisions 
could not b di tinguished. 
An is ue related to 1nissing attribute values is the cost of obtaining attribute 
values. It 111ight be the case that a n1issing attribute value can be detennined. 
but has not yet been so, primarily because the cost of obtaining a value for the 
attribute i high. Such attributes should only be detennined by a perforn1ance 
ele1nent if all other avenues for n1aking a decision have been exhausted. Such 
knowledge has only occasionally been incorporated into the deci ion tree in-
duction paradign1. CLS , for exan1ple. incorporated an attribute ·s n1easure1nent 
o, t in its selection criterion, and a more recent example can be found in Tan 
and Schlinuner (1990). 
Severe li111itations on the use of a decision tree occur if such expensive 
attribute appear early in the tree tructure. For example, if such an attribute 
labelled the root node of the tree. then a value for it must always be detern1ined 
before that decision tree can be used. Such an observation leads one to question 
the adequacy of the decision tree for representing knowledge. 
Yet another related issue is the problem of missing branches ( which is also 
considered by Cheng et al. (1988) ). During the step of partitioning a train-
ing et according to son1e categorical attribute , not all values of that att ribute 
n1ay be repre ented in the training set. Thus a decision tree ba ed upon this 
partition will fail to provide a deci ion for relevant exan1ples with the e un-
repre ented values. In this ense. the decision tree induction algorithm will 
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o· n rate tr c , which are too pecific. Ch ng et al. further identify the irrel -
vant valu problen1. which again lead to over- pecialisation by requiring that 
a branch b created for every value of an attribute. irrespective of the relevanc 
of th attribute values. Their solution is to consider the inforn1ation content of 
attribute-value pair , and then, for the selected attribute, create branches for 
tho e n10 t infonnative values. lun1ping the rest of the values together to fonn 
a default branch. This algorithn1. identified as GI03. en1pirically outperforn1 
I 03 on a nu1nber of 1neasures. 
Adequacy of representation. One of the important goals of knowledge 
acqui ition is to produce a knowledge base for use in an expert syste111, with the 
knowledge repre ented in an easily accessible form. The knowledge represents 
a 111odel of the domain from which it was generated. A common criticism of 
decision tree induction algorithn1s is that they induce opaque tree structures. 
Whilst the algorithn1s generally guarantee to produce correct 1nodels (ignoring 
the i ue of noise) , it is observed that the resulting trees contain too little 
conceptual tructure ( Arbab and Michie , 1985). This n1anifests itself in the 
guise of an expert puzzling over the significance of various paths through the 
tree. 
Limited generality. A decision tree is correct if it correctly classifies the 
training data. However , a correct decision tree may not necessarily reflect even 
0111e of the si1nplest generalisations that can be made from the training set. For 
exan1ple, consider a decision tree constructed from training examples involving 
just three attributes: A, B. and C. Just one attribute can be chosen for the root 
node of the tree- suppose it is attribute A. Suppose further that all exan1ples 
in the training set for which attribute B has the value 2 have the sa1ne decision. 
Thi , fact can not be easily represented in the decision tree. A solution to thi 
probl 111 is pre ented in C4, Quinlan's successor to 103. In C4 a single 103 
deci~ion tree is converted to rules. and then manipulated as rules in order to 
gain generality. 
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Conv rting a given deci ion tree to an equivalent et of rule i a traightfor-
ward ta k. and one which i considered in more detail in the following chapter . 
The inv r e operation of tran forn1ing a given. arbitrary rule et into a decision 
tree i . in g ncral. in1possible. Rule are often found to be a 1nore natural repre-
entation in tcnn of hun1an perception. Further, individual rules can (ideally) 
be reviewed and n1odified in isolation. Thus, rules generated fron1 a decision 
tree are 111ore acces ible ( to the do1nain expert). 
Size of decision tree. There is little doubt that smaller tree structures 
can be vi ually appealing. The larger structures that often arise when n1any 
attributes and 1nany exan1ples are involved can be daunting to the don1ain 
expert. WhiL t the do1nain being 111odelled may be con1plicated, hun1an un-
derstanding of, and appropriate functioning within, a particular don1ain begins 
with conceptually sin1ple 1nodels. The structured induction approach addresses 
thi probl 111 by considering sub-models of a domain, which form just a part of 
the whole 111odel. Also so1ne of the decision tree induction algorithn1s presented 
here have addressed this problen1 by introducing heuristics based upon hun1an 
understanding of the resulting trees (like linearity). 
Replication. Pagallo ( 1989) also identifies a problem with the decision tree 
representation. referred to as the replication problen1. With the basic decision 
tree structure there is no easy way to cache con1mon sub-trees. Con1mon sub-
trees n1ay arise quite naturally and correspond to the situation where a body 
of knowledge 1nay be applicable in different situations. The different situations 
correspond to different combinations of attribute values, and may result in the 
con11non body of knowledge, represented as a sub-tree, being duplicated. This 
ituation is alleviated in (4, for example, by the process of appropriately drop-
ping conditions from the rules generated fron1 a decision tree ( Quinlan, 1987b). 
Many redundant conditions and rules can be effectively eliminated in this way. 
Pagallo presents a more flexible approach working with Boolean attributes and 
looking for opportunities to con1bine attributes, effectively allowing co1nbina-
tion of attributes to label tree nodes. Such combinations of attributes are in 
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fact tr ated a , n w attribute and the original training set is augn1ented with 
th new attribute . 
A relat cl re triction funda1nental to the types of deci ion tree induction 
algoritluns pre ented here is the association of single attributes with the nodes 
of the tree. Since each branch en1anating from a node corresponds to a ingle 
value of the attribute which labels the node, the co1nn1on ub-tree structure 
cannot be cached if the trict structure of the tree is to be n1aintained. Also. 
ince only one attribute ever labels a node, we are restricted to si1nple tests. 
Noisy data. The decision tree induction algorith1n is co1npromised in 
the pre ence of noisy data. N oi y data is defined as data containing incorrect 
attribute values or incorrect decisions. A common characterisation of this prob-
1 111 is the training set containing examples having a con1mon decision with a 
very n1all nun1ber of exceptions. These exceptions n1ight be regarded as noise 
in the training set, and thus ignored. Such an approach to handling noise in 
this fashion is identified as tree pruning and is handled differently in C4 and 
CART, for exa1nple. A recent e1npirical study of decision tree pruning n1ethods 
identifies a nun1ber of n1ethods that perform well ( Mingers, 1989a). This study 
also concludes that there is "no significant interaction between the creation [of 
a decision tree) and pruning 1nethods" . 
A proble111 of inconsistent exan1ples may also arise in constructing decision 
trees. This is identified as noise or as indicating a shortage of appropriate 
attributes. Under the assun1ption that it is noise, pruning is often used to 
elin1inate it. For example, if 9 objects have decision Dl and a 10th has decision 
D2 then presun1ably we could say that the D2 decision is noise. 
However , it is not always the case that inconsistencies in the training exa111-
ple re ult fro1n noise. It may be the case that the attributes used to describe 
the exan1ple are inadequate in son1e cases, indicating that 1nore attribute 
are required in order to produce appropriate decision trees. Most induction 
algorithn1 rely heavily upon the sufficiency of the supplied attributes to appro-
priately de cribe the exan1ples. 
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R earch addre ing thi and the related proble1n of the :3upplied attribute~ 
b ing inadequate. or inappropriate. for describing the final concept . typically 
inv tigate t chnique for con tructing new attributes ( ee Matheus and Ren-
dell ( 1989) and Pagallo ( 1989) as exan1ples of recent efforts). Such innovation 
1 extr n1ely difficult to auto1nate. 
The proble1n of training sub ets with apparent sn1all exceptions to the gen-
ral rule i relat cl to the o called ··proble1n of s1nall disjunct ·, (Holte. Acker. 
and Porter. 1989). An i1nportant observation here is that paths through a deci-
'ion tree which corre pond to relatively few of the training exan1ples have higher 
1ni -cla sification rates since they are based upon too few exa1nples. Approach s 
to tree pruning generally target for ren1oval those leaves of the decision tree cor-
re ponding to the fewest training exa1nples. However. this may remove those 
paths through a decision tr e corre ponding to genuinely exceptional cases. This 
problen1 remain for further research. 
Adequacy of selection criterion. Mingers ( 1989b) observed that the 
choice of selection criterion has little bearing upon the accuracy of the resulting 
decision trees. Thus, a selection criterion which tends to produce decision trees 
ati fying son1e heuristic requiren1ents (like linearity or mini1nal depth) can be 
cho en to suit the needs of the particular application. This provides quite a 
degree of flexibility in constructing decision trees. 
Another issue of concern in relation to selection criteria is their inability to 
always provide a single choice. Often, arbitrary decisions nn1st be made. The 
following chapters further identify this problem and investigate how it n1ay be 
address d. 
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2.5 THE GENERIC ALGORITHM 
A fan1ily of deci ion tree induction algorithms has been presented in this chap-
t r. In the following chapters reference to the ··decision tree induction algo-
ritlun" is to be interpreted as a reference to a generic algorithn1 which in1ple-
111ent the divide-and-conquer technique introduced with the following assun1p-
tions. unless otherwise explicity stated. Candidate partitions are a urned to 
be con tructed by considering single attributes as does ID3. and thus candidate 
descriptions consist of a test of an attributes value. Any selection criterion ( or 
cost function) can be en1ployed by this generic algorithm, but explicit refer-
ence will be 1nade to the infonnation-theoretic cost function. A homogeneous 
training set will be the assumed tern1ination criteria. 
The acrony1n DTIA will be used to refer to this generic decision tree induc-
tion algorithn1. 
Experiments in 
Decision Tree Induction 
Thi chapter identifies a nun1ber of properties of a decision tree induction algo-
ritlun and provides experin1ental support for then1. These experin1ents provide 
a ba i fron1 which a technique for i1nproving upon the induced decision trees is 
d velop d ( Chapter 4). An e111pirical approach is adopted so as to gain a 111ea-
sure of the performance of such learning systems when applied to actual data. 
Tho e aspects of the algorith111 considered here have received scant attention in 
the decision tree induction literature. 
For the e experi1nents, use is 1nade of the Australian Resources Infor111ation 
Syste1n (ARIS) database (Walker. Cocks, and Young, 1985), being a sizable 
collection of data, recording nun1erous environ111ental features for all regions 
of Australia. A training set of expertly classified examples. drawn fron1 this 
data, has previously been used to construct a linear 111odel for the prediction 
of cattle grazing viability in rangeland regions of Australia ( Cocks. Young, and 
Walker, 1986). This same training set is used in the experi1nents described here 
to construct decision trees for the prediction of grazing viability. 
Whilst the ARIS don1ain is used to guide the direction taken in these exper-
in1ents1 many of the experiments are repeated using data fro1n a very different 
don1ain- that of credit approval. Such additional experiments provide a broader 
perspective. 
The data used in these experi111ents is co1nplete, in that no attribute values 
are 111is ing. Whilst 111issing attribute values is an i1nportant issue itself. it is 
not con idered in this thesis. The data here is also assumed to be. and believed 
to b , accurate. Once again1 the in1portant issue of noisy data is beyond the 
cope of this thesis. The focus is upon the use of decision tree induction with 
co1nplet , noi e free , but relatively sn1all training sets. 
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Experin1ent . uch a those pre ented here. provide in ights into the ,en i-
tivity of th de i ion tree induction algorithn1 - different results are obtained 
frorn irnple variations to the way in which the algorithn1 i u ed . Credence 
is given to the view of deci ion tree induction as a knowledge acquisition tool 
rather than a 111achine learning tool in its own right. That is. a decision tree 
induction algorithn1. as a tool. can provide the knowledge engineer with a col-
lection of prototype knowledge-bases. These knowledge-bases are not the end 
product, but rather, the tarting point of the knowledge engineering process. 
Three cries of experin1ents will be described. The first concerns proper-
ties relating to the precision and the bias found in selection criterion. The 
econd deal ' with the pruning of decision trees , and the final introduces the 
idea of cornbining decision trees. The two don1ains of application used in these 
experirnents are first described. 
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3.1 THE RANGE DATABASE 
Th ARI clataba e is a continental- calc geographic infonnation y ten1 devel-
oped for land u e planners (Walk r. Cocks. and Young. 1985). It con ist of 
obj ct . ach recording information about an approxin1ately 700 square kilon1e-
tre rectangular region. Au tralia divide into 11.109 regions, 8413 of which are 
in the rangeland area of Australia. These rangeland regions forn1 the Range 
databa e a used in the following experin1ents . For each object, values of son1e 
40 attribut .., are 1naintained. including the dominant soil type. the type of veg-
etation. the di tance to the nearest seaport, and a nu1nber of 1noisture indices. 
3.1.1 Constructing a Linear Model 
The Range database has been used for predicting the viability of the pastoral 
u e of land (sheep or cattle grazing) in the Australian rangelands (Cocks.Young, 
and Walker. 1986). A linear n1odel was constructed based upon 106 represen-
tative obj ct especially chosen fron1 the Range database. The objects in this 
training set. collectively referred to as the Tl06 training set, were classified by 
an experienced agricultural scientist ( the do1nain expert). 
The do1nain expert initially chose as the training set 80 regions known 
well to hi1n. They were selected so that the training set contained exan1ples 
of a range of viability ratings. In order to ensure that the training set was 
representative, an exercise was carried out whereby the whole of the Range 
databa e was divided into 15 groups. each group sharing con1mon features. 
Changes were then 1nade to the 1nen1bership of the training set in order to 
obtain approxi1nately the same proportion of objects in each of the 15 groups 
in both the training set and the Range database. This augn1ented training set 
of 106 region is the Tl 06 training set. 
Thre pri1nary attribute were devised by the domain expert to be used in 
the con truction of the model: Return is the expected annual gross revenue: 
Co t is the expected annual total cost : and Variability is an indicator of the 
variability in the nu1nb r of tock carried from year to year ( Cocks. Young. and 
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Walker. 19 6). Th viability rating was expr 
the e attribute': 
d a a linear con1bination of 
Viability == ao + a 1 Return+ a2 Co t + a3 Variability. 
The .., e prin1ary attribute were then1selves expre sed as linear con1binations of 
other data at tribute available in the databa e. 
Th xpert provided values for the viability rating ( a value between 1 and 
100) and for each of the three prin1ary attributes for each object in the Tl06 
training et. A r gression was carried out in order to detern1ine the values of 
the coefficients of the above linear equation. The expert then had the oppor-
tunity to adjust those of his original values, both the viability rating and the 
three prin1ary attributes. which he felt needed adjust1nent 1 after which another 
regression was carried out. The n1odel was thus refined until it gave predictions 
for viability which corresponded ( with 88% agreement) to the expert ·s opinion 
for all the objects in the training set. The model was then applied to the rest 
of the database to provide predictions for the grazing viability of each region 
in the Range database. These predictions were found to be acceptable to the 
clo1nain expert. 
Constructing a n1oclcl using linear regression relies upon a number of as-
un1ption , including the assu1nptions of ordered and continuous data. Data 
containing integer at tributes and ordered categorical attributes are suitable but 
unordered categorical attributes are not. A further restriction on the use of lin-
ear n1odeling is the assun1ption of a continuous relationship between the order of 
each attribut and the decisions being n1ade. Discontinuities in this relationship 
produce 1nisleading result . 
Decision tree induction provides an alternative approach to building mod-
1 . In general. deci ion tree induction can be applied to less structured data 
than regre ion can. Decision tre s can form models fron1 integer and ordered 
categorical data1 as regre ion can. in addition to unordered categorical data. 
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Al ' O. cleci 'ion tree induction do not require the as u1nption of a continuou re-
lation hip b tween attribut and cleci ions. In thi sen e, cleci~ion tree provide 
a richer representational paradig111 than that afforded by linear regressions. 
Deci ion tree induction takes advantage of continuity properties for appro-
priate data types (e.g., integer ) . Decision tree induction algorithms typically 
hoo a point between repre ented values of an integer attribute when such an 
attribute is chosen by th selection criterion. 
For the xperi1nents described here the predictions of viability (i.e., the 
decisions) of the linear 1nodel ( referred to as just the Model) forn1 the basis 
on which decisions n1ade by the induced decision trees are judged. The san1e 
training set. T106. is used for inducing decision trees in the experin1ents. The 
experin1ent illustrate the ability of decision tree induction to accurately capture 
the structure of this data. 
Thi training set records values for the attributes selected by the expert a 
being relevant to the problen1 of predicting grazing viability. These are the pre-
don1inant soil type (Soil), the forn1 of the upper and lower stratum vegetation 
(UVeg and LVeg respectively), the distance in kilometres to the nearest seaport 
(DPort), and three moisture indicators: the average weekly 1noisture index for 
the wettest consecutive 13 weeks of the year (AWMIH); the average weekly 
n1oisture index fro1n Noven1ber to April inclusive, covering the Australian sun1-
1ner (AWMIS); and the average weekly moisture index fron1 May to October 
inclusive, covering the Australian winter (AWMIW). The attributes Soil. UVeg, 
and LVeg are categorical attributes, with the symbolic categories replaced by 
numeric value . In the database the Soil attribute has 30 possible values. UVeg 
and LVeg have 50 and 41 possible values respectively. The n1oisture indicators 
take integer values in the range O to 100. The distance, regarded as an integer. 
ranges up to approxin1ately 1500 kilometres. Thus, both categorical and integer 
attribute are represented. 
Becau of the po sibly misleading accuracy implied when using real nun1-
ber for th viability ratings ( a obtained from the Model) , 4 decision classes 
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( corr ' ponding to range .., of viability) have been used in the following xpen-
111ent .., . The expert had the freedon1 to assign a value between 1 and 100 to the 
d ci ' ion attribute of each object. and the re ulting Model assigned values rang-
ing fron1 -8.1 to 90.3. For our purposes. the decision are simply partitioned in to 
the 4 d ci ion classes of Very Low (abbreviated as VLow). Low . Medium . and 
High. u ing ranges upplied by the don1ain expert as given below. Agreen1ent 
betwe n the Model and a decision tree refers to agree1nent within these classe , . 
-8.1- 14.9 =} VLow 30-49.9 =} Medium 
15.0- 29.9 =} Low 50- 90.3 =} High 
3.1.2 The T106 Training Set 
The actual con1position of the objects in the T106 training set is un1n1arised 
below. 
The training set exhibits a common deficiency of small training sets con1-
pri eel of categorical attributes having large ranges of values: inco1npleteness in 
the variou attribute values. The training set contains examples of only 9 of 
the 30 po ible values for Soil, for exan1ple. There are only 17 of the possible 
50 values for UVeg represented in T106. and only 15 of the possible 41 values 
for LVeg. A a consequence. the coverage of a resulting decision tree must be 
adver ely aff cted. Integer attributes do not suffer fron1 this anon1aly. due to a 
known relationship between the values of such attributes. The branching associ-
ated with integer attributes are binary splits, covering all possible values of the 
attribute. Nevertheless, the values for DPort range from 121 kn1 to 1225 kn1 , 
there being 99 distinct values. AWMIH ranges fro1n 9 to 95. with 46 distinct 
value in thi range. Sin1ilarly the AWMIS attribute ranges fron1 8 to 83 with 
30 distinct values, and AWMIW ranges from 4 to 43, with 25 distinct values. 
The deci .., ion a ociated with each object, indicating the grazing viability for 
th corre ponding region, is repre ented by 14 objects classified as VLow, 16 a 
Low. 40 as Medium and 36 as High . 
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3.1.3 Constructing A Decision Tree: T106DC 
A cl ci ~ion tr e induction algoritl1111 u ing the infor111ation-theoretic co t func-
tion wa ~ applied to the T106 training et. The values of the cost function. 
E(A). a , 'ociated with each of the attributes when choo ing the initial root of 
the cleci ·ion tree i given for illu tration in Table 3.1. Note that the value of 
E(A) for the integer attributes i the best obtainable by any binary plit on 
the int g rs. For these best binary plits. the split point is al o given in the ta-
ble. Split poinb for categorical attributes correspond to each of the individual 
value of that attribute. 
Attribute Cost E(A) Split Point 
Soil 62.94 
UVeg 68.62 
LVeg 77.69 
DPort 102.80 925 
AWMIH 116.24 20 
AWMIS 119.83 31 
AWMIW 105.62 11 
TABLE 3.1: Values for E(A). the cost function, for each 
of the attributes in the T106 training set, together with the 
corresponding 111id-point split for the integer attributes. Soil, 
having the 111inin1un1 cost . will be chosen as the root of the 
decision tree. 
The co111plete decision tree constructed is shown in Figure 3.1. The at-
tribute Soil, having the 111ininu1111 value of E(A), labels the root of the decision 
tree. Ther are 9 non-trivial branches fron1 this root; the branches labelled with 
2 and 12 have been co111bined as they lead to the same sub-tree. Each branch 
orre ponds to one of the 9 values for the Soil attribute as found in the T106 
training et. For those values of Soil which do not appear in T106 an implicit 
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FIGURE 3.1: Decision tree Tl 06DC. 
branch leads to a sub-tree consisting of just the leaf node Null, indicating no 
decision. 
Each leaf node of the decision tree is labelled with a decision and a super-
script indicating the ntunber of training set objects corresponding to the leaf 
node. For example, there are 3 objects in the T106 training set which have a 
valu of 2 or 12 for the Soil attribute, each of which has an associated decision 
of Medium. 
Each path through the decision tree to a leaf node corresponds to an If-
Then type rule , and is readily convertible to this fonn for use in a rule-based 
y tern. An xample of such a rule is: 
If Soil=24 and DPort> 1018 and UVeg E { 4, 16}, 
Then Class = V Low ( 5 examples) 
The d cision tree so constructed. referred to as T106DC , can now be applied 
to all of the objects in the Range database. For each object. the application of 
the deci ion tree begins from the root node. A value for the attribute labelling 
the root node is obtained from the given object. The branch corre ponding to 
thi value i traversed, leading to another node. If this node is a leaf node. then 
the deci ion which label this node re ults. Otherwise, the proce is repeated. 
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Agree Mild Moderate Strong 
4237 ( 71.5%) 15 1 (26.7%) 106 (1. %) 0 
TABLE 3.2: A co1npari on of the decisions assigned to ob-
ject · in the Range database by the Tl 06DC decision tree and 
the Model. The Model and T106DC agree. or at worst n1ildly 
di agree in 98.2% of the cases in the database. The percentages 
exclude those objects not covered by T106DC. 
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with th current node acting as the new root node, until a leaf node is reached. 
or until ther is no branch corresponding to the particular attribute value. A 
decision of Null is n1ade in the latter case. 
T106DC is able to 1nake a decision for only 5924 (or 70.4%) of the objects 
111 the Range database (i.e .. it has a coverage of 70.4 % ) . The inability of this 
decision tree to cover all objects results frorn the absence of objects in the 
training set with particular values for the categorical attributes, as noted above. 
A con1parison of the decisions produced by the Model and T106DC is sun1-
1narised in Table 3.2-it is observed that the decision tree agrees with the Model 
on 71.5% of the cases (excluding those objects not covered by T106DC). To as-
'i t in identifying the degree to which a decision tree and the Model disagree. 
three degrees of disagreen1ent are introduced. With the ordering on the deci-
ions being V Low < Low < Medium < High. two decisions for one object 
mildly disagree if the two decisions are neighbours in this ordering. A mod-
erate disagreement occurs when the two decisions are one class apart. and a 
strong disagreement occur when the two decisions are two classes apart (i.e. , 
VLow and High). Fron1 Table 3.2 it can be seen that the Model and T106DC 
agree or only n1ildly disagree 011 98.2% of the objects covered. This is quite a 
ati factory r ult. A a practical application, decisions from this decision tree 
could b u eel to identify regions which should be considered for grazing. 
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3.2 THE CREDIT DATABASE 
GO 
To gain a n1ea ~ure of th generality of the observations fro1n the experin1ent 
which follow. ach experin1ent i repeated u ing data drawn fro111 a very dif-
fer nt lo111ain. The Credit databa e contains 602 records. each containing the 
infonnation upplied by a person when applying for a loan for the purcha e of 
a 1notor vehicle. Associated with ach record is the decision n1ade by a credit 
expert. This data has been supplied by an Australian financial institution. 
Th Credit data is 1nore representative of the type of data actually available 
for induction. There is no clear underlying linear n1odel as there was for the 
Range data. Since trees built fro1n the Credit data are 1nodelling the real world 
in a stronger sense than was the case for the Range data, we can expect 1nore 
difficulty in obtaining high levels of accuracy. 
For each applicant, five relevant iten1s are recorded: The type of n1otor 
vehicle to be purchased ( CarType); the applicant's occupation ( Occup): the 
ca h price of the purchase ( CashPr); the amount the purchaser is willing to 
plac as a deposit on the n1otor vehicle ( CashDp); and the age of the applicant 
(Age). CarType and Occup are categorical attributes, having 6 and 9 distinct 
values respectively. CashPr is an integer ranging from 1450 to 65.000. CashDp 
is an integer ranging fro1n O to 16 1000 1 and Age is an integer ranging fron1 18 
to 69. The decision attribute is a si1nple yes/no valued attribute. 
For the purposes of the experin1ents presented here, randon1 an1plings of 
the Credit database have been generated, and used as training set . These 
training sets range in size from 50 to 150. Reference will be n1ade 1 for exa111ple. 
to the Credit 100a training set, which is one of the training sets containing 100 
obj cts. Other training ets of ize 100 are 100b and 100c. In all. 12 training 
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FIGURE 3.2: Decision tree 050aDC, generated from the 
Credit database. 
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.Vo 
Y es 
.V o 
Yes 
ets were used : 050a, 050b, 050c, 100a, 100b, lOOc ,· 125a, 125b, 125c, 150a, 
150b, and 150c. 
Decisions of Yes , No , or Null will be made when applying a Credit decision 
t ree t o the Credit database. Comparisons between the decisions produced by 
the decision tree and the actual decision 1nade will thus consider only agreement 
and disagreement. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the type of decision tree induced (in this case , in-
duced from the 050a training set ). For example, managers applying for a loan 
t o purchase a sedan will only have the loan approved if the sedan is a good 
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1nve tin nt. a indicated by the ca h pnce of the vehicle. Other intere ting 
rule ~ includ the fact that ~ale per on purcha ing a coupe will rec ive a loan. 
wh rea if the ale per on wa to purchase a edan. then the loan would b 
cleclin cl. Th perforn1ance of this decision tree is 1neasured as 87.9% coverag 
and 60. 7% agreen1ent. 
For brevity. other Credit decision tree will not be illustrated. It is the 
perforn1ance of the decision tree . as 111easured by their coverage and accuracy. 
that i used as the criteria for as essn1ent. 
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3.3 THE SELECTION CRITERION 
The co t fun tion ( or election criterion) i at th heart of a deci ion tre , induc-
tion algoritl1111. Propertie of the co ~t function concerning preci ~ion and bias 
are con i ler d first. Identification of these properties and the supporting ex-
p ri1n ntation presented here leads to a better understanding of the behaviour 
of the induction algorithn1 . 
3.3.1 Precision of the Cost Function 
In u ing a particular cost function there is an expectation that the .. best .. choice 
will be n1ade in deciding between alternative partitions of the training set. That 
i . a good cost function should have the property that it always n1akes the best 
choice. Whilst ··best choice'· is difficult to define. for our purpo e this will be 
1neasured by how well the resulting decision tree models the don1ain data. in 
tern1 of coverage and accuracy. 
If a cost function can be relied upon then overriding it with on1e other 
choice hould lead to decision trees with a perforn1ance no better than. and in 
general worse than that of the original decision tree. 
This hypothesis is first tested in the case of the Range data. In building 
the deci ion tree T106DC. the attribute SoiL being chosen to label the root 
node. ha a cost associated with it of 62.94. The attribute UVeg has a cost 
of 68.62, making it a close second choice (see Table 3.1). The attribute UVeg 
wa used in tead of Soil in constructing a new decision tree: T106DU. Choices 
for all nodes other than this root node were made by the cost function. The 
application of this re ulting decision tree to the Range databa e is un11nari eel 
in Table 3.3. The deci ions 1nade by this decision tree are considerably worse 
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Agreement: 
Mild Disagreem ent: 
Moderate Di a greem ent: 
Strong Disagreem ent: 
Coverage : 
Tl06DU 
58.5 % 
34.0% 
6.5% 
1.0% 
73.2 % 
c .f. Tl06DC 
-635 
+515 
+297 
+58 
+235 
TABLE 3.3: The decisions provided by the T106DU decision 
tree are compared to those given by the Model, and then to the 
perfon11ance of T106DC. 
T3 
than those 1nade by T106DC, with a large decrease in agreement, and a large 
increase in disagree1nent. 
Further experi1nents. replacing the root node of the decision tree with the 
third and fourth best choices, according to the cost function, lead to sin1ilarly 
poorer decision trees. 
Repeated experi1nentation with the Credit data den1onstrates si1nilar be-
haviour. Training sets 050c, 125b, 125c. and 150b, for exa1nple. produced deci-
sion trees with poorer coverage and accuracy when the second best attribute was 
used as the choice for the root node. However, a number of other experin1ents 
with the Credit data (for example, 100b and 125a) produced decision trees of 
the a1ne or slightly better performance when the second best attribute was 
used for the root node. The overall trend indicates that the choice of attribute 
n1ade by the cost function is a good choice. 
These results confinn that the choice made by the inforn1ation-theoretic 
cost function 1nay not always be the best. However, overriding the cost func-
-
tion can lead to decision trees with poorer performance or at best with sn1all 
in1provements. 
3.3.2 Indeterminancy of the Selection Criterion 
lnclkes 
A econd desirable property of a selection criterion is that it always!\ a selec-
tion. It i inevitable though that a selection criteria based upon a nu1neric cost 
function n1ay give rise to equal n1inin1um costs, resulting in indecision. This is 
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Experi111 nt Coverage Agre n1ent Experin1ent Coverage Agree1nent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aDU 96.5 57.0 125aDU 92.2 67.4 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bDU 92.9 59.2 125bDU 94.4 62.0 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 64.0 
050cDU 93.5 57.0 125cDU 89.2 62.8 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.-± 
lOOaDU 97.8 61.5 150aDU 94.5 66.6 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66.5 
lOObDU 92.5 66.6 150bDU 97.2 62.6 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcDU 96.3 62.9 150cDU 97.7 68.2 
TABLE 3.4: Tl1e Credit experiments further illustrate the 
trend that the chosen attribute is usually the better choice. 
This is not always true though, as in the case of the 125a 
decision trees. 
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confinned in the case of the inforn1ation-theoretic cost function where, in con-
tructing T106DC, a nun1ber of attributes tied exactly for the n1inin1un1 cost. 
Table 3.5 illustrates an occasion where 5 of the attributes under consideration 
were tied. In constructing decision trees fron1 the Credit data, ties for best 
attribute were observed on each application of the induction algorithn1 to the 
various training sets. A selection criterion should have the property that when 
tie occur, any choice will lead to an equally good decision tree. 
An arbitrary choice fro111 an1ongst those partitions with equal 1ninin1u1n 
cost can be n1ade. For the purposes of the following experin1ents, the choic 
will be ba ed upon a ordering of the attributes. Two orderings are introduced. 
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Attribute Cost E(A) Split P oint 
UVeg 0.00 
LVeg 0.00 
DPort 0.00 766 
AWMIH 0.00 27 
AWMIS 7.21 9 
AWMIW 0.00 20 
TABLE 3.5: An exan1ple of a 1ninin1um cost conflict arising 
during the construction of the Tl 06DC decision tree. The cost 
function appears to be indicating that any one of the five zero-
cost attributes could be chosen to produce an equally good 
decision tree. 
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one listing categorical attributes before integer attributes. and the other listing 
integer attributes before categorical attributes. 
By choosing an integer attribute over a categorical attribute it is expected 
that the coverage of the resulting decision tree will increase. A split on an 
integer attribute will account for all possible values of that attribute. whilst 
a , plit on a categorical attribute will only account for those attribute values 
found in the current training set. The ordering within the integer attributes. 
and within the categorical attributes, ren1ains arbitrary. 
In building decision tree T106DC, an attribute ordering of Soil, UVeg. LVeg. 
DPort, AWMIH, AWMIS, and then AWMIW. was used, giving preference to 
cat egorical attributes. A new decision tree, T106DI, can be constructed by al-
way choosing integer attributes in preference to categorical attributes whenever 
their cost are the same. A preference ordering of DPort. AWMIH. AWMIS. 
AWMIW, Soil. UVeg, and then LVeg can be used. 
T106DI, like T106DC, has Soil as the root node, as there is no other at-
tribute with the same (111inin1u1n) cost. The final tree differs fron1 T106DC in 
only 3 of the 9 branches emanating from the root ( the starred ( *) branches 
of Figure 3.3). Of these, 2 represent changes of choice from the categorical 
attribute UV g to the integer attribute DPort, and the other fron1 UVeg to 
AWMIH. 
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FIGURE 3.3: Th e decision tree T106DI constructed by 
favouring integer attributes over categorical attributes. The 
differences from T106DC are identified with a *, where categor-
ical attributes are replaced by apparently equally good integer 
attributes. 
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Table 3.6 presents a co1nparison of the decisions n1ade by T106DI with those 
1nade by the Model and T106DC. The coverage of T106DI has increased by 
ahnost 20% over the coverage of T106DC due to the preference given to integer 
attributes. The decisions 111ade by T106DI for these extra objects. though, 
n1ostly disagree with the decisions 1nade by the Model. Of the 1164 extra objects 
covered , only 358 (30.8%) are in agreen1ent with the Model. Nevertheless . there 
are still no strong disagreen1ents. and only 42 new moderate disagreen1ents. 
The combined agreen1ent / 1nild di~agreement accounts for 97.9% of the decisions 
1nade by T106DL con1parable to T106DC. 
The Credit experin1ents produce results which indicate that when inte-
ger attribute are chosen over categorical attributes, the coverage increases ( as 
den1on trated in all but 2 cases- lOOc and 150c- where there is no change in 
coverage) . Also. the accuracy of the decisions produced by the re ulting decision 
tre s ha d crea ed, although in n1ost cases only marginally. Refer to Table 3. 7. 
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Agreement: 
Mild Disagreement: 
Moderate Disagreement: 
Cov rage: 
T106DI 
64.8% 
33.1% 
2.1% 
84.3% 
c.f. T106DC 
+358 
+764 
+42 
+1164 
TABLE 3.6: The decisions made by T106DI al'e con1pal'ed 
to those made by the Model. The first column details the per-
fonnance of the decision tl'ee, con1pared to the Mod el. whilst 
the second colu111n indicates the changes in the actual covel'-
age and decisions n1ade from T106DC. Thus , whilst the actual 
agreement is now 64.8 % of the coverage. the actual 11un1bel' 
of objects with agl'eeing decisions has increased by 358 over 
T106DC. 
Experin1ent Coverage Agreement Experi1nent Coverage Agreen1ent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aDI 94.4 56.3 125aDI 93.7 65 .8 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bDI 97.7 56.3 125bDI 96.7 62.2 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 64.0 
050cDI 99.3 59.2 125cDI 93.4 63.9 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.4 
lOOaDI 98.0 62.4 150aDI 98.3 65.7 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66 .5 
lOObDI 95.7 65.6 150bDI 97.8 65.4 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcDI 98.3 62.0 150cDI 96.5 68.0 
TABLE 3. 7: The Credit experiments support the exp ecta-
tion that choosing integer attributes over categorical attl'ibutes, 
fol' equal costs, results in decision trees with greater coverage. 
Accuracy is less affected in the case of the Credit experin1ent 
than it was in the case of tl1e Range experiment. 
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Thu _, . wh re the co -, t function cannot choo e between partition . arbitrary 
choi e , can lead to d ci-, ion tr e with varied perforn1ance . Further. choo i11g 
in ger attribute , over cat gorical attribute generally re ult in a decision tree 
with greater cov rage. but often with a decrease in the accuracy of the deci ions 
1nacle. 
3.3.3 Bias Against Integer Attributes 
A _, el ction criterion should be fair in its selection of an attribute 1 with no arbi-
trary biases. However. a ingle cost function is typically applied to all attributes. 
regardle of whether they are categorical or integer attributes and regardless of 
the ntunber of po sible values associated with a categorical attribute. However. 
categorical and integer attributes are dealt with in quite different ways by the 
inforn1ation-theoretic cost function. For integer attributes 1 only binary parti-
tion::; ar ever considered. whereas for categorical attributes, n-ary partitions 
are considered ( with n generally greater than 2 in the data used here). Quinlan 
( 1986a. page 100) has shown that the cost function favours partitions containing 
1nany cell - there is a strong bias against integer attributes. Quinlan ( 1985) 
deals with this bias by way of a Gain Ratio Criteria as described in Chapter 2 
above. 
The experin1ents de cribed below confirn1 this bias in the cost function and 
further considers an empirically based alternative solution to this problen1. This 
approach introduces the idea of treating integer attributes as if they were 111ulti-
valued categorical attribute (referred to here as pseudo-categorical attributes). 
Thi approach arose fron1 the observation that in the Range training set the 
nun1ber of di tinct values for particular integer attributes was of the order of the 
nun1ber of di tinct values for the various categorical attributes. Thus, treating 
then1 a ategorical will affect the bias. 
Clu tering or gap finding techniques can be used to discover appropriate 
ubrange of integer values to use in categorising an integer attribute. Such 
n1ethod , whil t attractive 1 require pre-processing of the data, and typically 
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work be t with larger data et . With the sn1aller data sets u ed in the e 
exp rin1ent ( typical of n1any real-world applications) , an alternative approach 
was en1ployed. The rnethod developed here con iders the distinct values of an 
integer attribute. a found in the training set. as the categories. The ain1 of the 
xperin1ent presented below is to consider the value of this novel approach in 
handling the bias of the co t function. 
3.3.3.1 Aa: Categorising Integer Attributes 
Th coverage of the resulting decision trees should decrease when integer at-
tributes are treated as categorical- whenever a pseudo-categorical attribute ap-
pears in the tree. only a (possibly sn1all) subset of all the possible values will 
be represented there. If the training set is representative , and the range of in-
teger values is srnall (such as O to 100) , then we would expect that only the less 
frequent values will be rnissing. Given these observations, an integer attribute 
~hould only be considered as a pseudo-categorical attribute when the nun1ber 
of distinct values of that attribute occurring in the training set is significantly 
less than the size of the training set. Such a restriction avoids decision trees 
which have large branching factors- having a (non-Null) branch for each of the 
possible values of the attribute. 
The three AW attributes of the Range database can be treated as pseudo-
categorical: attribute AWMIH has 46 distinct values, AWMIS has 30. and 
AWMIW has 25, in a training set of 106 objects. The integer attribute DPort 
is ruled out since it has 99 distinct values. 
Decision tree Tl 06Aa was constructed under such a scenario using the cost 
function for the choice of attribute at each node. An ordering on the attributes 
of Soil, UVeg, LVeg, AWMIH, AWMIS, AWMIW, and then DPort was used to 
r n1ove an1biguity when ties for the minirnurn value of E(A) arose. This order-
ing is the san1e as that used for T106DC. with the three new pseudo-categorical 
attributes n1oved ahead of DPort to rnaintain the bias towards categorical at-
tributes. for con1parison with T106DC. 
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FIGURE 3.4: Decision tree T106Aa, constructed by inter-
preting integer attributes as categorical attributes. 
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The re ulting decision tree. illustrated in Figure 3.4, has a root node la-
b lled AWMIW, having a cost of 59.75. This is considerably s1naller than the 
cost of 105.62 con1puted for AWMIW as an integer attribute in T106DC. For 
con1parison, all the values for the costs con1puted in choosing the initial root 
node of the T106Aa decision tree are given in Table 3.8. The costs now as-
~ociated with AWMIW and AWMIH are lower than the cost associated with 
Soil. 
Applying T106Aa to the Range database results, as expected. in a dra-
1natically r duced coverage of only 2963 objects (35.2%). Of this coverage, the 
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Attribu t c Cost E (A ) Split Point 
Soil 62.94 
UVeo· 0 68.62 
LVeg 77.69 
AWMIH 60.91 
AWMIS 82.62 
AWMIW 59.75 
DPort 102.80 925 
TABLE 3.8: Value for E(A). the cost function. for each of 
th attribute in the Tl 06 training set with the AW attributes 
regarded as categorical rather than integer. A WMIW has the 
n1inimu1n cost and is chosen as the root of the Tl 06Aa decision 
tree. 
Agreement : 
Mild Disagreement: 
Moderate Disagreement: 
Strong Di, agreement: 
Coverage: 
T106Aa 
48.4% 
30.6% 
18.6% 
2.3% 
35.2% 
c.f. T106DC 
-2803 
-673 
+446 
+69 
-2961 
TABLE 3.9: The decisions provided by Tl06Aa are com-
pared to those given by the Model, and then to the perforn1ance 
of Tl06DC. 
1 
ratio of agreen1ent to disagree1nent with the Model is approxin1ately 1: 1. An 
analy i of the disagree111ent , provides a little 1nore encouragen1ent. Of the 
three degrees of disagreen1ent. 59% are n1ild ( the Model n1aking a decision of 
High and T106Aa a decision of Medium). whilst 36% are moderate (Model de-
ciding High, T106Aa deciding Low), and only 5% are strong (Model deciding 
High, T106Aa deciding VLo w ). The combined agreen1ent/n1ild disagreen1ent 
accounts for almost 80% of the coverage. 
R sults from the Credit experin1ents agree with these observations. For 
the ,e experi1n nts only the attribute Age was considered as a pseudo-categorical 
attribute (both CashPr and Ca hDp have a large range of values). In all cases. 
the coverage ha decreased. often quite dran1atically ( as in. for example. 050c 
where the coverage drops fro1n 97.3% to 68.9%). Agreement is not so dran1ati-
cally affected as it was for T106Aa. In half of the Credit experi1nent , percentage 
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Exp rin1 nt Coverag Agree1nent Experin1ent Coverage Agree111ent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aAa 71.9 60.7 125aAa 81.7 64.8 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bAa 64.3 61.0 125bAa 80.4 65.1 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 64.0 
050cAa 68.9 60.2 125cAa 87.9 61.4 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.4 
lOOaAa 75.1 61.9 150aAa 80.7 67.3 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66.5 
lOObAa 69.9 62.5 150bAa 80.1 69.3 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcAa 81.7 61.4 150cAa 78.1 67.7 
TABLE 3.10: The Credit experiments illustrate the dra-
1natic affect upon the coverage of the decision trees when an 
integer attribute is treated as categorical. Accuracy has not 
·uffered so 1nuch. 
2 
agree1nent ha decreased, the largest decrease being recorded for lOObA (fron1 
66.6% to 62.5%). In a number of the experiments the percentage agreen1ent has 
in fact increased , with 050b being an extren1e exa1nple (fron1 55.2% to 61.0%). 
Refer to Table 3.10. 
Thus, coverage and accuracy can be considerably affected by introducing 
p eudo-cat gorical attributes. Coverage in particular is dramatically reduced, 
a xpected, with a general trend being de1nonstrated towards less accuracy 
fron1 th re ulting trees. 
3.3.3.2 Ab: Growing Integer Branches 
Treating an integer attribute a a 1nulti-valued categorical attribute de1non-
~trably clecrea es the coverage of the resulting decision tree- an undesirable 
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Agreem ent: 
Mild Di agreem ent: 
Moderate Di agre ment: 
Strong Di agre ment: 
Coverage: 
T106Ab 
47.3% 
30.4% 
20.4% 
2.0% 
55.8% 
c.f. T106Aa 
+783 
+519 
+403 
+23 
+1728 
TABLE 3.11: The decisions provided by T106Ab are con1-
par d to those given by the Model. and then to the perforn1ance 
of T106Aa. 
3 
consequence. However 1 a sin1ple re1nedy is to now introduce the concept of 
subrange of attribute value , by way of growing the range of values associated 
with the branches of the decision tree. 
Subranges are grown by defining a region surrounding the value labelling 
the branches. Mid-points will be used for this purpose: given two branche . 
one labelled with rn and the other with n 1 where m < n and there being no 
other branch labelled with l such that m < l < n, then compute the n1id-point 
a p == ( ni + n) /2. and place an upper bound of p - l on the ni branch. and a 
lower bound of p on the n branch. The branch labelled with the sn1allest value 
of the attribute is extended to cover all values down to the sn1allest possible 
value of the attribute. Similarly for the branch labelled with the largest value. 
Such an approach will restore the coverage of the decision tree. Its affect upon 
the accuracy of the decision tree is to be scrutinised. 
As an exa1nple, the process of ··growing" the set of values associated with 
particular branches in the decision tree can be applied to the root node of 
T106Aa (Figure 3.4). Single AWMIW values are grown to enco1npass ranges 
of values so that for exan1ple, AWMIW <4 leads to a decision of Mediun1, and 
AWMIW in the range 34-36 leads to a decision of Low. The resulting decision 
tree i referred to as T106Ab. 
Thi tree indeed has greater coverage than T106Aa. The extra decisions 
n1ade. though, are not particularly accurate, with relatively large increases in all 
categories of agreement and disagreen1ent (refer to Table 3.11). However, since 
l 
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Agreement: 
Mild Di agreement: 
Moderate Di agreement: 
Strong Di agreement: 
Coverage: 
Tl06Ac 
46.8% 
31.9% 
19.1% 
2.2% 
65.3% 
c .f. Tl06Ab 
+353 
+322 
+94 
+31 
+800 
TABLE 3.12: The decisions provided by the T106Ac deci-
sion tree are con1pared to tl1ose given by the Model. and then 
with the perforn1ance of T106Ab. de1nonstrating how growing 
tlie pseudo-categorical branches can lead to increased perfor-
111ance. 
perc ntage agreement has changed little fron1 that of T106Aa. the increased 
coverage lead to the observation of an overall in1provement in perforn1ance. 
Other in1ilar generalisations are possible. For exan1ple 1 the sub-tree in 
T106Aa with AWMIW==6 and Soil=24 is another case. The root of this sub-
tree i labelled with AWMIH. and has two branches: one labelled with ··14.15 1' 
leading to VLow; and the oth r labelled with "56,59'' and leading to Low. A 
binary plit. with a split point of 35. see1ns appropriate. 
Another obvious candidate for growth in the decision tree is the sub-tree 
on th path AWMIW==9. If the AWMIS=lO branch of this sub-tree is ignored, 
then a binary split can be n1ade with a split point of 17. Thence. for AWMIS 
less than 17, the decision is VLow. and for AWMIS greater than or equal to 
17 the decision is Medium, with an exception when AWMIS==l0 1 for which a 
decision of either Low or VLow will be made. depending upon the value of 
UVeg. 
With these 1nodifications to Tl06Aa1 including those 111ade in T106Ab. 
deci ion tree T106Ac is built. The coverage of the Range database obtained by 
the deci ion tre significantly in1proves upon that ofT106Ab (Table 3.12). The 
accuracy. though. till lag behind that of T106DC. 
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Experin1ent Coverage Agrccrnent Experin1ent Coverage Agreernent 
050aAa 71.9 60.7 125aAa 81.7 6-1.8 
050aAc 88.7 59.6 125aAc 86.2 6-1.4 
050bAa 64.3 61.0 125bAa 80.4 65.1 
050bAc 87.7 59.5 125bAc 85.5 65.0 
050cAa 68.9 60.2 125cAa 87.9 61.-1 
050cAc 87.9 57.5 125cAc 88.9 61.9 
lOOaAa 75.1 61.9 150aAa 80.7 67.3 
lOOaAc 81.2 62.2 150aAc 85.2 66.3 
lOObAa 69.9 62.5 150bAa 80.1 69.3 
lOObAc 79.1 62.4 150bAc 81.9 69.8 
lOOcAa 81.7 61.4 150cAa 78.1 67.7 
lOOcAc 89.7 61.5 150cAc 80.9 67.6 
TABLE 3.13: S0n1e of the coverage of the original decision 
tree is regained by growing the pseudo-categorical branches. 
Tile .. Ac'' trees are con1pared to the ··Aa" trees. 
.... 
,) 
Once again, these findings are supported by the Credit experin1ents ( ee 
Table 3.13). Coverage, when corn pared to the ··Aa'· trees, has dran1atically in-
creased in 050aAc, 050bAc. and 050cAc, with less dramatic, yet still significant 
increases in the others. The percentage agreement has changed very little. 
3.3.3.3 Ad: Changing The Root 
The relatively poor perfonnance of T106Ac can be attributed to the choice 
of AWMIW, a pseudo-categorical attribute, for the root node of the lecision 
tree. Analysing the co t function in terms of its application to the pseudo-
categorical AWMIW attribute and the categorical Soil attribute, it i seen that 
the bias inherent in the co t function has swung fron1 being against A WMIW to 
being in favour of AWMIW over Soil. (Soil is an attribute with just 9 distinct 
value r pre ented in the training et. compared to 25 for AWMIW). Thus, if 
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FIGURE 3.5: Decision tree Tl06Ad was constructed by 
considering the AW integer attributes as pseudo-categorical. 
except that the choice for root node is overridden to be the 
san1e as that cllo ~en for Tl 06DC. 
G 
Soil re1nained as the chosen at tribute for the root of these trees, as identified 
originally. then better trees 111ay result. 
The next experi1nent repeats the process of building a decision tree. with 
the AW attributes treated as pseudo-categorical, but selecting Soil as the root 
of the tree. All other choices of attributes for the resulting T106Ad decision 
tree are based upon the co ~t function. The resulting decision tree is illustrated 
in Figure 3.5. 
The performance of the re ulting decision tree is indeed n1arkedly in1proved. 
The coverage, being 45 77 objects ( 54 % coverage) is significantly better than that 
of Tl06Aa. It also has 111uch gr ater percentage agreement (67.9%) with the 
Model. although it till hort of Tl06DC 's level of performance. 
The p eudo-categorical branches associated with the Soil==9. Soil==15. and 
Soil==l 7 branches (Figure 3.5 ) can now be grown. The resulting decision tree. 
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Agreement: 
Mild Di agreement: 
Moderate Disagreement: 
Strong Disagreement: 
Coverage: 
T106Ae 
71.0% 
27.3% 
1.7% 
0.0% 
75.7% 
c.f. Tl06DC 
+285 
+158 
+1 
no change 
+444 
TABLE 3.14: The decisions provided by T106Ae are con1-
pared to those given by the Model, and tl1e11 to the perfon11ance 
of T106DC. 
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T106Ae. in fact turns out to be aln1ost identical in structure to T106DC. How-
ever. it i1nproves upon T106DC in its coverage (by ahnost 8%), without lowering 
it accuracy (71 % agree1nent). as sumn1arised in Table 3.14. 
A decision tree of greater coverage than T106DC has been produced. with 
the extra coverage pri1narily in agreement with the Model. This decision tree's 
overage is approaching that of T106DI, whilst maintaining accuracy. 
Les conclusive results were obtained from the Credit experi111ents. Each 
of the Credit training sets were used to construct a decision tree. where the 
Age attribute was treated as a pseudo-categorical attribute, but with the root 
node of the tree being chosen to be the same as that originally chm,en in the 
fir t experin1ents ( decision trees 005aDC, 005bDC, etc.). All Age branches were 
then grown to cover all possible values of that attribute. Coverage is already 
quite high for most of the Credit decision trees generated fron1 the original 
application of the induction algorithm. In general though the "Ae" trees have 
lightly decreased coverage and accuracy, compared to both the original trees, 
and the "DI1' trees. Refer to Table 3.15. 
3.3.4 Summary 
The seri .., of experin1ents described here has illustrated some deficiencies of the 
election criterion using the information-theoretic cost function. Two related 
is ue were explored: the precision and the bias of the cost function. In in-
ducing the deci ion tree T106DC it was observed that the costs calculated by 
the election criterion are on1eti1nes very similar. The issue of the preci ion 
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Exp rin1ent Coverage Agrccrnent Experirnent Coverage Agreen1ent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aA 91.7 58.0 125aAe 86.2 64.-! 
050aDI 94.4 56.3 125aDI 93.7 65.8 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bAe 92.7 53.6 125bAe 85.5 65.0 
050bDI 97.7 56.3 125bDI 96.7 62.2 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 64.0 
050cAe 93.2 60.8 125cAe 92.4 63.3 
050cDI 99.3 59.2 125cDI 93.4 63.9 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.4 
lOOaAe 89.9 60.4 150aAe 95.5 64.7 
lOOaDI 98.0 62.4 150aDI 98.3 65.7 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66.5 
lOObAe 77.6 63.6 150bAe 96.2 67.2 
lOObDI 95.7 65.6 150bDI 97.8 65.4 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcAe 90.2 62.1 150cAe 95.7 64 .8 
lOOcDI 98.3 62.0 150cDI 96.5 68.0 
TABLE 3.15: Coverage has been improved upon by chang-
ing the root node of the tree to that used in the original .. DC .. 
tree. In general, the .. Ae ,. trees have lower coverage and accu-
racy than the "DI .. trees, but improve upon the ·'DC'' trees. 
of the nun1bers returned by the cost function was explored by way of choos-
ing the ,econd best attribute as the root node of the decision tree. It was 
den1on trated that inferior deci ion trees could be induced as illustrated with 
the .. Du·· decision tree . 
A further observation rnade was that the cost function is not always capable 
of di tingui ,hing between attributes. On many occasions, a et of attribute 
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Experiment Description Cover Agree Mild Mod Strong 
T106DC Application of th DTIA. 70.4 71.5 26.7 1.8 
T106DU Use second best attribute . 73.2 58.5 34.0 6.5 
T106DI Equally good attributes. 84 .3 64.8 33.1 2.1 
T106Aa AW att ribu tes as categorical. 35.2 48.4 30.6 18.6 
TlOGAb Growing root branches. 55.8 47.3 30.4 20.4 
T106Ac Growing all branches. 65.3 46.8 31.9 19.1 
T106Ad Categorical attribute as root. 54.4 67.9 29.8 2.3 
T106Ae Growing branches in T106Ad. 75.7 71.0 27.3 1.7 
TABLE 3.16: Sun1111ary of results from the Range experi-
n1ents dealing with the choices of attributes. Each decision tree 
is applied to the Range database, and the resulting decisions 
are con1pared to those obtained from the Model- all nu1nbers 
are percentages. 
0.0 
1.0 
0 .0 
2.3 
2.0 
2.2 
0.0 
0.0 
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having a conunon, mini1nun1 cost, were identified. It was shown that decision 
trees differing both in tern1s of structure and perfonnance can be induced, as 
illustrated with the ··DI" decision trees. 
The strong bias of the cost function against integer attributes was then 
identified, and a solution to this problem, turning the integer attributes into 
categorical attributes , was suggested ( the ·' Aa," decision trees). For Tl 06Aa. 
this resulted in one such integer attribute being chosen as the root node. When 
the fact that this attribute was actually continuous was used to then gener-
ali e the root (Tl06Ab), the results were disappointing. However, when other 
uch generalisations were n1ade in sub-trees (Tl06Ac) the results i1nproved. 
If the original choice for the root node is used ( Soil in Tl 06DC) , leaving the 
rest of the decisions to the cost function, treating the continuous attributes as 
p eudo-categorical, the good perforn1ance of Tl06Ad was achieved. although 
it till lacked coverage. Using the technique of growing the pseudo-categorical 
branches resulted in a decision tree (Tl06Ae) having the greater coverage with-
out sacrificing accuracy. Its coverage is intermediate between that of Tl06DC 
and Tl06DI, with significantly better agree1nent than Tl06DI. 
The results fron1 the Range experiments are summarised 1n Table 3.16. 
Sin1ilar ob ervations are 1nade for the Credit experiments. 
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3.4 EXCEPTION SPLIT PRUNING 
A , cond in1portant cone rn of cleci , ion tree induction is cletern1ining just when 
to top the pro e of partitioning the training ,et in generating the decision 
tree ( the dividing and conqu ring). The basic approach 1nay at first seen1 quite 
r asonable- top when the objects in the training et have a con1n1on value for 
the cl cision attribute. However. a concern ari e when a leaf of the resulting 
deci ion tree is associated with very few objects fro1n the training set. Such 
a ituation 1nay indicate noise in the training set. and. if so, the resulting leaf 
node will be a cau e of error. 
Variou techniques have been developed to deal with this situation. Chap-
ter 2 includes descriptions of so1ne of these. A con1n1on approach is to fully 
develop the decision tree and then to collapse the tree from its leaf nodes under 
certain conditions. This is often equivalent to introducing a stopping crit e-
rion to inhibit the developn1ent of leaf nodes corresponding to n1inorities in a 
training set in the first place. 
The experiments presented below explore this type of tree pruning in the 
cont xt of the Range and Credit do1nains. The concept of exception split prun-
ing 1s introduced. An exception split is identified as one or 1nore decision 
value found in a training set being represented by very few objects in that 
training et, in comparison to the size of the training set. The approach consid-
ered h re for handling exception splits is to reclassify the111 in agree111ent with 
other object in the corresponding training set. If these exceptions are due 
to noi e. then the accuracy of the resulting trees is expected to increase with 
th ir r n1oval. Coverage can also be affected. If the decision tree resulting from 
a training et containing an exception split has a categorical node as its root 
node. th n replacing thi tree with a single decision node can result in increased 
coverage. 
The original decision tree T106DC contains a number of exception splits. 
One exan1ple i the set of training objects which have Soil==24 and DPort> 1018 
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( ee Figure 3 .1). Of the 6 1ne1nbcr of thi t. 5 have deci ion of VLow and 
1 of Low. The ub-tree on the latter path. having UVeg as it root. could be 
replaced with a leaf node labelled VLow. Thi introduces a 16. 7% error rate 
into thi branch of the tr e. or a 0.94% error rate when applied to the whole of 
the Tl06 training set. The resulting tree is no longer Tr-con istent. 
The following experi1nents deal with pruning to a specific threshold error 
rat with respect to the current training set. Pruning to a threshold of 20% 
ren1oves tho e exception splits in which the nun1ber of exceptions is no 1nore 
than 20% of those object contained in the current training set. These 20% or 
fewer object will be treated as if they had the san1e decision value as the other 
80% or n1ore objects in the training set. The Tl06DC and Tl06DI decision 
trees are pruned, as are the ··DC'' Credit decision trees. 
3.4.1 Ce: Pruning with 20% Threshold 
This first experi1nent in pruning treats any training set with at least 80% of the 
object having a single con1n1on decision as homogeneous with re pect to this 
deci ion. Thus, they are not further divided. The purpose of this experi1nent 
is to e1npirically detennine the utility of pruning. 
Decision tree T106Ce results fro1n re1noving the 20% exception splits fron1 
Tl06DC. There is only one such exception split, corresponding to the training 
set with Soil==24 and DPort> 1018. The sub-tree induced from this training set 
is replaced with the leaf no le VLow. 
The results of applying thi ... new decision tree to the whole of the Range 
database are presented in Table 3.17. and are compared with Tl06DC. The 
greate t change is the increa e in the number of agreements. Of the extra 351 
object now covered as a re ... ult of thi pruning, n1ore than half agree with the 
Model. A better perfonning cleci ion tree result ... . 
Applying thi pruning technique to deci ion tree T106DI results in very sim-
ilar i1nproven1ent in overall p rfonnance. Decision tree T106Ie has greater cov-
erage with only a 1ninor decrea e in the percentage agreen1ent ( ee Table 3.23 ). 
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Agreement: 
Mild Disag reement: 
Moderate Disagreement: 
Strong Disagreement : 
Coverage: 
Tl06Ce 
70.9% 
27.4% 
1.7% 
0% 
74.6% 
c.f. TlOGDC 
+211 
+137 
+3 
no change 
+351 
TABLE 3.17: The decision tree Tl06Ce re1noves ex cep-
tion splits up to th e 20% level. The decisions provided by 
the Tl 06Ce decision tree are compared to tl1ose given by the 
Model. and then to the performance of Tl06DC. 
Experin1ent Coverage Agreen1ent Experin1ent Coverage Agreen1ent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aCe 93.5 59.7 125aCe 94.0 66.8 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bCe 93.2 60.2 125bCe 95.7 64 .2 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 64.0 
050cCe 97.3 64.5 125cCe 97.2 64.4 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.4 
lOOaCe 96.3 61.9 150aCe 98.8 64.0 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66.5 
lOObCe 92.5 66.8 150bCe 97.7 66.0 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcCe 98.3 63.3 150cCe 97.2 66.5 
TABLE 3.18: Pruning a decision tree, with a threshold of 
20 %, improves the perfonnance of the decision tree. 
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The Credit experiments (Table 3.18) also demonstrate the i1nproven1ent 
gained by pruning decision trees. In all cases, coverage has either increased or 
r 111ained constant. The percentage of agreement has pri1narily been 111ai11tained 
with this extra coverage, with four cases demonstrating a slight decrease and 
two cases demonstrating significant increases in accuracy ( 050b and 050c). 
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T106Cf c.f. T106Ce 
Agreement: 69.6% +261 
Mild Di agreement: 28.8% +232 
Moderate Disagreement: 1.6% no change 
Strong Disagreement: 0% no change 
Coverage: 80.4% +493 
TABLE 3.19: Decision tree Tl 06Cf removes exception splits 
up to the 30% level. The decisions provided by the T106Cf 
decision tree are con1pared to those given by the Model, and 
then to the performance of the T106Ce decision tree. 
3.4.2 Cf: Pruning with 30% Threshold 
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Further in1proven1ents are observed when a 30% threshold is introduced. De-
cision tree T106Cf is the san1e as T106DC with the 30% exception splits re-
n1oved. Two further sub-trees of T106Ce are consequently ren1oved. The first 
corresponds to the training set with Soil==l 7, which has a decision of High as-
sociated with 79% of the objects. and the second corresponds to the training 
set with Soil==9, which has a decision of Medium associated with 70% of the 
objects. This pruning results in a total error rate over the training set of 15.1 %. 
The coverage of the resulting decision tree has increased (see Table 3.19). 
The overall accuracy is maintained, with only a slight drop in the percentage 
of agreernent, for an aln1ost 1.5% increase in coverage, cornpared to T106DC. 
The decision tree T106If exhibits a similar pattern, showing an increase in 
coverage of over 10% whilst n1aintaining accuracy. The Credit experin1ents 
underline the appropriateness of pruning, resulting in some quite drarnatic 
i1nproven1ents in performance (Table 3.20). In two cases, 100% coverage is 
achieved (in one case from an original coverage of 87%). with percentage agree-
rnent greater than that obtained with the ··DC" trees. 
3.4.3 Ch: Retaining Tr-Consistency 
The removal of exception splits, as above, assumes that exception plits result 
fron1 noi e in the training set . The level of noise in a training set is not always 
ignificant. For the case when it is known or believed that the training et is 
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Exp rin1ent Coverage Agreen1ent Experin1ent Coverage Agreen1ent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aCf 100.0 60.8 125aCf 97.2 62.2 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bCf 97.7 59.7 125bCf 97.3 61.4 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 6-1.0 
050cCf 100.0 63.8 125cCf 100.0 62.8 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.4 
lOOaCf 99.5 62.3 150aCf 99.2 59.6 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66.5 
lOObCf 96.8 66.4 150bCf 97.8 65.7 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcCf 99.2 63.1 150cCf 97.2 66.0 
TABLE 3.20: Pruning a decision tree. with a threshold of 
30%, de111onstrates furtl1er improven1ents in the perforn1ance 
of the decision tree. 
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n1ostly noise free. a si1nilar approach can be en1ployed. The aim of this approach 
is to con truct a Tr-consistent decision tree whilst handling exception splits in 
a n1ore appropriate n1anner. 
Again consider the Soil==24 and DPort> 1018 path through the T106DC 
decision tree. The training et a sociated with this path contains an exception 
plit. a already shown. Instead of replacing the whole sub-tree e1nanating 
fron1 this node with just a ingle value ( VLow), a binary split i introduced. 
with one branch leading to the collection of exception objects. This branch 
i labelled with .. == 8''. whilst the other has the label "#8''. corresponding to 
an .. otherwi e" branch. It i only appropriate. however. to handle categorical 
attribute in thi way. When an integer attribute is involved, coverage is already 
n1axin1al. 
...... 
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Agreement: 
Mild Disagreement : 
Mod rat Di -agreement: 
Strong Disagreement : 
Coverage: 
T106Ch c. f. TlOGDC 
70. % 
27.7% 
1.6% 
0% 
80.4% 
+552 
+291 
+1 
no change 
+844 
TABLE 3.21: The decision tree T106Ch ren1oves ex ception 
. plits up to the 30% level but retains Tr-consistency. Th e deci-
ions n1ade by tl1e T106Ch decision tree are con1pared to those 
given by the Model. and then to the perfonnance of Tl 06DC. 
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By 1naintaining Tr-consist ncy it is expected that the resulting decision tr e 
will n1aintain, or better still in1prove upon. the accuracy of the decision tree. 
Coverage is also expected to increase. These expectations are explored in the 
following experi1nent. 
The decision tree T106Ch is built fron1 applying this generalisation tech-
n1qu to the 30% threshold. The training set corresponding to Soil== 1 7 is 
handled no differently fron1 T106DC. The only generalisations introduced in 
T106Ch are associated with the path Soil==9 and the path Soil==24. DPort> 1018. 
Any object in the Range database with Soil==9 and LVeg ¢:. {2. 5, 22} will be 
decided as Medium. rather than just those with LVeg E {1, 7, 9.12.18}. Like-
wise. any object with Soil==24. DPort>1018. and UVeg#8 will be VLow (refer 
to Figure 3.1). 
Con1paring T106Ch to T106DC (Table 3.21), it is seen that the coverage has 
indeed increased over that of T106DC to the san1e level as that of T106Cf. This 
xtra coverage is generally in agree1nent with the Model , and in fact corrects 
"' On1e of the 1noderate disagree1nents which occurred in T106Cf. The resulting 
on1bined agreen1ent and 1nild disagreement in fact accounts for 98.4% of the 
overage obtained by Tl06Ch- the best obtained of any decision tree so far. 
Both T106Ih (Table 3.23) and the Credit experin1ents (Table 3.22) confirn1 
thes ob ervations. from which it is concluded that pruning together with 1nain-
taining Tr-con istency can offer ignificant benefits. especially if noise is known 
not to b a problem with the training set. 
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Experin1 nt Coverage Agree1nent Experin1ent Coverage Agree1nent 
050aDC 87.9 60.7 125aDC 91.9 66.9 
050aCh 100.0 60.5 125aCh 97.2 66.0 
050bDC 91.5 55.2 125bDC 95.7 63.9 
050bCh 97.7 55.8 125bCh 97.3 63.3 
050cDC 97.3 59.6 125cDC 92.2 64.0 
050cCh 100.0 59.6 125cCh 100.0 63.1 
lOOaDC 94.2 62.6 150aDC 96.7 64.4 
lOOaCh 98.0 62.7 150aCh 99.2 64.7 
lOObDC 92.5 66.6 150bDC 97.7 66.5 
lOObCh 96.8 66.9 150bCh 97.8 66.4 
lOOcDC 98.3 62.5 150cDC 96.5 68.8 
lOOcCh 99.2 62.5 150cCh 97.2 68.7 
TABLE 3.22: Pruning a decision tree whilst maintaining its 
Tr-consistency is an alternative to previous pruning n1ethods. 
3.4.4 Summary 
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The series of three experin1ents presented here each confirm that pruning can 
in1prove the performance of a decision tree. Each in1proves upon the coverage 
achieved by the ·'DC" trees, with only 1ninor decreases, if any at all. to the per-
centage agreement. The two exception split pruning experiments demonstrate 
the power of pruning with son1e quite in1pressive improve1nents. However, de-
ciding when to prune and to what level to prune is extre1nely difficult. and 
ren1ains an art. 
Pruning relies upon the assun1ption that the training data is noisy. A noveL 
yet si1nple approach has been introduced which retains the Tr-consistency of 
the resulting decision trees. This approach has also been demonstrated to be 
effective in increase coverage, whilst maintaining agreement. 
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Table 3.23 un1n1arises the re ults fron1 this series of experin1ents a applied 
to the Range data. Results fron1 the Credit experiments add support to the 
result obtain cl fron1 the Range experiments. 
Experiment Description Cover Agree Mild Mod Strong 
T106DC Application of the DTIA. 70.4 71.5 26.7 1.8 
TlOGCe 20% Exception splits. 74.6 70.9 27.4 1.7 
TlOGCf 30% Exception splits. 80.4 69.6 28.8 1.6 
T106Ch Retaining Tr-consistency. 80.4 70.7 27.8 1.6 
T106DI DTIA Favouring Integers. 84.3 64.8 33.1 2.1 
T106Ie 20% Exception splits . 88.4 64.6 33.4 2.0 
T106If 30% Exception splits. 94.3 63.9 34.2 1.9 
T106Ih Retaining Tr-consistency. 94.3 64.9 33.2 1.9 
TABLE 3.23: Su1n111ary of Range experiments dealing with 
exception splits. The Cover is the percentage of those objects 
in the Range database able to be handled by the decision tree. 
The Agree1nent and the three degrees of disagreement are with 
respect to the decisions assigned to the objects by the Model. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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3.5 COMBINING DECISION TREES 
A d fi iency of the deci ion tree tructure become apparent when the i ue 
of 111i ing attribute value ari e . If an object does not have a value for the 
root attribute of the deci ion tree. it can never be assigned a decision value. 
uppo e that in using T106DC an object to be classified has no value for the 
oil attribute but has a value of 26 for LVeg. The training set hows that all 
object with this value for LVeg have a decision of Low . But this object cannot 
be cla ified by the decision tree because it requires a value for Soil. 
Quinlan ( 1986a) suggest exploring all branches from a node whenever the 
a ociated attribute ha an unknown value in the object being considered. Each 
of the e paths will lead to a leaf node eventually, and the leaf node ( and therefore 
the deci ion) associated with the largest collection of objects fro1n the training 
et i~ s lected. Further work by Quinlan (1987a) has provided a 1nore satisfac-
tory olution to this problen1 by converting the decision trees into rules. and 
then applying statistics to test whether any of the conditions of the rules can 
be dropped. 
Th experin1ents presented earlier in this chapter suggest an alternative 
olution to thi proble1n. This solution is to construct n1ultiple decision tree . 
and to then con1bine them. Such a solution, however. introduce the problen1 
of cl aling with conflicting decisions. Each of the decision trees constructed 
will be Tr-con istent. and the con1bination of the decision trees is thus also 
Tr-con istent. When working on previously unseen objects however. different 
decision trees can make different decisions for the one object. Such conflicts 
ari e whenev r an object is sin1ilar to two objects of the training set which 
have differ nt decision a ociated with the111, but for which there are no exact 
xan1pl contained in the training set. Techniques will be required to deal with 
th se conflict~. 
Thi approach is explored in the following experiments by co111bining equally 
good cl ci ion tree ; that i . deci ion tree which result fro111 different choice 
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of equally good attribute . according to the co t function. D c1s1on tree , are 
con1bined n1or efficiently by con idering each deci ion tree a a rule set. The 
rul ,et for a cleci ion tree i con tructed by in1ply traversing each path of the 
deci ion tree and recording the attributes and values encountered. These then 
forn1 th If-part of a rule. with the Then-part being the deci ion found at the 
leaf node. 
3.5.1 Cl: Combining Equally Good Trees 
When the infonnation-theoretic cost function is applied to the training set con-
taining just those objects with Soil=26, the value of E(A) for each of the at-
tributes UVeg. LVeg, DPort. AWMIH, AWMIS, and AWMIW is 0. UVeg was 
the chosen attribute because of the attribute ordering used in constructing 
T106DC. 
In this experin1ent, a decision tree is constructed for each of the above 6 
choices. These decision trees, treated as rule sets, can then be co1nbined. For 
a given object. 1nore than one rule 1nay have its conditions 1net by the object. 
Thus, 1nultiple, and possibly conflicting decisions n1ay arise. The resolution 
of these conflicts follows the approach of choosing the decision with the n1ost 
upport fron1 the training set. (Support is si1nply n1easured as the nu1nber of 
objects in the training set corresponding to the particular path through the 
decision tree which lead to the decision obtained, requiring the training set to 
be representative of the universe of objects.) If two different decisions have 
equal support fron1 the training set. then one is arbitrarily chosen. 
By effectively building 1nultiple, equally good, decision trees, the coverage of 
the re ulting sy ten1 can be greater than that of the individual trees, especially 
when integer attributes are u ed. What needs to be assessed though is the 
accuracy of the resulting sy ten1. 
The rule et T106Cl results from con1bining 6 equally good decision trees 
differing only in the Soil=26 branch. Any object to be classified, having Soil=26. 
will have a deci ion fron1 at least four of the decision trees, corre , ponding to the 
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Agree m ent: 
Mild Di agreement: 
Moderate Di. agreement: 
Strong Di agreement: 
Coverage: 
T106Cl c.f. T106DC 
67.9% 
29.1 % 
3.1% 
0% 
77.7% 
+203 
+320 
+94 
no change 
+617 
TABLE 3.24: T106Cl is a collection of 6 ··equally good·· 
decision trees. The deci ions provided by T106Cl are con1pared 
to tho e given by the Model. and then to the perforn1ance of 
T106DC. 
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four continuous attributes which cover all possible values. The only conflicts 
that can occur are between a decision of VLow resulting fron1 one decision tree 
and a deci ion of Medium fro1n another. However, since there are twice as n1any 
object in the training set corresponding to the Medium decision. Medium is 
chos n over VLow when a conflict arises. 
As Table 3.24 indicates. T106Cl has a coverage of 77. 7%. an improven1ent 
upon the coverage of Tl06DC, as expected. The percentage agreen1ent has 
clecrea ed fron1 the 71.5% of Tl06DC to 67.9% for Tl06Cl. 
3.5.2 C2: Further Combinations 
Thi approach can be applied to other portions of the T106DC decision tree 
where set of equally good attributes arise. The sub-tree of T106DC with 
Soil== 16 is one such case. Fron1 the corresponding training set the 5 attributes 
UVeg, LVeg DPort , AWMIH, and AWMIW each have a value of O for E(A). 
Five decision trees can be constructed which differ only in the choice of the 
attribute at this node. 
The rule t T106C2 contains rules which can produce conflicting decisions, 
but only between deci ions of Low and VLow. The choice when conflict does 
ari e i not alway as i1nple as it was for Tl06Cl. If one of the rules corre-
ponding to th continuou attributes n1akes a decision of VLow. then this will 
always hav a upport value of 8 object in the training et, con1pared to 4 
object in the training set if Low was the uccessful decision. However, the two 
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T106C2 c.f. T106DC 
Agreement: 72.4% +327 
Mild Disagreement: 25.9% +51 
Moderate Di agreement: 1. 7% no change 
Strong Disagreement : 0% no change 
Coverage: 74.9% +378 
TABLE 3.25: T106C2 is a collection of 5 .. equally good .. 
deci ion trees. The decisions of Tl 06C2 are compared to those 
from the Model, and then to those of T106DC. 
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categorical attributes ea h lead to 3 rules. two concluding a decision of VLow. 
with the other resulting in Low. Each has a support value of 4 objects in the 
training et. If at least one of the two path with Soil=l6 which leads to V Lo w 
is followed, then the deci ion of VLow is not disputed. Otherwise. an arbitrary 
selection 1nust be n1ade. 
The resulting rule set again den1onstrates how coverage can be increased 
(at least when con1pared to Tl06DC), with an improved coverage of 74 .9% 
(Table 3.25). Whilst its coverage is less than that of Tl06Cl ( and less than 
that of T106DI), its accuracy is greater . 
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3.6 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS 
Thi~ chapter ha identified de irable propertie of deci ion tree induction and 
found. by way of experin1entation. that not all hold. The experin1ent present eel 
her further illustrate a nu1nb r of techniques which enhance the decision tree 
induction algorith1n. The techniques include the categorisation of integer at-
tribute . plit-generalisation on such attributes. exception split handling. and 
the co1nbining of decision trees. A particular ob ervation made in this chapter 
i that a decision tree induction algorithn1 is capable of producing n1ore than 
ju t a ingle .. besr· decision tree fron1 a given training set. 
Th principal results from the experin1ents are presented 111 Table 3.26. 
Tables 3.16 and 3.23 provide further sumn1aries of the experin1ents. Below is a 
precis of the experin1ents. 
• The precision of the cost function was explored in the ··DU'. series of exper-
in1ents, where the choice of attribute for the root node of the decision tree 
was overridden with the second best attribute. The resulting in1prove1nent 
in coverage is offset by poorer accuracy. Sin1ilar results for other choices of 
close attributes were obtained. Where it did discriminate, the cost function 
wa found to be a good discriminator. With the Credit data though, les 
n1arked changes in perfonnance were observed, with son1e .. ~econd best'· 
choices actually leading to trees with n1arginally in1proved coverage and ac-
curacy. In general though, the choice made by the decision tree induction 
algorithm can be relied upon. 
• Noting that the cost function was not always adequate in di crin1inating 
between attributes, an investigation of .. equally good'' deci ion trees was 
undertaken. T106DI wa constructed by choosing an integer attribute over 
a at gorical attribute whenever such a choice was available. This pro-
duced a decision tree which was able to cover many 1nore objects fron1 the 
Range database than T106DC, but at the cost of accuracy. The increa e 
in the di agreement though is mostly confined to mild disagreen1ent . The 
~3.6 
Exp eriment 
TlOGDC 
Tl06DI 
Tl06Ae 
Tl06Ch 
Tl06Cl 
Tl06C2 
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Description Cover Agree Mild Mod 
Application of the DTIA. 70.4 71.5 26.7 1.8 
Favour integer attributes . 84.3 64.8 33.1 2.1 
AW as categorical. with generalisation. 75.7 71.0 27.3 1.7 
30% Exception split and Tr-consistent. 80.4 70.8 27.7 1.6 
Combine Soil=26. 77.7 67.9 29.1 3.0 
Combine Soil=l6. 74.9 72.4 25.9 1. 7 
TABLE 3.26: Sun11nary of decision tree applications. with 
comparisons to the Model- all fi.gures are percentages. 
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Strong 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
observation that .. equally good" decision trees have significantly different 
perfonnances is n1ade. With preference given to integer attributes, decision 
trees with greater coverage but less accuracy generally result, con1pared to 
decision trees induced with preference given to categorical attributes. 
• A deficiency of the infonnation theoretic cost function used in n1any de-
cision tree induction algorithms is that it has a bias toward 111any-valued 
categorical attributes. The T106A series of experiments considered this 
problem. A solution was considered whereby integer attributes were re-
garded as categorical. Dramatic decreases in the coverage of the decision 
trees were coupled with significant increases in the disagree1nents. However, 
the introduction of a generalisation technique i1nproved the perforn1ance-
pseudo-categorical attributes were generalised by growing the range of val-
ues associated with the branches, effectively restoring their ··integer1 ' na-
ture. 
• Further experiments showed that the choice of a categorical attribute as 
the root node of the decision tree, whilst permitting integer attributes (be-
ing treated as categorical) to appear elsewhere in the tree, improved the 
coverage and accuracy of the decision tree. 
• A decision tree, T106Ae, forn1ed by treating integer attributes as cate-
gorical, but with a categorical attribute as the root of the tree, and then 
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generali ing. achieved greater coverage and accuracy con1pared to the orig-
inal d ci ion tree (T106DC ). This tre also begins to approach the coverage 
obtained by T106DI. whil t n1aintaining high agreement with the Model. 
• Thr exp rin1ents dealt with the issue of pruning a decision tree. They 
~howed how the coverage of a decision tree may be increased, with only 
1ninor d gradation of the accuracy of the decisions produced. by re1noving 
exception splits. It was further found that retaining the Tr-consistency of 
the decision tree whilst en1ploying this approach in1proved the perfonnance. 
• The final two experin1ents co1nbined a number of equally good decision 
trees- in particular, decision trees which differ in only one sub-tree. A 
different attribute for the root of the sub-tree was chosen. Whilst both 
experiments increased the coverage. one was less accurate than the orig-
inal decision tree, whilst the other was more accurate. The technique of 
con1bining decision trees promises a path to greater coverage and accuracy. 
Fron1 these preliminary experiments in combining decision trees it is ar-
gued that this approach is an interesting one, worthy of further study and 
development. This is the focus of Chapter 4. 
These experi1nents have illustrated a number of uncertainties in using a de-
cision tree induction algorithn1. It is i1nportant for the user of these algorith1ns 
to be aware of such behaviour. The following chapter builds upon one of these 
observations by considering further the idea of combining decision trees. 
The MIL Algorithm 
The experin1ents presented in Chapter 3 den1onstrated variations in the perfor-
n1ance of n1ultiple decision trees induced fron1 a single training set. Choosing a 
ingle best decision tree is identified as a difficulty with decision tree induction 
algoritl11ns. The MIL algorithn1 is developed in this chapter as an approach 
to handling this situation. Rather than choosing between decision trees. the 
approach adopted is to con1bine decision trees. The goal is to i1nprove the 
accuracy and coverage of the resulting knowledge structures. 
This chapter begins with an introduction to the idea of combining decision 
trees. The tern1inology and a number of properties relating to conflicts which 
arise when decision trees are co1nbined are then presented. This is followed by 
an example which serves to 1notivate and illustrate the process of con1bining 
decision trees. A full specification of the MIL algorithm then follows. A series 
of experi1nents then illustrate how MIL can effectively combine decision trees. 
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4.1 COMBINING RULE SETS 
Difference in perforn1ance ( coverage and accuracy) were ob ervccl in the ex-
peri1nent of Chapter 3 where di tinct deci ion trees were induced fro111 a single 
training t. This observation is of concern to the knowledge engine r who 1nust 
cl al with the e 1nultiple (alternative) deci ion trees. A si1nilar ob~ervation is 
al ,o 1nade by Mingers ( 1989b). reporting that different selection criteria can 
lead to n1ultiplc decision trees of si1nilar accuracy. Again. a choice between 
alternative deci ion tree 11111st be n1ade. 
This chapter develops a technique for con1bining decision trees. Rule sets. 
rather than decision trees, will be used to describe and implen1ent this approach. 
D ci ion trees can be translated into equivalent ets of rules, representing knowl-
edge in a more expressive and fan1iliar forn1. A rule set derived fro111 a decision 
tree will contain a rule for each leaf node. corresponding to the paths fron1 the 
root of the decision tree to that leaf node. 
A goal of con1bining rule sets is to in1prove performance by taking the best 
fron1 the rule sets being co1nbined. The resulting coverage and accuracy will 
depend upon the coverage and accuracy of the original rule sets. In tern1s of 
coverage, at best we can expect a co1nbined rule set to have a coverage equal to 
that of the union of the coverage of the individual rule sets. In tenns of accuracy 
the situation is less clear- rules fron1 different rule sets 1nay conclude different 
decisions for the sa1ne objecb. How these conflicting decisions are resolved will 
affect accuracy. 
Conflict indicates deficiencies in the knowledge base. The MIL algori thn1 
id ntifie all conflicting rule . 1nodifies then1 to re1nove the potential for conflict, 
and then uggests new rules to restore the coverage otherwise lost. 
The concept of conflict resolution is not new (Davis and King, 1984). Typ-
ically, in a rule-based y t 111 when n1ultiple rules are applicable in a particular 
ituation, a single rule is chosen, and no conflicting decision are 1nade. Henri -
tic for choo ing a rule have been developed, and include data ordering ( which 
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u ~ a rul involving certain attributes in preference to a rul involving other 
attribute ). generality ordering (where the n10 t pecific rule i chosen). and 
rul pre edenc ( where a precedence network is u ed to ord r the rules). Suwa. 
cott. and Shortliffe ( 1984) introduce the concept of checking for conflicts in a 
rule ba e and then pre en ting these to a knowledge engineer for ad vice. No at-
te1npt i 111ad to actually deal with the conflict. More recent work by Li. Barter. 
and Yu (1988). for exan1ple. has investigated the use of knowledge about the 
relationship between the values of an attribute in order to rationalise conflict 
when they actually arise. The approach e1nbodied in the MIL algorithn1 ad-
dresses conflict by identifying the rules causing the conflict, restricting the rules 
to avoid the conflict, and then suggesting new rules to 111ake deci ions for those 
objects previously resulting in conflict . 
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4.2 THE TERMINOLOGY OF CONFLICT 
The t rminology of conflict presented here builds upon the general tern1inology 
introdu ed in Chapter 2. 
The concept of an object wa introduced in Chapter 2 as a description of an 
ntity. The et of attributes A == { A1 .. ... AP} is used to describe an object. 
Attribut are ither categorical (with a don1ain consisting of an enumerated 
et of value ) or integer. A i ( o) will denote for the particular object o the value 
a ociated with the attribute Ai. The subset of the cartesian product of the 
attributes A 1 . .... Ap corre ponding to a particular don1ain of application will 
be denoted a O. A decision attribute is the only attribute which n1ay 
appear in the conclusion of a rule ( and for convenience it is not included in A ). 
Elen1ents fron1 the don1ain of the decision attribute are identified as Class. 
A rule set is a et of rules denoted by R. The individual rules of this rule 
t are denoted as R. R' , R 11 • etc. The prin1e notation is used to distinguish 
the rule within a particular rule set. A subscript will be used to distinguish 
rule _,ets. Each rule has the syntactic forn1: 
R: Cond ~ Class. 
where Cond pecifies a condition under which the decision Class can be deduced 
for an object. If an object o satisfies the conditions specified by Cond. then the 
rule R i aid to trigger on the object o. 
Cond consist of a in1ple logical conjunction: 
Ck has the fonn Ai < v or A-i > v when A.i is an integer attribute and the 
forn1 Ai E {·u1, . .. , Vn} or Ai(/:. { 'V1, ... . Vn} when Ai is a categorical attribute. 
The forn1s Ai == u and A 1 -=/= v will be used for categorical attributes a an 
abbreviation for ingleton et_, of values. 
The values ·u and Vj are drawn fron1 the domain of Ai. The form Ck is referred to 
a a condition triplet and con i ts of an attribute, a relational operator. and 
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a value or t of value . A ' econd ~ub cript will be used when it i in1portant 
to id ntify the rule set fro111 which the rule containing this condition triplet 
originate ( Cj k for rule et Rj). 
If the object o trigger the rule R. then R( o) i taken to be the set containing 
ju t the decision of this rule, {Class}. If o does not trigger thi rule. then R( o) 
will be the en1pty set. R( o) is the union of R( o) over all rules in the rule set R. 
The tern1 scope refers to those objects fron1 0 which trigger a particular 
rule. The scope of the rule R is the set of objects for which Cond is true. 
A rule set is derived directly fro1n a decision tree by constructing a single 
rule for each path through the decision tree from the root node to a leaf node. 
The concept of a directly derived rule set is introduced to distinguish these rule 
sets fron1 1nodified rule sets. A directly derived rule set is equivalent to the 
decision tree. Reference will be 1nade to a path through a decision tree which, 
unless otherwise stated, will refer to the direct path fron1 the root node to a 
leaf. 
A conflict consists of a pair of rules R1 and R2 ( me1nbers of the rule 
sets R 1 and R2 respectively) having consistent conditions yet inconsistent 
conclusions. That is, there exists objects which can trigger both rules. but the 
rules conclude different values for the decision attribute. The sy1nbol Q will 
be u ed to refer to a conflict between two rules. Often, it is convenient to also 
associate with a conflict the subset of the training set containing those objects 
which trigger either of the rules in conflict. The two rules have the form: 
R1: Cond1 ===} Class1, 
R2: Cond2 ===} Class2, 
where Class 1 ¥- Class2. recalling that the subscript is used to distinguish be-
tween the two conditions and to distinguish between the two conclusions. It 
al o ties R1 to the rule set R 1 and R 2 to the rule set R 2 . 
The set of objects for which two given rules trigger is referred to as the 
common scope of those two rules. and denoted by Cs: 
Cs = { o I o E O, R1 ( o) -I {}, R2 ( o) ¥- {} } 
<· 4 •) 
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A sociatecl with each rule in a directly derived rule set is a non- en1pty subset 
of the training et cont aining those objects which trigger the rule. For the rules 
R 1 and R 2 • these corresponding training subsets are denoted by Tr 1 and Tr 3 : 
Tri = { 0 / 0 E Tr. R1 ( 0) -:p {} } 
Tr2 = {o / o E Tr. R2(0) -I{}} 
A training set fron1 which a decision tree of depth 1 ( a decision tree having 
a root node, and one or 1nore branches leading only to leaf nodes) is induced 
will be referred to as a terminating training set. Such a training set is 
partitioned by the induction algorithn1 so that each cell satisfies the tennination 
criterion. In I D3 ~ for exan1ple. with partitions based upon a single attribute and 
a tern1ination criterion of decision homogeneity, a tenninating training set is 
one containing at least two different decision values and for which a cost of O is 
co1nputed for a partition. 
The experin1ents of Chapter 3 illustrated the possibility of equally good 
partitionings of a tern1inating training set. Only one of these partitionings is 
chosen , leading to a collection of rules which differ in only a single condition 
triplet ( corresponding to the different branches fro1n the con1mon node of the 
tree). A different choice leads to a collection of rules differing fro1n any other 
rules induced from this training set in only a single condition triplet. Figure 4.1 
illustrates this in tern1s of both decision trees and rules. 
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If B = B1 and C = C1 Then D1 
If B = B1 and C = C2 Then D2 
If B = B2 Then D1 
If B = B 1 and A = A 1 Then D2 
If B = B1 and A = A2 Then D1 
If B = B2 Then D1 
FIGURE 4.1: Multiple decision trees (rule sets) can be in-
duced when equally good partitions of a terminating training 
set ari e. In this illustration the training set containing those 
objects of the original training set having tl1e value B 1 for at-
tribute B is a tenninating training set. Partitioning this train-
ing set using either attribute C or attribute A results in each 
cell of the partition containing objects with a single common 
decision. A tern1i11ating training et will generate a decision 
tree of depth 1. 
111 
Conflicting rules are derivable by choosing alternative partitions of a ter-
1ninating training set. Such a tenninating training set will be denoted as Tr c · 
Both Tri and Tr2 are sub et of Tr c · Whilst conflict can arise in other circu1n-
stances, it is only tho e conflicts arising in the context of tern1inating training 
ets that will be consid r d here. 
I 
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4.3 PROPERTIES OF CONFLICT 
Th propertie below fonuali e on1e of the intuitions underlying the MIL al-
goritlun. Th relationship between rule fron1 pair of deci ion tree and the 
conflict which result are exa1nined. The context i that of inducing 1nultiple 
leci ion tree fron1 a ingle training et. 
Property 4.1: Suppose R1,; is a directly derived rule set and that R1,; 
and R~ are distinct rules contained in this rule set. Then Conch and 
Concl~ cannot both be true of a single object. 
The collection of rules belonging to a rule set directly derived 
from a decision tree are mutually exclusive: at most one rule 
can trigger for any object. 
Branches en1anating fron1 a node of a decision tree correspond to n1utnally 
exclu ive choices and thus direct paths fron1 the root node to a leaf node of the 
cl cision tree are n1utually exclusive. Since the rules in R k and the paths through 
the decision tree fron1 which Rk was derived have a one-to-one correspondence. 
the conditions of each rule correspond to these 1nutually exclusive choices. 
Property 4.2: Suppose R 1 and R 2 are distinct rule sets and that (R1 . 
R 2 ) and (R~, R;) are two different pairs of rules from the re ., pective 
rule ets. If the con11non scope of the pair of rules R 1 and R2 i Cs. 
and the conunon scope of the pair of rules R~ and R; is Cs'. then 
Cs n Cs' == 0. 
The common scope of any pair of rules drawn from two dis-
tinct rule sets has no overlap with the common scope of any 
other different pair of rules drawn the same two rule sets. 
If it were po ible for one object to be in both conunon scopes then two rules 
fron1 the one rule .,et 111ust have triggered, contradicting Property 4.1. Whilst 
thi property hold in generaL it i of particular intere t for rules in conflict. 
~-------- --
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The above two prop rtie con ,ider the scope of rules within a rule , et. 
and the con11non cop of rule drawn fron1 different rule ,et . The following 
properti consider the actual structure of rule in conflict. 
Property 4.3: Suppo e R 1 and R2 are distinct rules (fron1 directly 
1 rived rule ets R 1 and R 2 re pectively) which conflict and the et 
of condition triplets contained in R1 is { C11 .... , C1n} and the set of 
condition triplets contained in R2 is { C21, ... 1 C2m}. Then n = m and 
the size of the set resulting fro111 the union of the two sets of condition 
triplet is rn + l. 
Two rules in conflict have all but one condition triplet in com-
mon. 
This property i a direct consequence of considering only those conflicts which 
ari e when alternative choices for the partitioning of a terminating training set 
xist. Rules generated fro1n a tenninating training set have all but one condition 
triplet in con1111on. The rules in conflict will be written as: 
R 1 Cond I\ C1 =* Class 1 
R2 Cond I\ C2 =* Class2 
A consequence of this property is that rules in conflict are derived fron1 a 
onunon tenninating training subset. 
Property 4.4: Suppose R1 and R2 are distinct rules (fron1 directly 
derived rule sets R 1 and R 2 respectively) which conflict. and that Tr c 
is the corresponding tenninating training subset. Then there exists 
R~ E R 1 , R; ER2 a their corresponding tern1inating training ubset 
Tr~ uch that R~ and R; are in conflict and Tr c = Tr~. 
Conflicts arise in groups. Each group of conflicts share a com-
mon terminating training set from which they were derived. 
Suppo e R1 and R2 have the fonn as above. Tr c will consist of those objects 
in Tr for which Cond i true. The induction algorithm will have partitioned 
Tr c to generate R1 and at least one other rule. One of these other rules will 
conclude Class2: 
~""1.3 
RI . 1 . Cond /\ Ci 
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==> Clas 2 
The ca e of R2 is syn1111etrical. being generated fron1 an alternative partition of 
Tr c . A rule of the following forn1 will also be generated: 
RI . 2 . Canel /\ C~ 
.Ju t as C1 and C2 are consistent. Ci and C~ are consistent . and thus R~ and R; 
are also in conflict. 
For a ten11inating training set containing two distinct values for the decision 
attribute at n1ost two conflicts result. For a tern1inating training set with three 
distinct values for the decision attribute at 1nost six conflicts result. In general. 
for a tern1inating training set with n distinct values for the decision attribute at 
111ost n * ( n - l ) conflicts result. Conflicts ctrising from a con1111on tern1inating 
training set will be referred to as complementary conflict pairs . and will be 
denoted as the set Q == { Q1 .. .. , Qn}, where the notat ion Q-i is used to denote 
a pair of rules in conflict together with the corresponding terminating training 
t,et. 
Property 4.5: Suppose R1 and R2 are in conflict and R1 and R; are 
also in conflict . where R1 E R1. R2 , R; E R2 , and R2 i=,R;. Then R2 
and R; are derived fro1n the san1e tern1inating training set . 
Two conflicts involving a common rule are derived from a 
common terminating training set. 
This follows directly fro1n Property 4.4. 
The above properties pinpoint the key features used to identify and ren1ove 
conflict. The following exan1ple den1onstrates how these properties can be nsed. 
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4.4 EXAMPLE 
Th d ci ion tre s T106DC and T106DI of Chapter 3 were con tructed u ing 
the inforn1atiou-theoretic cost function to elect an attribute at each step. They 
cliff r only in the attribute chosen to partition a tenninating training set. For 
T106DC a categorical attribute was always elected in preference to an .. equally 
good'. int gcr attribute. For T106DI. int ger attributes were favoured. 
Whil ' t T106DC and T106DI are equally good decision tree with respect 
to the co t function, their perfonnances differ. T106DI has a higher coverage 
than T106DC. but is less accurate in the decisions it 1nakes. 
The rule sets corresponding to these two decision trees will be used here to 
introduce the issues which n1ust be addressed in con1bining decision tree . The 
process of re olving the conflicts which arise will be described. This exan1ple is 
intended to provide an overview of the MIL algorith111 before the full detail are 
provided. 
4.4.1 Treating Conflicts as Null Decisions 
Di agreen1ent between the decisions made by the two rule sets occurs in only 416 
ca e . of which 162 ( 39%) are n1ild disagreements and 254 ( 61 % ) are n1oderate 
disagreen1ent . The coverage of T106DI is a superset of the coverage of T106DC. 
and o the con1bined coverage is the san1e as that of Tl 06D I. which is 1164 1nore 
objects than Tl06DC. 
The si111plest approach to handling conflict is to ignore it by returning a Null 
decision. The con1bined coverage of T106DC and Tl06DI is then decreased by 
416 object . Table 4.1 presents a su1n1nary of the performance of this con1bined 
rule et ( Co1nbDCDI) for con1parison with T106DC and Tl06DI. Considering 
the mea ure of perforn1ance as a two dirnen ional space with agreernent and 
cov rage as the axes the con1bined rule set represents a compromise between 
Tl06DC and Tl06DI. 
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Experiment Description Cover Agree Mild Mod 
CombDCDI Incomplete Combined Rule Set. 79.3 67.4 30. 1. 
TlOGDC Application of the DTIA. 70.4 71.5 26.7 1.8 
TlOGDI DTIA Favouring Integers. 84.3 64.8 33.1 2.1 
TABLE 4.1: Summary of results from applying the ( conflict 
ignored. and therefore incomplete) combined rule set to the 
8413 objects of the Range database. The combined rule set 
con1bines T106DC and T106DI. Any conflicting decisions are 
replaced by Null decisions. All fi.gures are percentages. 
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Strono· 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Of intere t is the observation that of the 416 objects given conflicting cleci-
~ions, 76% are given decisions by T106DI which disagree with the Model. The 
conflict indicate deficiencies in the knowledge. 
This deficiency is to be addressed. The approach here analyses conflicts 
in the context of the information contained in the training set. atten1pting to 
increase the coverage of a con1bined rule set, whilst 1naintaining its accuracy. 
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4.4.2 Resolving a Conflict Between Two Rules 
Two of the rnl in conflict will be identifi d a DC25 fron1 T106DC and DI24 
fron1 T106DI: 
Soil= 26, UVeg = 2 ==} VLow. 
Soil= 26. DPort < 635 ==} Medium. 
The e ar in conflict for any object which ati fies the condition: Soil = 26. 
UVeg = 2. and DPort < 635. In ren1oving this potential for conflict. it 11111st be 
noted that an object which does not satisfy this condition. but does trigger one 
of these rules, n1ust still have the san1e decision assigned to it. One approach 
i to strengthen the condition of one of the rules, leaving the other rule as it is. 
Thi involve r stricting the chosen rules· applicability by adding conditions to 
it. The rule here n1ay be strengthened by adding the negation of the condition 
of the other rule in the conflict. For example, rule DC25 could beco1ne ( after 
si1nple n1odifications): 
Soil = 26, UVeg = 2. DPort > 635 ==} VLow. 
This approach would n1eet our goal of removing the potential for conflict 
whil t n1aintaining coverage. It is not clear though how to decide which rule 
hould be strengthened. The MIL algorithn1 effectively delays this decision by 
~trengthening both rules in the above manner: 
DC;5: Soil= 26, UVeg = 2. DPort > 635 ==} VLow. 
DI;4: Soil = 26, DPort < 635, UVeg -/- 2 ==} Medium. 
A new rule can then be introduced to handle the conflict. It will consist of 
the conjunction of the conditions of the two conflicting rules and will n1ake a 
deci ion of Confiict 1 . 
DCc25: Soil = 26, UVeg = 2, DPort < 635 ==} Confiict 1 . 
If Confiict 1 were replaced by the decision Medium the effect would be that of 
"'trengthening the single rule DC25 as above. 
In the ab ence of other knowledge. the training set is called upon to provide 
guidance in a igning decisions to objects triggering rule DCc25. The tern1inat-
ing training "'et (Tr c) from which these two rules were generated is li tecl in 
Region 
30503 
21423 
21424 
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Soil UVeo· 0 LVeg DPort AWMIH AWMIS AWMIW Decision 
26 2 4 01 16 16 09 VLow 
26 3 2 467 52 09 33 Medrnrn 
26 3 2 469 49 09 29 Medi1w1 
TABLE 4.2: The tenninating training set Trc as ociated 
with the two rules DC25 and Dl24 is listed. The fi.rst object 
Ii ·tecl con titutes Tr1 and correspond to DC25 (Soil = 26 and 
Veg = 2) whilst the fi.nal two constitute Tr2 and correspond 
to DI24 (Soil = 26 and DPort < 635 ). 
11 
Table 4.2. Condition triplets which distinguish between the objects of Tr 1 and 
Tr2 are sought by considering each attribute. Low values of AWMIH. for ex-
an1ple. are a sociated with Tr 1 ( a decision of VLow). whilst higher values are 
associated with Tr2 ( a decision of M eclium). A 111idpoint split of this integer 
attribute. with the 1nid-point of 49116 or 33, partitions this training set ho1no-
geneously. The integer attribute AWMIS can sin1ilarly be used with a n1id-point 
value of 13, as can AWMIW with a 1nidpoint of 19. The categorical attribute 
LVeg sin1ilarly partitions on LVeg = 2 and LVeg = 4. The other attributes 
are not considered since they already appear in DCc25 . Taking AWMIS. for 
exan1ple. two new rules n1ay be proposed: 
DCc; 5 : Soil= 26, UVeg = 2, DPort < 635. AWMIS < 13 ==} Medium. 
Dic;4 : Soil= 26, UVeg = 2, DPort < 635, AWMIS 2 13 ==} VLow. 
The rules DC25 and DI24 can be replaced by DC;5, and DI;4, and the 
rule DCc;5, and Dlc;4 can be suggested for inclusion in the con1bined rule 
et. Of tho e objects in the Range database for which the condition Soil = 26, 
UVeg = 2, and DPort < 635 is true 1 only 6% of these trigger rule DCc;5. 
whil t the rest trigger Dlc;4. 63% of these objects were previously in n1oderate 
di agre 111 nt between T106DI and the Model, and now in agreen1ent with the 
Nlodel. Th re are no other changes in tenns of agreement and disagreen1ent with 
th Model. The performance of this n1odified con1bined rule set i sun1111arised 
in Table 4.3. indicating increa eel coverage whilst n1aintaining the accuracy. 
Whil t th increase in coverage is slight, only one conflict involving just 0.4% 
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Experim nt De, cription Cover AoTee Mild Mod trong 
CombDCDI 
CombDCDia 
Incomplet Combin d Rule Set. 
Modified Combined Rule Set. 
79.3 67.4 30. 0.0 
79.7 67.4 30. 0.0 
TABLE 4.3: Compari on of the result from u ing the n1od-
ifi.ed con1bined rule set (replacing DC25 and DI24 with DC; 5. 
DI;4. and introducing DCc;5 and Dic;4) and the incomplete 
co1nbined rule se t. Conflicts which have yet to be dealt with 
are still regarded as Null decision . Figures are p ercentage . 
of all the obj cts in the Range database for which conflict arises has been cl alt 
with. 
4.4.3 Resolving All Conflicts 
All re1naining pairs of conflicting rules can be si1nilarly treated. However. 
Property 4.4 ob erves that conflicts occur in groups based upon tenninating 
training ets. The MIL algorithn1 resolves conflict in the context of con1plen1en-
tary conflict pairs. 
The first tep is to identify these sets of complementary conflict pairs. There 
are three such sets in the con1bined T106DC, T106DI rule set. each involving 
four rules. 
The first et contains the following rules, where DC14 and DI14 are 1n 
conflict and DC16 and DI15 are in conflict: 
DC14: Soil= 16, UVeg E {2, 3} ===> VLow. 
DI14: Soil = 16, DPort < 766 ===> Low . 
DC 16 : Soil = 16 , UVeg = 9 ===> Low . 
DI1s: Soil = 16. DPort > 766 ===> VLow. 
A with the earlier example. each rule is trengthened to eliminate the potential 
for conflict: 
DC~ 4 : Soil= 16, UVeg E {2. 3}, DPort > 766 ===> VLow, 
DI~ 4 : Soil= 16, DPort < 766. UVeg rf_ {2, 3} ===> Low. 
DC~ 6 : Soil= 16. UVeg = 91 DPort < 766 ===> Low . 
DI~ 5 : Soil = 16. DPort > 766, UVeg-/: 9 ===> VLow. 
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How v r. the rule ~ DC~ 4 and DC~ 6 are redundant. ince they are ~peciali at ion ~ 
of DI~ 5 and DI~ 4 re pectively. They can be r 1noved. with the con equence that 
the four original rules are replaced with ju t two. 
Th actual conflict are now explicitly identified with the following rules: 
DCc14 : Soil= 16. UVeg E {2. 3}, DPort < 766 =;, Confiict 2 . 
DCc16 : Soil == 16, UVeg == 9, DPort > 766 =;, Confiict 3 . 
Th next et of con1plen1entary conflict 1 handled si1nilarly. Fron1 the four 
rule : 
DCrn: Soil == 19. UVeg == 3 =;, Medium. 
DI19: Soil == 19, AWMIH > 28 =;, Low. 
DC20: Soil == 19, UVeg == 4 =;, Low. 
DI18 : Soil== 19 1 AWMIH < 28 =;, M edium. 
the following four rules are generated: 
DI~ 9 : Soil = 19, AWMIH > 28. UVeg =/=- 3 =;, 
DI~8 : Soil == 19, AWMIH < 28. UVeg =/=- 4 =;, 
DCc19: Soil== 19. UVeg == 3. AWMIH > 28 =;, 
DCc20: Soil== 19, UVeg == 4 1 AWMIH < 28 =;, 
Sin1ilarly, the con1 plen1entary conflicts: 
DC25 : Soil== 26, UVeg == 2 =;, VLow, 
Soil == 26. DPort < 635 
Soil == 26, UVeg == 3 
=;, Medium , 
=;, Medium, 
DI25 : Soil== 26, DPort > 635 =;, VLow, 
generate: 
DI;5 : Soil == 26, UVeg =/=- 3, DPort > 635 =;, 
DI;4 : Soil == 26. UVeg =/=- 2, DPort < 635 =;, 
DCc25 : Soil == 26, UVeg == 21 DPort < 635 =;, 
DCc25: Soil== 26. UVeg == 3. DPort >== 635 =;, 
Low, 
Medium. 
Confiict 4 • 
Confiict 5 . 
VLow. 
Medium. 
Confiict 1 . 
Confiict6 . 
Th re ulting con1bined rule set contains 6 new conflict-free rules and 6 
onflict id ntifying rules in place of the original 12 rules in conflict. The next 
tep i ~ to deal with the e rules which explicitly identify conflict. 
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Th rul DCc14 and DCc16 were generated fro1n the four rule as ociated 
with a tern1inating training sub et con i , ting of 12 objects. These objects have 
a clcci ion of either VLow or Low. Rule DCc14 trigg r on 124 objects in the 
whole of the Range database. whil t DCc16 triggers on only 13 object . With 
the benefit of knowing the deci ion 1nade by the Model it is observed that for 
the 137 objects, the Model also n1ake a decision of either VLow or Low. 
An attribute is now chosen to differentiate between the two training , ub-
,, ct , . The attributes Soil. UVeg. and DPort are not considered, since they have 
already been en1ployed in the induction process in generating the rules under 
con ideration here. The potential candidates are LVeg, AWMIH, and AWMIW 
(AWMIS does not distinguish between those objects in the training subsets). 
The plit points for each of these attributes, together with the associated deci-
sion , are listed below. Any of these pairs can be introduced to the conflict rule, 
generating two conflict-free rules. 
LVeg E {l. 4} =;, VLow. LVeg == 2 =;, Low: 
AWMIH < 27 =;, VLow, AWMIH > 27 =;, Low: 
AWMIW < 20 =;, VLow, AWMIW > 20 =;, Low. 
Since the decisions 1nade by the Model are known, the perforn1ance of the 
two resulting conflict-free rules can be detern1ined. In using the first pair of 
onditions above (those involving LVeg) to generate two rules fron1 DCc14 , 66% 
(82) of the associated object (124 in all) will be covered. Of these. 99% will be 
in agreen1ent with the decisions n1ade by the Model, whilst 1 % is in n1ild dis-
agreen1ent. If the pair involving AWMIH i chosen instead, then full coverage of 
the object results, with 79% in agreernent and 21 % in n1ild disagreen1ent. The 
final choice. u ing AWMIW, again results in full coverage with 99% agreen1ent 
and only 1 % 1nild disagreern nt. 
The conflict rule DCc16 1 a ociated with exactly the a111e tenninating 
training ub et, and thu the an1e choices exist. The following two tables 
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.~ un1111an the p rfonnance of the new conflict-free rules for each of the pos 'ible 
choic ~. for condition to b added to the rule DCc14 and DCc1c re~pectively. 
Attribute Split Agree Mild Cover Attribute Split Agree Mild Cover 
LVeg 1.4 2 99% 1% + 2 LVeg l.4 2 92 % % +13 
AWMIH 27 79% 21 % +124 AWMIH 27 46% 54% +13 
AWMIW 20 99% 1% +124 AWMIW 20 85% 15% +13 
The conflict rules DCc19 and DCc2o are in1ilarly handled. The associated 
tenninating training et is the subset of T106 for which the condition Soil == 19 
hold . It con ists of 9 object having decisions of either M edium or Low . DCc19 
triggers on 17 object fron1 the Range database, for which the Model 1uakes 
cleci ions of either Medium or High. DCc2o triggers on 8 objects fron1 the 
Rang database. for which the Model decides Low. 
Candidate attributes are AWMIS and AWMIW, both with split point s of 
14. and LVeg with the sets of values {2. 11} and {3. 26}. The perfonnance 
of the conflict-free rules which can replace DCc19 and DCc20 respectively is 
u1111narised as: 
Attribute 
LVeg 
AWMIS 
AWMIW 
Split Agree Mild Cover 
2,11 3.26 88% 12% +17 
14 88% 12% +17 
14 88% 12% +17 
Attribute 
LVeg 
AWMIS 
AWMIW 
Split Agree Mild Cove r 
2,11 3.26 100% 0% + 6 
14 88% 12% + 
14 100% 0% + 8 
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Experiment D cription Cover AoTee b ild Mod Strano 0 
B . t Select b ~t rules. 84.3 67.4 30.9 1.7 
Worst Select worst rules. 82.7 66.6 31.4 2.2 
CombDCDI Combined Rule Set. 79.3 67.4 30 . 1.8 
TlOGDC Application of the DTIA. 70.4 71.5 26.7 1.8 
T106DI DTIA Favouring Intege rs. 84.3 64.8 33.1 2.1 
TABLE 4.4: Sun1n1ary of re ults from choosing the extra 
condition for each conflict rule which leads to the best perfor-
n1ance. and then the cl1oice which leads to the war t perfor-
111ance. con1pared to previous rule sets. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Th conflict rule DCc25 and DCc26 generate rules with the following per-
forn1ances: 
Attribute Split Agree Disagree Cover Attribute Split Agree Disagree Cover 
LVeg 2 4 92% 8% +12 LVeg 2 4 2% 98% +15-± 
AWMIH 33 63% 37% +35 AWMIH 33 45 % 55% +219 
AWMIS 13 63% 37% +35 AWMIS 13 30% 70% +219 
AWMIW 19 63% 37% +35 AWMIW 19 45% 55% +219 
These results provide a bound on the perforn1ance of MIL in this exan1ple. 
For each conflict MIL will choose one of the alternatives. Table 4.4 con1 pares the 
best po sible and worst possible conflict-free con1bined rule sets. The best rule 
et has coverage equal to that of T106DL the best of any coverage obtained. 
and ha greater agree1nent than that of T106DI. Even the worst rule set has 
imilar coverage and percentage agree111ent. In con1parison to T106DC. both 
the be t and worst offer n1ore coverage, at a cost to the accuracy. 
Thi exan1ple has den1on trated how two rule sets can be con1bined such 
that the potential for conflict is removed fron1 the con1bined rule set. It al o 
en1pirically den1on trate that the trategy of using a third attribute which 
al o partition the corre ponding tern1inating training set to as i t in resolving 
conflict recov r coverage with accuracy. 
( '1 ,.. 
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4.5 RESOLVING CONFLICT 
The intro luctory exan1ple illu trated in1proven1ent to a particular con1binecl 
rul ,et by re olving conflict. A general fran1ework for resolving the type of 
conflict which ari es as a result of co1nbining decision tree is now presented. 
The ta k of reconciling two rules in conflict is packaged up in a conflict resolver 
(MI Lcr ). Th conflict resolver ren1oves the conflict whilst atten1pting to retain 
coverage, a illustrated in the exa1nple above. 
4.5.1 Specifications 
MIL ha three inputs: two rule sets to be combined (R 1 1 and R 2 say) and the 
original training set fro1n which both rule sets were induced (Tr). A con1bined 
rule et i returned (R). The following requirements are placed on the con1bined 
rule et R: 
1. For any object o E 0, if R 1 (o) == {Classi} and R 2(0) == {Classj} and 
Class i =I= Class j 1 then one and only one of the following holds: either R ( o) == 
{ Class .i}, or R(o) == { Classj}, or R( o) == {}. 
2. a) For any training set object o E Tr , if R 1 ( o) 
{ Classi}. 
2. b) For any training set object o E Tr , if R 2 ( o) 
{Classj}. 
{ Class-i} then R ( o) 
{Classj} then R (o) 
3. For any object o E 0 1 if R 1 (o) U R2 (0) == { Classi} then R (o) == { Class i }. 
The first taten1ent requires that all conflicts between R 1 and R 2 be resolved: 
R is a conflict-free rule set. The second and third require that R. like R 1 and 
R 2 , i Tr-consistent. That is, R n1akes the same decisions for objects in Tr as 
tho e a ociated with the training set. The fourth requires the con1binecl rule 
,et to cover tho e objects covered by the rule set being con1bined, where conflict 
does not arise. 
The conflict resolver M Iler has three inputs: a pair of rules in conflict (R1 
and R2) and the corresponding tern1inating training set (Tr c). Up to four 
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rul ar return d by MI Lcr. identified a::; Cmb 1 , Cmb2. Cmb3 . and Cmb4 . The 
following r quire1nent are specified for the conflict resolver. Recall that the et 
Cs i the ub t of all object fro1n O for which both R1 and R 2 trigger. 
1. For any obj ct for which both R1 and R2 do not trigger (o ~ Cs ), if 
R 1 (o) = {Cla si} then Cmb1 (o) = {Classi}. 
2. For any object for which both R 1 and R 2 do not trigger (o ~ Cs ), if 
R2 (o) = {Classj} th n Crnb2(0) = {Classj}. 
3. The rule Cmb3 and Cmb4 should trigger only on objects in Cs , and then 1 
at n1ost one hould trigger. 
The rule Cmb 1 and Cmb2 are replacen1cnts for ( or specialisations of) R 1 and 
R 2 and will be called the replacement rules. The two new rules Cmb 3 and 
Cmb4 are introduced to handle objects in conflict and are called suggested 
rules. The first two staten1ents indicate that the replace1nent rules n1ust 1nake 
the sa1ne decisions for those objects in O but not in Cs as previously n1ade by 
R1 and R2. The third require1nent restricts the scope of the suggested rules to 
only those objects in Cs. No object other than thostcontained in Cs can satisfy 
the conditions of either rule. Also. the suggested rules n1ay not si1nultaneously 
trigger. 
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4.6 THE CONFLICT RESOLVER 
The confl.i t r olver i at the core of the MIL algorithn1 and will be de crib eel 
fir ' t. Each --- t p i briefly introduced. followed by a detailed description of the 
op ration involved. To un11narise. MI Lcr begins by 111odifying R1 and R2 so 
that their conditions are 1nutually exclu ~ive. generating conflict-free Cmb 1 and 
Crnb 2 . It then consider candidate de cription . ba ed on a difference between 
th two training ubset Tr 1 and Tr2 . One of these candidates is selected and 
u ed to con truct the suggested rules. 
4.6.1 Eliminate Conflict 
Step 1. Construct replacen1ent rules: Strengthen R1 and R2 such that 
both cannot trigger for the ame object from the universe, and 
such that they st ill n1ake correct decisions for objects in Tr c · 
The replacen1ents rules introduced in the exa1nple (Section 4.4) satisfy these 
constraints and are of the forn1: 
Cond1 !\ , Concl2 ====} Class 1 
Cond2 !\ , Cond1 ====} Class2 
The conjunction Cond 1 !\ , Concl 2 describes all those objects in Tr that are 
al o described by Cond1 alone, and si1nilarly for Concl 2 !\ , Cond 1. Hence 
C1nb 1 and Cmb2 will cover the a1ne objects in Tr as covered by R 1 and R 2 . 
Further, Cond 1 !\ ,Cond2 excludes objects in Cs . Cmb 1 will 111ake the san1e 
decisions for all the objects not in Cs as 111ade by R1 previou ly1 and sin1ilarly 
for Cmb2. Thus 1 by replacing R 1 and R2 by Cmb1 and Cmb2. Tr-consistency is 
1naintaine L and deci ion 1nade for objects not in Cs are unchanged. ati fying 
the r quir n1ents. 
4.6.2 Constructing Candidate Descriptions 
The coverage of the rule R1 and R2 has been reduced by peciali ing then1 
o that their condition are n1utually exclu ive. Coverage is regained by intro-
ducing new rule built fron1 the conjunction of the conditions of R1 and R 2 
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( Concli I\ Concl2) but further speciali ed by the addition of condition triplet 
d rived fro1n th associated training ub ~et . 
Th ~econd tep of the conflict resolver earches for a distingui 'hing charac-
terisation of the two training subsets. by considering as candidate descriptions 
pairs of condition triplet which differentiate between the objects in Tr 1 and 
Step 2. For each attribute in A atte1npt to construct a candidate de-
cription, consisting of a pair of condition triplets. ( Cons 1 . 
Cons2), uch that Consi is true for every object in Tri. but 
not for any object in Tr2, and Cons2 is true for every object 
in Tr2 , but not for any object in Tri. 
(Any attribute appearing as A-i == u in either of Condi or Cond2, can be ren1oved 
fro1n consideration. No description involving this attribute alone can be used 
to distingui h those objects in Tri fron1 those in Tr2.) 
Binary plits are considered in building candidate descriptions. Integer and 
categorical attributes will be considered separately. Vi and V2 will denote the 
sets of values of an attribute associated with the two training sets. For attribute 
Case 2.1. When A is an integer attribute: Find son1e value of A, 1 say. 
such that all the values of A in Tri are less than ( or alter-
natively greater than or equal to) , and all values in Tr2 are 
greater than or equal to ( or less than) ,. If no such , can 
be found, then no candidate description is constructed for this 
attribute. 
If a candidate description can be constructed, then either n1ax(Vi) < 1nin( V2) or 
1nax( V2 ) < 1nin( Vi). The forn1er will be a sun1ed. with the latter ca e covered 
by ynunetry. Let 
a == max A( o ). and {3 == n1in A( o ). 
0E'I'r 1 0E'I'r2 
I , 
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That 1 a 1 the 1naxi1nu1n value of A in V1 . and /3 i the n1ininnnn value in 
V2 . If a < /3 then we can begin looking for a uitable , uch that a < 1 < /3 . 
One such , i at,6. rounded up to the nearest integer. If such a , exists. then 
Cons 1 a , A < 1 and Cons 2 as A > 1 are a candidat pair of condition triplets. 
Case 2.2. When A is a categorical attribute: Find two sets of values of 
the attribute A such that every object in Tr 1 ha a value for 
A which is in one of the sets. and every object in Tr2 has a 
value which is in the other set. If appropriate disjoint sets can't 
be found then no candidate description is constructed for this 
attribute. 
V1 and V2 are the obvious choices. If the intersection of V1 and V2 is e1npty. 
then Cons 1 as A E V1 and Cons2 as A E V2 are a candidate pair of condition 
triplets. Otherwise, no candidate description based on A is constructed. 
4. 6. 3 Description Selection 
If no descriptions have been constructed in Step 2. then no new rules can be 
uggested and this and the next step will not apply. 
The approach taken in choosing fron1 an1ongst the candidate descriptions 
1 based on the heuristic: descriptions using integer attributes are preferred to 
those using categorical attributes. Results from Chapter 3 indicate that such a 
heuristic can lead to increased coverage. 
Step 3. If the set of candidate descriptions is non-en1pty. then choose 
the description which accounts for the n1ost objects in Tr c · 
If choice till remains, a pre-specified ordering of the attributes is relied upon. 
4.6.4 Rule Construction 
Rul s which cover those objects ren1oved fron1 the coverage by the replace1nent 
of R 1 and R 2 by Cmb 1 and Cmb2 are now introduced. 
Step 4. If a candidate description has been chosen, construct the ug-
gested rule fron1 Cons 1 and Cons2. 
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The ~ngg tecl rul are: 
Crnb3: Condi I\ Cond2 I\ Con i ===} Cla i 
Cmb4 : Condi I\ Cond2 I\ Cons2 ===} Cla s2 
Ther ar no objects in Tr for which Con di I\ Cond 2 holds (Property ,-1.1). and 
o R ren1ain Tr-consistent. Further, Cs contains all those objects in O for 
which Condi I\ Cond2 holds, thu the effect of the above two rul s is restricted 
to Cs. 
The final step return the new rules to MIL: 
Step 5. Return { Cmbi, Cmb2. [Cmb3. Cmb4 ]}. where Cmb3 and Cmb4 
are significan only if candidate descriptions were found. 
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4.6.5 The MILcr Algorithm 
P udo-cocl i u ed to p cify the co111plete MI Lcr algorithn1. 
Descr := 0: 
Tri := {o Io E 'I'rc, o triggers Ri }: 
Tr2 := {o Io E 'I'rc, o triggers R2}: 
{ Step 1- Replacement Rules} 
{Set of candidate descriptions} 
{Training set associated with Ri} 
{Training set a sociated with R2} 
Cmbi :=Condi/\ ,Cond2 => Class i ; 
Cmb2 := Corid2 I\, Condi => Class2: 
{Step 2- Construct Candidate Descriptions} 
For A-i. :=Ai .... , Ap Do 
V1 := {A.i(o) Jo E Tri}; 
V2 := { A .i ( o) Jo E Tr2}; 
Case type of Ai: 
In teger : 
If max( Vi) < min ( V2) Then 
{Values of Ai in Tri and Tr2 respective ly} 
a: = max (Vi ); /3 := min(V2); 1 :=round(~); 
C1 := A .i < ,; C2 := A .i ~ ,; 
Descr := Descr + (Ci, C2 ); 
Elself min(Vi) > max(V2) Then 
a: = max(V2 ): /3 := min (Vi ); 1 :=round(~); 
Ci := A i ~ ,; C2 := A .i < ,; 
Descr := Descr + (Ci. C2 ); 
End; 
Categorical: 
End; 
Done; 
If Vi n V2 = 0 Then 
Ci := A i E Vi; C2 := A i E V2; 
Descr := Descr + (Ci. C2 ); 
End; 
{Step 3- Choose a Candidate Desc ription} 
If Descr -/- 0 Then 
(Ci, C2) := (Ci, C2 ) E Descr , such that 
J { o Jo E 'I'rc, Ci or C2 is true} J is maximal ; { Choose one with largest coverage } 
{Step 4-Sugge ted Rules} 
If De er -/- 0 Then 
Crnb3 := Condi I\ Cond2 I\ Ci => Class i ; 
Cmb4 := Condi I\ Cond2 I\ C2 => Class2; 
Else Cmb3 := Cmb4 := null ; 
{ St p 5- R eturn Rules } 
Return { Cmb i , Ornb2, Cmb3, C1nb4 }; 
..... 
Mr 
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4.7 USING THE CONFLICT RESOLVER 
Th input to MIL con it of two rule set derived directly fro1n different deci-
sion tree", tog th r with the corresponding training et. Pot ntial conflicting 
pairs of rul are easily identified by a pair-wi e co1nparison of rules in the two 
rule et . All rules found not to be in conflict can be inunecliately added to 
the con1bin cl rule et. Each pair of conflicting rules, together with their corre-
sponding training subset. Tr c · is then pa ~sed on to the conflict resolver. with 
the resulting conflict-free rule added to the co1nbined rule set. 
The exan1ple presented in Section 4.4 illu trated that conflict do not arise 
111 i olation-"ets of con1plen1entary conflict can be identified. When dealing 
with ets of conflict. redundant rules were readily identified and removed. The 
exan1ple contained conflicts for which the corresponding training subsets con-
tained only two distinct values of the decision attribute. When n1ore than two 
di ~tinct value are found. the interaction between the co1nple1nentary conflicts 
is "0111ewhat n1ore con1plex. To avoid unnecessarily complicating the conflict 
resolver, MI Lcr is applied separately to each pair of conflicting rules. The re-
ulting redundant rules must be reconciled and opportunities to co1nbine rules. 
where ensible, are sought. 
4. 7 .1 Identifying Conflicts 
The first step is to identify all potential conflicts. The rules which do not give 
rise to conflict in the context of the two rule sets being combined are included 
in1111ediately in the co1nbined rule set. 
Step 1. Add each rule R in the intersection of R 1 and R 2 to the con1-
bined rule set R. 
Each of the ren1aining rules are con1parecl, and all pairs that have all but one 
condition triplet in con1n1on are collected ( see Property 4.3). Each pair is 
id ntified a being in conflict when their deci ions differ and their ingle differing 
condition triplets are not 1nutually exclu ive. 
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Step 2. For each rule Ri in R i with the fonn Condi I\ Ci ==> Class ,. 
and for each rule R.2 in R 2 with the fonn Con di /\ C2 ==> Cla s j . 
wh re Ci and C2 are independ nt and Classi -/:- Cla j . record 
Ri and R 2 a a conflict. 
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Ind pendenc here mean that both conditions could hold for a single object. 
The order in which condition triplet appear in a rule i not in1portant-
they can thu be re-ordered to ensure that condition triplets con1n1on to the two 
rule appear fir t. In practice, because the rules are generated fron1 decision 
tre s, re-ordering is not nece::ssary. 
4.7.2 Application of the Conflict Resolver 
Conflict are grouped into set of co1nple1nentary conflicts, and the conflict re-
olvcr independently applied to each conflict. The rules returned by the conflict 
resolver are grouped according to the set of con1plen1entary conflicts fro1n which 
they were derived. 
Step 3. For each Qi in the co1nplen1entary set of conflicts {Qi, ... , Qk} 
call upon MI Lcr. Repeat this for each set of con1plen1entary 
conflicts. 
4.7.3 Rule Set Reconciliation 
The rules generated by the conflict resolver must now be n1odified to re1nove 
redundancies and to correct any overly general rules. The resulting con1bined 
rule et 1nust eliminate all conflict. As is demonstrated below. the conflict 
r , olv r can potentially generate new conflicts and redundant rules 1nay also be 
generated. The task of reconciling the rule returned by MI Lcr is treated case-
by-ca , e ba ed upon the nun1ber of conflict contained in the complen1entary 
conflict t. 
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4.7.3.1 Binary splits of a terminating training set 
Th 'i1n pl , t ca e involve ~ a tern1inating training et leading to a et of con1 ple-
111 nt ary onflict containing ju t two conflict ( a total of four rules). Choosing 
one partition of this training et leads to rule of the form: 
R 1 Concl I\ C1 ::::::;, Classi 
R' 1 Cond I\ Cf ::::::;, Class j 
An alternative choice lead , to rules having the same form. differing only in the 
final condition triplet: 
R2 Cond I\ C2 ::::::;, Class j 
Cond I\ C~ 
Rules R 1 and R2 are in conflict as are R~ and R;. The conflict resolver will 
generate the following replace1nent rules: 
Cmb1 : Cond I\ C1 /\ ,C2 ::::::;, Classi 
Cmb~: 
Cmb2: 
Cmb;: 
Cond I\ Cf /\ ,C~ 
Concl I\ C2 /\ ,C1 
Cond I\ C~ I\ ,Cf 
::::::;, Class j 
::::::;, Class j 
::::::;, Classi 
No conflict is introduced by these rules. R1 and R~ are the only rules in R 1 
which could trigger for a given object satisfying Cond. and similarly for R 2 . 
Excluding R 1 , R~ R2, and R; fron1 the combined rule set remove the coverage 
of tho objects satisfying Concl. If an object triggers any one of the above re-
placen1ent rule then that object will not trigger any other rule in the combined 
rul et. Further, since C1 and Cf can not both be true ( and imilarly C2 and 
C~), there i no possibility of conflicting decisions being made for a single object 
fro1n the e replacement rules. 
Redundancies are identified in the replacement rules when at least one of 
C1 and C~ is true for any object in O. This is the case when C1 involves an 
int ger attribute, where ,Ci i in1ply C1 and vice versa. Further uppo e that 
C2 and C~ have the forn1 Ai E { v1 . .... Vn} with non-inter ecting et of value . 
Th n ,C2 is 1nore general than C~, and ,C~ is more general than C2. so that 
two rule of the forn1: 
Cand /\ C2 
Canel /\ ,C~ 
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==} Clas J 
==} Clas j 
can be collap ed into the ingle rule: 
Canel /\ ,C~ ==} Classj 
13.J: 
Thu . when C1 involve an integer attribute, and ,C~ is 1nore general than C2 . 
the four replacen1ent rule are reduced to ju t two: 
Cmb~: 
Cmb~: 
Canel /\ C1 /\ ,C2 
Canel /\ ,C1 /\ ,C~ ==} Classj 
If C2 involve an integer attribute. then ,C~ i si1nply C2 . resulting in synunet-
rical rules. 
Any uggested rule will also contain Cand. and so the potential for conflict 
with the replacen1ent rules 111ust be considered. Whilst the MI Lcr requiren1ents 
, tate that there can be no conflict between any of the rules generated by one 
application of MI Lcr , no such guarantee has been 1nade for rules generated by 
the 111ultiple application of MI Lcr to rules in a con1plementary set of conflicts. 
Th ugge ted rules have the forn1: 
Cmb3 : Canel /\ C1 /\ C2 /\ C3 
Cmb;: Cand /\ C' /\ C' /\ C' 1 2 3 
Cmb4: Cand /\ C2 /\ C1 /\ C~ 
Crnb~: Cand /\ C~ /\ C~ /\ C3 
==} 
==} 
==} 
==} 
Classi 
Classj 
Class j 
Class.i 
There is no potential for conflict here since Classi is concluded only if C3 (in 
addition to other conditions) holds. and Class j is -concluded only if C~ holds. But 
C3 and C~ are mutually exclusive. Further. cross checking each of Cmb1 . Cmb 2 , 
Cmb~. Cmb; with each of Cmb 3 • Cmb4 • Cmb;, Cmb~ identifies no possibility 
of conflict. 
Thi step of reconciliation th n is appropriate for the case of a tern1inating 
training t containing ju t two di , tinct value for the decision attribute. If C1 
and ,C~ ( or C2 and ,C~) are logically equivalent, then the four replacen1ent 
rul g nerated by M Iler can be reconciled into ju t two. 
' 
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4. 7.3.2 Ternary splits of a terminating training set 
The ,econd ca ,e concerns tho e tenninating training set which contain three 
cli tin ·t values for the decision attribute. Any choice of attribute will lead to 
three di tinct rules. Con1bining two rule ets leads to a set of con1ple1nentary 
conflict con i ting of six conflicts ( and six rules). The independent application 
of th conflict resolver to these six conflicts leads to a collection of rule which. as 
hown b low. have conflict and n1ust be reconciled. Only categorical attributes 
will be dealt with since integer attributes give rise only to binary splits. and 
can not b chosen for the training sets considered here. 
The et of rules in conflict have the fonn: 
R1 Cond I\ C1 ==} Class i R2 Cond I\ C2 ==} Class j 
R' 1 Cond I\ Ci ==} Class j R' 2 Cond I\ C~ ==} Class k 
R" . 1 . Cond I\ Ci' ==} Classk R" . 2 . Cond I\ C~' ==} Class .i 
with the ix conflicts: 
Q1: R1, R2 Q2: R1, R; 
Q3: R~. R; Q4: R' R" 1 · 2 
Q5: R" R" 1 ' 2 Q5: R~'. R2 
The con1plete list of replacernent rules generated by MI Lcr as applied to each of 
the conflicts above respectively ( pairwise across) is: 
Cond I\ C1 /\ ,C2 ==} Classi Cond I\ C2 /\ ,C1 ==} Class j 
Cond !\ C1 /\ ,C~ ==} Classi Cond I\ C~ I\ ,C1 ==} Class1;; 
Cond I\ Ci /\ ,C~ ==} Class j Cond I\ C~ I\ ,Ci ==} Class1;; 
Cond I\ Ci /\ ,C~' ==} Class j Cond !\ C~' I\ ,Ci ==} Classi 
Cond !\ Ci' /\ ,C~' ==} Classk Cond !\ C~' I\ ,Ci' ==} Classi 
Cond I\ Ci' /\ ,C2 ==} Classk Cond !\ C2 /\ ,Ci' ==} Class j 
The fir t rules on lines one and two are both replacements for R1. They both 
re trict the application of R 1 to avoid conflict with rules R2 and R;. However. 
since C2 and C~ involve di tinct ets of values , these two rules taken together 
are equivalent to the original rule ( R 1 ). By applying the conflict re olver inde-
pendently to the two corre ponding conflicts we have effectively re-introduced 
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th conflict: the fir t rule on the fir t line and the second rule on the third line 
are. for xan1ple, in conflict. In fact. all of these replacen1ent rules give rise to 
conflict. 
MIL r conciles the e conflicts by con1bining pairs of replacement rules so 
that they onfonn with the original intent- to produce a single replace1nent 
rule. Two rul s are con1bincd by conjoining their conditions. 
Considering again the fir t rule of the first line, and the first rule of the 
s cond line the 111ore appropriate replacen1ent rule is: 
Canel I\ C1 I\ ,C2 /\ ,C~ ===> Class,. 
Repeating thi exercise for all replacen1ent rules eli1ninates all conflict, whilst 
reducing the nun1ber of suggested rules fron1 12 to 6: 
Cond I\ C1 /\ ,C2 /\ ,C~ ==> Classi Cond I\ C2 /\ ,C1 /\ ,Ci' ==> Class j 
Cond I\ Ci /\ .c; I\ .c;' ==> Classj Cond I\ c; I\ ,C1 /\ ,Ci ==> Class k 
Cond I\ Ci' /\ ,C2 /\ .c;' ==> Class k Cond I\ C~ I\ ,Ci /\ ,Ci' ==> Class i 
Further si1nplification is perforn1ed whenever C2 VC~ VC~', for exan1ple, is true 
for every obj ct in O. Any pair of these condition triplets appearing negated 
in a rule can be replaced by the remaining condition triplet. For exan1ple, 
Canel I\ C1 /\ ,C2 I\ ,C~ can be replaced by Canel I\ C1 /\ C~. If C1 also meets these 
requiren1ents. then the 6 replace1nent rules can be reduced to just 3. 
Using in1ilar argu1nents as for the case of a binary split of the terminating 
training et, the twelve suggested rules do not lead to any further conflict. The 
conditions of the suggested rules exclude any object which triggers any of the 
ix replacement rules, and the only possibility for two of the suggested rules to 
trigger for a given object lies with the rules which conclude the sa1ne decision. 
4. 7.3.3 Generalised heuristics 
The two in1ple t cases have illustrated how a collection of rules generated 
by MI Lcr by its application to a collection of conflicts belonging to a set of 
con1ple1n ntary conflict can be reconciled. These cases will be un1n1ari ed 
and general heuristics for r conciliation will be introduced below. 
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For a on1plen1entary 'et of conflict involving ju t two conflicts. each rule 
t contribute two rule . and each rule appear in just one conflict. For each 
conflict. two r place1nent and two ugge ted rules are generated. Thu . we have 
2 x 1 x 2 ( = 4) replace111ent rule . and 2 x 1 x 2 ( = 4) suggested rules. 
ither the replacen1 nt rule nor the ugge ted rules generated by MI Lcr 
r ult in conflict. A procedure of reconciliation rationalise the replacen1ent 
rule wh n co1nple1nentary condition triplets logically cover all possibilities. 
The negation of one condition triplet is then logically equivalent to the other 
condition triplet. This i trivially true for integer attributes. Under such cir-
cun1 tances. the 4 replacernent rules can be reduced to 2. 
For a con1plementary set of conflicts involving just three conflicts, each rule 
et contribute three rule . and each rule appears in two conflicts. Thus. we 
have 3 x 2 x 2 ( = 12) replacement rules, and 3 x 2 x 2 ( = 12) suggested rules. 
The replacement rules returned by MI Lcr give rise to conflict. MIL recon-
cile the e conflicts by re tricting the coverage of the rules by conjoining the 
appropriate condition triplets. The nun1ber of replacement rules was reduced 
fro1n 12 to 6 ( there are just 6 rules being replaced). Further sin1plification was 
con idered when both groups of co1nplementary condition triplets (involving C1 
and C2) covered all pos ibilities. As with the binary case, the nun1ber of rules 
can be halved, leading to 3 rather than 6 rules. If all values of only one of the 
attributes are represented in the condition triplets, then some si1nplification can 
till be carried out, but no rules can be ren1oved. 
For a con1plen1entary et of conflicts involving n conflicts. n x ( n - 1) x 2 
replacen1ent rules, and n x ( n - 1) x 2 suggested rules are generated by MI Lcr. 
There ar n rules fron1 each rule et involved, and each rule conflicts with n - 1 
rule fro111 the other rule ,et. and two replacement and two ugge ted rules are 
returned by MI Lcr for each pair of conflict . 
The r placen1ent rule contain conflict (for n > 2). Group of n-1 rules are 
conjoined appropriately, leaving ju t n x 2 replacement rule , for the original 
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n x 2 rul ' 111 onflict. When all attribute value for each of the attributes are 
repr ented in th n x 2 condition triplet . then the nun1ber of sugge , ted rule 
i , reclnc cl to jn ·t n. If all value , of only one of the attributes are represented in 
the con lition triplet . then , i1nplification can be carried out. but no rules can 
be r 1noved. The , uggested rule do not lead to any conflict. 
The ren1aining steps of the MIL algorithn1 are thus: 
Step 4. For each et of co1nplen1entary conflicts. add the suggested 
rules to the con1bined rule set R. 
Step 5. For each set of co1nplen1entary conflicts. co1nbine excess re-
placen1ent rules, leaving a single replacement rule for each rule 
being replaced. Rationalise the e rules further, where appro-
priate. 
..... 
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4.7.4 The MIL Algorithm 
MIL (R 1. R 2. Tr ): -
{St p 1- Add Common Rules to the Combined Rule Set} 
R :={RI RE R 1 n R 2}: 
{St p 2- Identify Conflicts} 
For R1 E R 1 and R1 ri R Do . 
R 1 i of the form Cond1 I\ C1 :::} Class1; 
C1 is of the form Af Relf Values1; 
For R~ E R 2 and R~ ri R Do 
R~ i of the form C?nd~. I\ ci ~ Class~; 
C~ is of the form A~ Rel~ Values~: 
If Condf = Cond~ and A1 =j:. A~ and Class1 =j:. Class2 Then 
Trc := {o E O I Condl (o)}: 
QC ond' := QCond ' U {(Ri,R~, Trc)}; 
1 1 
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End; { Complementary conflict sets have Cond in common} 
Done; 
Done: 
For Q E {Qcond, ... } Do { For each set of complementary conflicts} 
{ Step 3- Apply the Conflict Resolver} 
Repl := 0; Intr := 0: 
For Q E Q Do 
(R1,R2, Trc) E Q; 
{For each particular conflict in the set} 
{Repfi,Repl2,Intr1,Intr2} := MILcr(R1 , R2,Trc): 
Repl := Repl U { R epl1. R epl2}: 
Intr := Intr U {Intr1, Intr2 }; 
Done: 
{Step 4- Add Suggested Rules to Combined Rule Set} 
R := R U Intr : 
{Step 5-Reconcile the Replacement Rules} 
R :=RU Reconcile(Repl ): 
Done 
Return (R ); 
{ Apply the conflict resolver} 
The function Reconcile does the work of an1algan1ating nnlltiple replacement 
rules and carrying out further sin1plifications if possible, as describe in detail in 
the preceding section. 
.... 
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4.8 THE UNIPER EXPERIMENTS 
A , ri of exp ri1nent i, now d cribed. providing re ,ult ~ fron1 the MIL algo-
ritl1111. Th data for the e experi1nent con1 , fro111 a databa e recording value 
for 4 attribute and a d ci ion attribute. Two of the attribute are categorical 
and the oth r two are integer. The categorical attribute E and S have one of 
the valu 0. 1. 2. 3. and --1. Th integer attribute Y and A range fron1 0-10 
and 15-35 re p ctively. The deci ~ion attribute has three pos ible values. Cl. 
C2. and C3. The decisions were constructed using a linear 1nodel. Once again. 
the data are con1plete and noi e-free. 
The con1plete databa econ i t of 5775 records, being the con1plete enu1ner-
ation of all po ible value of each attribute. In inducing deci ion tre . rando111 
a1npling of the databa e were taken, generating training sets of izes 20. 30. 
and 40. Sixty training set were generated . twenty at each ize. The e training 
et ar identified a r20a. r20b .... , r20t. r30a. r30b ..... r40t. Fron1 each 
training ~ t two deci ion tree were induced: one using the attribute ordering 
of S. E. A. and Y ( a categorical bias). the other using an attribute ordering of 
Y. A. E. and S ( an integer bias). These two decision trees were then co1nbined 
u ing MIL. For exan1ple. the decision trees r30aC and r30aI were con1bined to 
give th r30aX rule set. 
The following three tables record the perforn1ance of each of the 120 decision 
tr e and the 60 con1bined rule sets. 
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Training Categorical Integer Con1bined 
et Accuracy Cov rage Accuracy Coverage Accuracy Coverage 
r20a 92.1 72.0 78.7 92.0 86.7 92.0 
r20b 81.2 80.0 80.4 100.0 83.0 98.7 
r20c 84.9 92.0 90.1 96.0 89.6 96.0 
r20d 88.5 84.0 94.6 92.0 93.4 92.0 
r20e 95.0 92.0 84.8 92.0 91.4 92.0 
r20f 88.6 92.0 79.6 100.0 81.1 100.0 
r20g 95.7 84.0 76.5 88.0 81.8 87.6 
r20h 89.4 88.0 79.3 96.0 81.5 96.0 
r20i 90.2 96.0 94.2 100.0 94.7 100.0 
r20j 81.4 84.0 75.4 96.0 77.3 96.0 
r20k 94.5 84.0 83.2 92.0 85.9 90.3 
r201 88.9 84.0 84.9 96.0 88.6 92.0 
r20111 86.1 84.0 74.2 100.0 79.3 96.0 
r20n 83.4 100.0 83.4 100.0 83.4 100.0 
r20o 67.9 80.0 67.9 80.0 67.9 80.0 
r20p 88.4 76.0 84.5 92.0 86.5 90.1 
r20q 86.2 68.0 78.3 72.0 80.7 71.2 
r20r 90.3 72.0 72.2 100.0 74.9 98.5 
r20s 90.0 76.0 81.4 88.0 81.6 88.0 
r20t 89.1 96.0 73.3 100.0 76.7 100.0 
TABLE 4.5: Co111bining decision trees using MIL with train-
ing sets of size 20. Each row provides performance details for 
the two decision trees induced fron1 a common training set. to-
gether with the performance of the MIL generated co111bined 
rule set. All figures are percentages. 
For training sets of size 20 (Table 4.5), 1n all cases the coverage of the 
con1bined rule et is equal to or slightly less than the greater of the coverages of 
the decision trees being con1bined. In two cases, (r20b and r20i) the accuracy of 
the con1bined rule et is greater than that of the individual decision trees being 
co1nbined. In nine cases the accuracy of the rule et is equal to or slightly less 
than that of the better of the two decision trees. In all case , the accuracy is 
great r than that of the poorer of the two decision trees being combined. 
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Training Categori al Integer Co1nbin d 
et Accuracy Coverag Accuracy Coverage Accuracy CoveraO'e b 
r30a 77.6 88.0 80.6 96.0 81.7 96.0 
r30b 100.0 8<±. 0 100.0 84.0 100.0 84.0 
r30c 81.2 80.0 84.3 100.0 84.9 96.0 
r30d 95.0 80 .0 79.7 96.0 84.0 96.0 
r30e 95.7 92.0 86.1 100.0 90.8 96.0 
r30f 90.3 100.0 90.3 100.0 90.3 100.0 
r30g 90.7 92.0 83.8 92.0 87.1 92.0 
r30h 65.9 80.0 69.2 100.0 69.4 100.0 
r30i 95.0 92.0 95.0 92.0 95.0 92.0 
r30j 88.7 88.0 84.9 100.0 89.2 93.5 
r30k 85.1 96.0 85.1 96.0 85.1 96.0 
r301 81.8 92.0 88.0 100.0 86.9 100.0 
r301n 91.8 84.0 81.9 96.0 86.4 92.0 
r30n 93.8 96.0 86.6 96.0 90.6 96.0 
r30o 87.4 92.0 87.8 96.0 91.4 92.0 
r30p 94.6 92.0 86.1 100.0 88.3 100.0 
r30q 84.2 80.0 93.0 80.0 89.4 80.0 
r30r 86.8 88.0 94.0 92.0 93.5 92.0 
r30s 91.0 100.0 91.0 100.0 91.0 100.0 
r30t 76.2 92.0 92.0 100.0 87.8 93.7 
TABLE 4.6: Co111bining decision trees using MIL- training 
sets of size 30. 
For training sets of size 30 (Table 4.6), coverage of the con1bined rule set 
is mo tly equal to or slightly less than the greater of the coverage of the two 
decision trees. In only one case ( r30o) is the coverage equal to that of the 
le ~ er coverage of the two decision trees, but the accuracy is greater than either 
de 'itsion tree. There are five instances of a con1bined rule set having greater 
accuracy than either of the individual decision trees ( r30a, r30c, r30h, r30j. 
and r30o). Two of these ( r30a and r30h) have coverage equal to the greater 
coverag of th decision trees being combined. Overall, both the coverage and 
th accuracy of the con1bined rule set is closer to that of the better coverage and 
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Training Categorical Integer Co111bined 
t A curacy Coverage Accuracy Coverage Accuracy Coverage 
r40a 100.0 88.0 92.9 96.0 94.5 96.0 
r40b 95.0 92.0 95.0 92.0 95.0 92.0 
r40c 93.0 92.0 97.1 96.0 97.9 96.0 
r40d 96.2 96.0 96.2 96.0 96.2 96.0 
r40e 94.8 88.0 94.8 88.0 94.8 88.0 
r40f 93.8 92.0 93.8 92.0 93.8 92.0 
r40g 99.0 92.0 99.0 92.0 99.0 92.0 
r40h 92.1 88.0 82.5 96.0 85.2 96.0 
r40i 91.8 92.0 83.4 96.0 87.2 92.0 
r40j 97.9 88.0 97.9 88.0 97.9 88.0 
r40k 91.8 92.0 91.8 92.0 91.8 92.0 
r401 98.0 92.0 98.0 92.0 98.0 92.0 
r40n1 98.0 96.0 90.8 96.0 98.6 96.0 
r40n 99.0 92.0 91.2 92.0 98.5 92.0 
r40o 94.1 92.0 87.3 100.0 91.1 96.0 
r40p 96.8 88.0 96.8 88.0 96.8 88.0 
r40q 90.5 96.0 92.7 100.0 94.5 97.1 
r40r 88.9 96.0 97.1 96.0 96.2 96.0 
r40s 100.0 84.0 100.0 84.0 100.0 84.0 
r40t 96.0 92.0 88.1 100.0 91.9 95.8 
TABLE 4. 7: Con1bining decision trees using MIL- training 
sets of size 40. 
accuracy of the two decision trees being con1bined. In a number of instances 
(r30b, r30f. r30i. and r30k) the sa1ne decision tree is induced , irrespective of 
the attribute ordering, indicating the absence of any choice for any tern1inating 
training t. In such cases MIL will have no affect. 
For training sets of ize 40 (Table 4. 7), the incidence of the induction of 
the ~a1ne decision tree, irre pective of attribute ordering, is higher ( ten cases) 
and thus MIL is effective in only half of the experiments carried out here. For 
the e. three case den1011 trate greater accuracy in the combined rule set than 
in th deci:sion trees being combined, with only a small, if any, decrea e in 
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Training Accuracy Coverage 
S t Size Categorical Integer Categorical Integer 
< - > < - > < - > < - > - - - -
20 14 2 4 3 2 15 0 3 17 8 12 0 
30 6 5 9 4 5 11 0 9 11 8 12 0 
40 6 10 4 1 10 9 0 14 6 4 16 0 
TABLE 4.8: Su1111nary of the relationships between the per-
fonnance of the co1nbined rule sets and that of the decision 
trees being con1bined. For example. 15 of the 20 con1bined rule 
sets in the experin1ents using training sets of size 20 have an 
accuracy greater than that of the ·-Integer·' decision tree. And 
17 of tl1ese con1bined rule set had coverage greater than that 
of the ··Categorical .. decision tree. Recall that the .. = ,. cate-
gory for training sets of size 40 includes 10 entries for which 
both decision trees. and consequently the con1bined rule. are 
identical. 
1--1--1 
coverage ( r40c, r401n. and r40q). The remaining con1bined rule sets once again 
have accuracy and coverage bounded by the accuracy and coverage of the two 
decision trees, with these 1neasures generally being closer to the greater of the 
two. These observations conform with those for training sets of sizes 20 and 30. 
These results provide support for the use of MIL as an effective approach 
to con1bining decision trees. In each case the coverage and accuracy of the 
con1bined rule set was found to be bound below by the respective 111ininn1111s 
fro111 the decision trees being cornbined. In 111ost cases the coverage and accuracy 
was found to be closer to. or equal to, that of the 1naximun1 of the decision 
tre s being co1nbined rather than to the 111inin1um. In a few cases, coverage was 
maintained whilst actually increasing the accuracy to produce a con1bined rule 
., t of greater accuracy than either of the decision trees being con1bined. 
Table 4.8 provides a sununary of the relationships between the performance 
of the co1nbined rule et and that of the decision trees being con1bined. Various 
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rend can be di cerned. inclu ling the trend that the co1nbined rule ~et is at 
lea ta a curate. but often n1ore accurate than the .. Integer .. clecision tree. Al o. 
th cov rag of the con1binecl rule et i n1o ~tly equal to that of the ··Integer .. 
clcci ion tree. and n1ostly greater than that of the ··Categorical .. decision tree. 
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4.9 SUMMARY 
Thi chapter has pre ented in it entirety the MIL algorithm. This algorithn1 
acldre , the ,ituation of 111ultiple decision trees induced from a single training 
et. Co1nbining decision trc s leads to the potential for conflicting decisions 
to be 111ade. A study of the e conflicts gave rise to a ntunber of observations 
which were presented as a collection of propertie of conflict. An exa1nple was 
pre ented, illu trating th actual process of identifying and reconciling conflicts. 
The full specification of this process was then provided. The algorithn1 was 
th n applied to a large an1ple of decision trees, and the results confinn the 
effectivenes of MIL in co1nbining decision trees. 
A di cu sion of issues raised by the approach to con1bining decision trees 
presented in this chapter follows in Chapter 5. Particular attention is paid to 
alternatives in in1plen1enting the algorithn1. 
Alternatives in 
Implementing MIL 
The MIL algorith1n was developed in Chapter 4 as an approach to co1nbining 
induced d ci ion tree . The n1otivation for co1nbining decision tree co1ne fro1n 
the ob ervation of Chapter 3 that decision tree induction algorithn1s can induce 
1nultiple decision trees fron1 a single training set. If a categorical attribute 
is alway cho en over an integer attribute. whenever the algorithn1 identifie 
1nultiple choice . the resulting decision tree tends to have less coverage. but 
often greater accuracy, than when integer attributes are always chosen. 
The exan1ple of con1bining the decision trees T106DC and T106DI presented 
in Chapter 4 both 1notivated and illustrated the MIL algorithn1. The exan1ple 
al o den1onstrated a best and worst perforn1ance. A series of experin1ents in 
Chapter 4 confinned the effectiveness of MIL 's approach to co1nbining decision 
trees. 
Thi chapter provides a discussion of further features and issues related 
to MIL. The e include consideration of alternatives to the in1ple1nentation of 
MIL and various approaches in using MIL. Issues relating to the .. suggested 
rule ., ar covered. Sequential and parallel 1nodels for conflict resolution in MIL 
are considered and shown to produce the sa1ne co1nbined rule set. An approach 
in1plen1enting MIL directly in the decision tree induction algorithm is described. 
And the applicability of MIL to more than two rule sets is con idered. 
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5.1 RESTORING COVERAGE 
'onflic b tween pair of rule in a con1bined rule et i re1noved by the MIL 
algorithn1 by adding condition to each rule. thereby reducing coverage. MIL 
regain ~ thi coverage by building ·· uggested .. rule . which apply only to objects 
in th con1n1on cope of the pair of rule~ in conflict. MIL earche for a further 
at ribut o u e to re olve the conflict. Th., effectiveness of thi approach ha 
be n 1 111011 ~trated in the exan1ple of Chapter 4. Li1nitation and alternative 
approache are considered h re. 
In the context of the type of conflicts described in Chapter 4. conflicting 
rule ari e when alternative attributes, each capable of partitioning a tern1i-
nating training et equally well. are cho en. A pre-specified ordering of the 
attribut i typically u ed by a decision tree induction algorithn1 to choose just 
one attribute. 
The experin1ent of Chapter 3 demon trated that using an ordering which 
favour integer attribute over categorical attributes generally results in decision 
tree with greater coverage but reduced accuracy. when con1pared to deci ion 
tre induced u ing an attribute ordering which favours categorical attributes. 
Th .. integer .. decision tree and "categoricar· deci ion tree repres nt a trade-
off betw en coverage and accuracy. Although other equally good decision tree 
111ight b induced fro1n the training set. these two trees will be considered as 
··re pre entative" deci ion trees. 
The MIL algorithm is viewed as a tool facilitating the ta k of con1bining 
"representative· decision tree into a single rule set. Further don1ain knowledge 
111ay be required if MIL i to 1naintain the coverage otherwise lo t when re1noving 
conflic . In particular, don1ain knowledge is useful when MIL needs to choose a 
furth r attribute to u e to r olve the conflict. 
The current i1nplen1entation of MIL earche for a re olution of any con-
flict by on idering the tern1inating training et from which a pair of rule in 
confli t wa derived. Alr ady. two ( equally good) attribute have been u ed. 
··-
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each di tingui hing between tho e object having one deci ion or another. If 
other attribut al o di tingui .., h between the e objects. then MIL propo e the 
u, of one of the e attribut for resolving the conflict (and only the conflict). 
Do1nain knowledge can u efully be e1nployed to as ist in th choice of this at-
tribute. Such don1ain knowledge n1ight be a partial ordering of the attribute . 
based on the difficulty of detern1ining a value for each attribute. In choosing a 
third attribute to resolve th conflict. a les attractive attribut will be used. 
The r ulting .. suggested rules .. can be presented to the knowledge engineer for 
approvaL disapproval. or as a starting point for further work on the knowledge 
ba e. 
A difficulty with this approach arises when n1ultiple (n1ore than two) such 
rule sets are to be con1bined. Under the scenario described in this thesis, a third 
rule set will be induced using an alternative ordering of the attributes. resulting 
in different rules only where there are at least three choices for partitioning a 
tern1inating training set. This third attribute is chosen by MIL for use in the 
suggested rules when resolving the conflicts between the first two decision trees. 
Thus. further care n1ust be taken when incorporating a third, fourth, etc. rule 
set into the con1bined rule set. Such issues have not been fully considered in 
the work described here. and are identified as important areas for further work. 
Several alternative approaches to generating ·· uggested" rules are po sible. 
Three are introduced here. and illustrate various directions that could be taken 
in future research. 
An alternative is to en1ploy all equally good attributes, rather than just 
one. Thu , from a tenninating training set for which a number of attributes 
define qually good partition , a co1nposite rule could be introduced. Sub-
con1pon nts of thi rule will test a single attribute 's value, and 1nake a decision. 
All ub-con1ponents could be con idered, and the decision with the 111ost sup-
port taken. A sin1ilar approach was introduced in Chapter 3 where for any 
conflict the decision with th 1110 t support in the tern1inating training set is 
taken. Alternatively, an ordering of the sub-component (ba ed on attribute 
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ord ring) could be u d. leading to a scenario in1ilar to that used in MIL. All 
of the ., " approaches n1ake 111ore u e of the knowledge that i contained in the 
corr ::sponding t rn1inating training et. 
Conflict ha been defined in tern1 of rules having consi tent condition 
c nclucling inconsi tent deci ions. The above approaches atte1npt to resolve 
thi conflict using the inforn1ation contained in the corresponding tern1inating 
training "' et. A uggested alternative approach to deciding between two decisions 
u ., ::s a larger an1ple of objects having either of these decisions. This larger 
"a1nple can be the ubset of the full training set containing just those objects 
having either of the decisions in question. Intuitively, such a larger sa1nple 
would contain rnore information about the types of objects associated with each 
d cision value. without having the con1plication of other decision values. Used 
a a new training set itself, a new decision tree can be induced. This decision 
tree can then be employed when it is known that conflict would otherwise re ult. 
A final alternative borrows ideas fron1 clustering to assist in the resolution 
of conflict . Clustering techniques rely upon distance 111easures to detern1ine 
class 111 n1bership. For objects that give rise to conflict, clustering could be 
introduced to associate the objects with the appropriate decision. Thi would 
entail the introduction of distance 111easures for attributes. a concept en1ployecl 
in research elsewhere (De Ferrari. 1990). 
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5.2 SEQUENTIAL VERSUS PARALLEL 
Anoth r i , ue involve the co1nmutativity of the conflict re olver. and the con-
sequence that MI Lcr can be e1nployed either equentially ( incren1entally) or in 
parallel. The propertie introduced below un1n1arise observations n1ade in the 
cl v lop1nent of the algorith111 in Chapter 4. 
As pre nted. MIL is e scntially a parallel algorithn1. Once all pairs of rules 
in conflict have been identified, the conflict resolver can be applied to each pair 
independently and in parallel. MIL then assin1ilates the results into the con1-
bined rule ~et (re1noving redundancies and over-generalisations). Whilst this 
par all 1 approach has advantages in the context of parallel con1puting. MIL was 
originally developed as a sequential process not requiring any post-processing of 
the rules. A rule con11non to a nu1nber of conflicts will be modified by successive 
invocations of the conflict re olver. This serial approach is demonstrated here 
to produce the ame collection of rules as the parallel approach. The key to 
thi i the conunu tativity of MI Lcr. 
R call the terminology and notation of Chapter 4. The exan1ples which 
1nake up the training set and which are presented to the perforn1ance ele1nent 
con1e fro111 the set of objects O. R is a rule set which results from the process of 
con1bining the two rule sets R 1 and R 2 , each of which is derived directly from 
d ci ion tree induced fron1 the sa1ne training set. Suppose the rules R 1 and 
R2 , from the rule sets R 1 and R2 respectively, give rise to conflict (i.e., they 
have consistent conditions and inconsistent decisions). The replacen1ent rules 
Cmb 1 and Cmb 2 are generated by MI Lcr as specialisations of R 1 and R2. having 
the conflict ren1oved. The suggested rules Cmb 3 and Cmb 4 are generated by 
MI Lcr for objects which trigger both rules R1 and R2 . These objects are aid 
to belong to the con1111on cope Cs of the two rules. 
Th following discu ion will concentrate on the case of a set of comple-
111entary conflicts containing just four rules. 
~~ 5.2 Alternative Implementations 
Property 5.1: When Miler replace R 1 and R 2 in R with Cmb 1 and 
Crnb 2 . and introduce Cmb3 and Cmb-1:. only tho e object "' in Cs are 
affe t cl. 
Decisions made by R for those objects not in Cs are unchanged 
by the replacement of the two rules in conflict with the re-
placement and suggested rules. 
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This can be verified by considering the st ructure of the replacen1ent and sug-
ge ted rules as in Chapter 4. In sun11nary the replacement rules Crnb 1 and 
Cmb2 trigger on exactly the sa111e objects as R1 and R2 respectively, except for 
those objects in the con1111on scope of R 1 and R2: neither Cmb1 nor Cmb2 trig-
ger on these objects. Furthern1ore 1 Cmb 1 and Cmb2 1nake the san1e decisions as 
R 1 and R2 respectively. Thus, replacing R 1 and R2 in R with Cmb 1 and Cmb2 
reduces the coverage of R by exactly those objects in Cs. Next, the conditions 
of Cmb3 and Cmb4, the suggested rules , are 1net only by those objects in the 
conunon scope of R 1 and R 2 , and thus have no affect upon the objects in 0 
but not in Cs. 
Consequently, the effects of the application of the MI Lcr algorithn1 are lo-
calised to the objects which are given conflicting decisions. 
5.2.1 Commutativity of MILcr 
Assun1e that MI Lcr has b een applied to a conflict Q. involving the rules R1 and 
R2, r placing R 1 and R2 with Cmb 1 and Cmb2, and adding the suggested rules 
Cmb3 and Cmb4. Call thit, n1odified con1bined rule set R'. R' differs from R 
only in that R1 and R2 have b en replaced by Cmb 1, Cmb2. Cmb3, and Cmb4. 
U ncler a sequential in1plen1entation, following the application of MI Lcr to Q, 
the forn1 of the rules involved in some other different conflict Q', involving the 
rules R~ and R; say, n1ay have changed. There are only two pos ibilities: 
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The rule in onflict in Q' are unchanged by the application of MI Lcr to Q. 
The ~ of obj ct fron1 0 for which Cancl 1 I\ Cand 2 is true i di joint fro1n the 
'et of obj ct for which Cand~ I\ Cand; is true (Property 4.2). The replacen1ent 
and sugg ted rules re ulting fron1 the application of MI Lcr to Q affect only the 
fonncr et of objects and no other object in O (Property 5.1). With R~ -/= R1 
and R; -/= R2. the application of MI Lcr to Q' is unaffected by the 1nodification 
111acl by the application of MI Lcr to Q. 
Thi i the case where a rule from one rule set conflicts with two rules fron1 
the other rule set. The alternatives are syn1n1etric. and so only the forn1er is 
considered: R~ = R1 and R; -/= R 2. The application of M Iler to Q will replace 
R1 by Cmb1, and Q' will then involve the rules Cmb 1 and R;. The replacen1ent 
rules and th uggested rules are considered separately. Recall that the con1111on 
~rope of the rules in Q and the common scope of the rules in Q' are disjoint 
(Property 4.2). 
On applying MI Lcr to Q. R 1 and R2 are replaced by Cmb 1 and Cmb2 
re pectively. MI Lcr applied to Q' replaces Cmb1 and R; by Cmb~ and Cmb;. 
The following three rules thus replace R1 • R2 , and R;, respectively. 
Cmb~: Cand1 I\-, Cand2 I\-, Canel; ==} Class 1, 
Cmb2: Cand2 I\ -, Cand1 ==} Class2 , 
Cmb;: Cand; I\,( Cand 1 I\ ,Cand2 ) ==} Class;. 
The third rule is equivalent to the two rules: 
Canel; I\ -, Cand1 ==} Class;, 
Canel; I\ Cand2 ==} Class;. 
Th second of the e rules can be removed. since it can never succeed (Property 
4.1) a Canel; and Cand2 co1ne from the san1e deci ion tree. The final three 
replace1nent rule are then: 
.__ 
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Concli I\ , Cond2 I\ , Con cl; ===> Class1, 
Cond2 I\ -, Cond1 ===> Cla 2' 
Cond; I\ -, Cond1 ==} Cla s;. 
LS-1 
Thc ,e rule' ar y1nn1etric with re pect to Cond 2 and Cond;. Hence. this , a1ne 
,et of replacen1ent rules will result if conflict Q' were dealt with before Q. 
For the uggested rule . the san1e candidate description n1ust be cho en 
by Miler when working on Q' irrespective of whether Miler has already been 
applied to Q. Applying MI ler to Q results in the suggested rules: 
Cond 1 I\ Cond2 I\ Cons1 ===> Class1, 
Concli I\ Cond2 I\ Cons2 ===> Class2, 
where Con 1 and Cons2 arc the constructed descriptions. Applying MI ler to 
Q' where R 1 has been replaced by Cmb 1 results in the suggested rules: 
C1nb;: Cond 1 I\ , Cond2 I\ Cond; I\ Cons~ ===> Class 1. 
C1nb~: Concli I\ -, Cond2 I\ Cond; I\ Cons; ===> Class;. 
By Property 4. L these two rules are equivalent to the simpler rules: 
Crnb;: Cond 1 I\ Cond; I\ Cons~ ===> Class 1, 
Cmb~: 
Suppose that MI Ler were applied to Q' before it were applied to Q. The 
only possible difference will be the constructed conditions Cons~ and Cons; 
in the rule Cmb; and Crnb~. Since the training subsets corresponding to R 1 
and Cmb 1 are the sa1ne. the basis upon which MI ler constructs the candidate 
de criptions is unchanged. Hence, Cons~ and Cons; will be used in either case. 
resulting in the san1e rule being generated . 
Thus, the order in which M Iler is applied to a pair of conflicts. assunung 
quential application, is not i1nportant, with the san1e rules being generated 
irr p ctively. 
5.2.2 Sequential versus Parallel 
We can now how that MI Ler will generate the san1e final set of rules irrespective 
of wheth r it i applied s quentially or in parallel coupled with rule reconcilia-
tion. The rule produced by way of a sequential application. and by way of a 
} - ·) 
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parall 1 application. are con -, ider d in the ca e of two conflict , involving three 
rule (i.e .. having one rule in conunon). Th ca -, e of two conflict~ having no 
rule _, in con1111on i not con idered. since with either approach the conflict are 
handled ind pcndently and thus identically. 
Consider the two conflicts Q. involving the rules R1 and R 2 , and Q'. in-
volving the rule R 1 and R;. The e rules are of the forn1: 
RI. 2· 
Cond 1 
Cond2 
Cond; 
===> Class 1. 
===> Class2, 
===> Class;. 
U ncler the equential application of MI Lcr to these two conflicts. the resulting 
replacement rules are: 
Cond 1 /\, Cond2 /\, Cond; 
Concl2 /\, Cond1 
===> Class 1, 
===> Class 2, 
Canel; /\, Cond1 ===> Class;. 
nder the parallel application of MI Lcr to these san1e two conflicts, the resulting 
replace1nent rules are: 
Conch /\ , Cond2 ===? Class1, 
Cond 2 /\ , Cond 1 ===? Class2, 
Concl 1 /\ , Cond; ===? Class1, 
Cond; /\, Cond1 ===? Class; . 
which. after reconciliation (as described in Chapter 4). become the s;une three 
rules as in the sequential case. 
Likewi e, under a sequential application of M Iler to the conflicts. the sug-
ge ted rule b co1ne: 
( - 2 
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Condi I\ Cond2 I\ Consi ==} Classi, 
Condi I\ Cond2 I\ Con 2 ==} Class2. 
Concli I\ -, Cond2 I\ Canel; I\ Cons~ ==} Classi, 
Condi I\, Cond2 I\ Cond; I\ Cons; ==} Class;. 
lj6 
Th last two rule can be in1plified by ren1oval of the redundant -, Cond 2 . due 
to the presence of Cond; ( Property 4.1). re ulting in exactly the san1e set of 
, ugge tecl rule , generated under a parallel application of MI Lcr. 
The MIL algorithn1 thus generates the san1e con1bined rule set u iug either 
a parallel or sequential approach. 
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5.3 IMPLEMENTING MIL DIRECTLY 
MIL r pr ent a gen ral para lign1 for handling 1nultiple deci ion trees. and 
i ~ incl p ncl nt of the cleci ion tree induction algoritl1111 en1ployed. The idea 
e1nbocli cl in MIL could be directly implen1ented by n1odifying the deci ion tree 
induction algorith1n to handle the ca e where the selection criterion is unable 
to identify a single attribute. 
Su h an approach has been developed by augmenting the deci ion tree struc-
ture to allow alternative sub-trees to be associated with a node. A perforn1ance 
elen1ent i then required to con icler all alternative sub-trees. One (conservative) 
approach i , to r turn a decision only if all sub-trees agree. A second approach 
i to ext ncl the decision tree representation by allowing richer logical expres-
sions . The new logical expressions will replace the single attribute-value test 
of the node. This approach is considered here , and its relationship to the MIL 
algoritlun i hown. 
In deci ion trees, the tests corresponding to individual branches can be 
nhanced . Con ider the sin1ple case of two alternative sub-trees, one with at-
tribute A, the other with attribute B (both being binary-valued attributes . with 
value A1, A2. and B1, B2, re pectively) , as in Figure 5.1. These two ub-trees 
are 1nerged into one, with the corresponding tests as shown in the figure. Just 
a with the replacen1ent rules generated by MI Lcr, the exp re sion as ociated 
with the decision D1 ( or D2) , cannot simply be A1 V B1 ( or A2 V B 2 ) as this 
can lead to indeterminacy and conflict. This occurs in the case, for exan1ple, 
where A= A1 and B = B 2. 
11-~ 
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A B 
FIGURE 5.1: A ::,ilnple illustration of tl1e in1plications of 
in1ple111enting MIL by 1nodifying the decision tree algorithn1. 
and consequently. the tructure of the decision tree tests. The 
expression A1 I\ ,B2. for exan1ple. is to be read as ··attribute 
A ha value A 1 and attribute B does not have the value B 2 ... 
The logical syn1bols /\, V, -, represent conjunction. disjunction, 
and negation, respectively. 
Thi sirnple scenario does not handle conflicts, considering only the replace-
1nent rules of the combined rule set. Such a 1nerged decision tree is equivalent to 
the con1bined rule set containing the replacernent rules, but not the suggested 
rules. To verify this, consider the ··combined" decision tree of Figure 5.1. Con-
idering only this part of the decision tree, the corresponding 4 rules are: 
R1 A= A1 ~ Di , 
R2 A= A2 ~ D2, 
R' 1 
R' 2 
Alternative Implementations 
MIL will r olve the two conflict here by replacing the,e four rule , with: 
Cmb1 A = A1 I\ B f B2 ==} D1. 
Cmb2 A = A2 I\ B f B1 ==} D2. 
B = B1 I\ A f A2 
B = B2 I\ A f A1 
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which i preci ely the an1e set of rules as represented in the con1bined decision 
tree. 
The ugge~ ted rules. which are generated by MIL to restore coverage. can 
also be in1ple1nented directly by way of decision tree 1nanipulation. The sa1n 
proces a carried out by MI Lcr can be en1ployed, resulting in the addition of 
further branche en1anating fron1 this new node, with appropriate expression 
attached, leading to leaf nodes labelled with the appropriate decisions. 
Thu , . the MIL algorithn1 can be expressed ( and i1nplen1ented) in tern1s of 
either con1bining rule sets. or con1bining decision trees. In tenns of decision 
tr e . the repre entation n1u t be enhanced. allowing richer expressions to be 
a sociated with branches of the tree. The consequence of this approach are 
not further developed here. and ren1ain an interesting area for further work. 
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5.4 MULTIPLE RULE SETS 
Anoth r in1portant i u is how MIL can be en1ployed to co111bine three or 1nore 
rule 'et ·. ach derived directly fron1 decision trees induced fron1 the sa1ne train-
ing et. 
The proce of co1nbining n1ultiple decision trees ( rule ets) can be described 
u ing a i1nple case. Figure 5.2 illustrates three decision trees (~ub-trees) which 
are. a far as the selection criterion is concerned. alternatives. The process 
of 111 rging these to produce a single sub-tree si1nply generalises the approach 
den1on trated in Figure 5 .1. Ignoring ·· uggested rules· 1 • this process of con1-
bining decision trees simply restricts the coverage to those object for which 
no conflict arises. The objects that give rise to conflicts are proble1natical. and 
could be regarded as outside the scope of the decision trees. as discussed ear-
lier. To introduce .. suggested rules''. new branches n1ay be added to the node to 
cover other possibilities, with such branches either generated by MIL or by the 
knowledge engineer or do1nain expert. In general, the et of expressions associ-
ated with the branches emanating from a node will be kept n1utually exclusive, 
o that branching is n1inin1ised ( using disjunction where appropriate). and the 
po ibility for conflict is ren1oved. 
In tern1s of rules, each of the original sub-trees in Figure 5.2 corresponds to 
two rule , leading to six rules in the co1nbined rule set. The six rules lead to six 
conflict , which MIL will resolve appropriately, producing six replacen1ent rules. 
quivalent to the six disjuncts illustrated in the figure. The MIL algorith111 will 
combine two of the rule ets, and then combine this con1bined rule set with 
the third rule et. Obvious efficiencies are gained by extending MIL to work on 
1nore than two rule ets at a tin1e, handling the larger et of con1plen1entary 
onflict at once. Similarly, direct modifications to the decision tree induction 
algoritlun n1ay al o improve efficiency. 
A 
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A1 I\ ,B2 I\ ,C2 
V 
B1 I\ ,A2 I\ ,C2 
V 
C1 /\ ,A2 I\ ,B2 
B C 
A2 I\ ,B1 I\ ,C1 
V 
B 2 I\ ,A1 I\ ,C1 
V 
C2 /\ ,A1 I\ ,B1 
FIGURE 5.2: A sin1ple illustration of the process of com-
bining three decision trees. This can be imple1nented either di-
rectly upon the decision trees, or within the rule set paradig1n. 
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The MIL paradign1, then, is not restricted to con1bining just two rule sets, 
but the is ue of the suggested rules, as discussed earlier. is an in1portant area 
that n1ust be addressed by further research. 
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5.5 ALTERNATIVE REPLACEMENT RULES 
In g nerating replacen1ent rules MI Lcr take th logical negation of the concli-
tion of one rule. and conjoins this to the conditions of another rule. In the 
in1ple t ca c. as con idered here. all but one of the conjuncts in this negated 
conjunction appear un-n gated in the condition to which it is being conjoined. 
Thu . all but one of these conjuncts in the negated condition are logically un-
nece ary. leaving just a single tenn to be negated and conjoined. The usual 
n1antic of logical negation is n1eant , where the negated expression is true 
when ver the expression being negated is false. 
An earlier version of MIL, as reported in Willian1s (1988) was son1ewhat 
111ore cautious in its approach to negating the conditions of another rule. The 
approach taken in this earlier work was to express the negation in tenns of only 
tho e objects in the training set. Thus, a condition of the fonn A == Ai, when 
negat d under this sche1ne, becon1es A == Aj if the only values of the attribute 
A found in the associated training set were Ai and Aj. Such an approach does 
indeed lead to conflict-free replacement rules, but their generality is significantly 
reduced. With the goal of producing rule sets with acceptable coverage and 
accuracy. the 111ore general concept of negation was found appropriate. 
Other options are available in producing replacen1ent rules. The proces of 
n1odifying the conditions of just one rule of a pair of rules in conflict 
was introduced in Chapter 4. For exa1nple, given the rules: 
R1 A == A1 =::;, D1 
R2 : B == B1 =::;, D2 
uitable replace1nent rules 111ight be: 
Cmb1 A== A1 
Cmb2 B == B1 I\ A =/ A1 
Under uch a in1ple chen1e. all conflict is removed. and generality is 1na1n-
tained. Thi approach can be con1pared to the informal approach of re olving 
conflict by always choosing one decision in favour of another. Thi approach 
was not cho n for MIL as it was argued to be more appropriate to pecifically 
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identify xa1nple for which the rule sets can not give a consistent decision, and 
then to handle the e eparat ,1y. 
Furth r alternative n1eans of generating uggested rules could be considered, 
and i again an area identifi cl for further research. 
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5.6 SUMMARY 
Thi chapter ha di cu d a 11u1nber of alternative that have been considered 
in the i111plen1entation of the MIL algorithn1. Areas for further re earch have 
been identified and prelin1inary discussion of these provide initial insights. 
Alternative to the generation of the .. suggested rules" have been consid-
erecl. with a nun1ber of interesting new directions being propo ed. Different ap-
proache to the i111 ple111entation of the MIL algorith111 were discussed, covering 
the i sues of equential and parallel execution, and the direct in1plementation 
of MIL within a decision tree induction algorithm. Alternatives to the ··intro-
duced rule '' were discussed briefly, and the issue of co1nbining many rule sets 
was consider d. 
Summary and 
Conclusions 
Thi , th is ha presented a research effort investigating and developing upon 
the pro bl 111 of inducing decision structures for use in expert sy te111s. The first 
,' tag involved a ries of experi111ents using a decision tree induction algoritlun 
( Chapter 3). Th econd stage ( Chapter 4) developed the MIL algoritlun which 
builds upon a cleci ion tree induction algorith111 by con1bining decision trees into 
a unified ollection of rules with all potential for conflict ren1ovecl. This work is 
sun1n1arised below and the conclusions are drawn together. 
Decision tree induction algorithn1s have been a den1onstrably successful 
knowledge-acqui ition tool for building knowledge-based expert systen1 ( Chap-
ter 2). Whilst uch algorithn1s have been used to build knowledge bases for i111-
111ediat d ployn1ent 1 intervention by experienced knowledge engineers is still. 
in g neraL neces ary. An understanding of the nature of the algoritluns. and of 
the type of deci ion structures they produce is essential for this technology to 
be appropriately en1ployed. 
The series of experin1ents described in Chapter 3 explored a nun1ber of as-
pe t of the d ci ion tree induction algorith1n. Whilst the algorithn1 was found 
to produce good decision trees, a significant inadequacy was identified whereby 
apparently equally good decision tree could be induced fro1n a single training 
,et. The e decision trees differed in tern1s of their coverage and accuracy. so1ne-
ti111e quite ignificantly. The concept of tree pruning was then considered. and 
found to be a useful technique for i111proving the perfonnance of a decision tree. 
An approach to pruning which retained the agree1nent of the resulting decision 
tr with the d ci ion contained in the training set wa introduced. and found 
to produc i111proven1ents. 
Th MIL algoritlun wa developed here upon the observation that a de-
cision tree induction algorith111 can g nerate multiple decision trees and that 
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alternativ inclu tion algoritlnn can provide alternative deci ion tree . The 
MIL algorithn1 co1nbin decision trees, providing a tool for u e by a knowledge 
t'nginc r, providing rapid prototyping and guidance in the developn1ent of a 
knowl clge-ba eel expert systen1. 
Th MIL algoritlun id ntifie rules cornmon to the decision trees being co111-
bined as con tituting an initial rule set. The ren1aining rules, which potentially 
give ri e to conflict, are peciali eel so that any potential for conflict is rernoved. 
New rules are suggested to cover any object which previously would have given 
ri e to onflict. The experirnents indicated that MIL was often able to prod nee a 
con1bined rule set with 1naxin1al, or near 111aximal1 coverage whilst 1naintaining 
accuracy. 
OveralL 1ny research, as reported upon in this thesis. has investigated issues 
relating to the u age of decision tree induction algorithrns. I provide insights 
into the perforn1ance of these algorithn1s with real data. drawn fro111 several 
dornain . I have developed a technique for combining rnultiple decision trees 
and have identified the potential advantages of this technique over the single 
application of a decision tree induction algorithm to a training set. 
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